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Abstract

The inflationary paradigm of standard big bang cosmology provides a mechanism to

generate primordial curvature perturbations and explain the large scale homogeneity

and isotropy of the observable universe. This is achieved through requiring a period of

accelerated expansion during the early universe and requires a deep understanding of

particle physics for its correct formulation. With the emergence of string theory as a

potential description of a fundamental laws of nature provides a the natural framework

in which we can construct realistic models of inflation seems plausible. A common

feature of string theories is the requirement of extra dimensions and, in the absence

of a complete formulation of the theory, it is necessary to dimensionally reduce the

theories to give a 4d effective theory. String compactifications provide a promising

approach through which this can be done. However compactifications lead to the gen-

eration of a large number of massless scalar fields (moduli) which would mediate un-

observed ’fifth forces’. Methods of stabilising these fields give rise to exponentially

flat potentials which provide the means of obtaining inflation quite naturally. In the

introductory chapters a review of Type IIb flux compactifications gives methods to sta-

bilise the complex structure moduli and dilaton through the use of fluxes. In order to

stabilise the Kähler moduli additional non perturbative corrections to the superpoten-

tial are required. We introduce the well know class of meta stable de Sitter string vacua

obtained when such corrections are included. An additional class vacua at large vol-

ume are discussed, these are found when leading order perturbative corrections to the

Kähler potential are also considered. The large volume vacua are then shown to give

rise to a model of inflaton using a Kähler modulus as an inflaton field. We show that

there exists a large class of inflationary solutions corresponding to a constant volume

V of the compactification manifold. In a second chapter on this inflationary model
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the existence of a basin of attraction for inflation with a constant volume is described.

We also find a larger class of inflationary solutions when we evolve the axionic com-

ponents of the Kähler moduli and the phenomenological aspects are discussed. We

finally review the standard slow roll analysis and discuss its use in multiple field in-

flationary models. We introduce two multiple field extensions to the standard single

field slow roll approach. We proceed with an investigation into the suitability of the

multiple field slow roll approaches in predicting the slow roll footprint of Supergravity

models of inflation. This is achieved through comparing the results with single field

results and numerical simulation data when more complex models are considered.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction and motivation

What is the history of the universe? The realistic answer is that, in the absence of

a fundamental theory of particle physics, prior to the era of Nucleosynthesis we can

only speculate on the answer. However the observable universe provides us with many

signposts to help us along the way. Our universe on scales larger than ∼ 100Mpc is

observed to be homogeneous and isotropic. This feature is useful as it suggests that

our observations of the universe are roughly representative of the universe as a whole.

However the universe on small scales constrains inhomogeneities such as galaxies and

clusters. The cosmic microwave background (CMB), the imprint of the universe from

a time when the universe was roughly 10000 times smaller than it is today also reveals

these features. It is seen on the large scales to be homogenous and isotropic with a

mean temperature of Tcmb ∼ 2.7K whilst it reveals small scale anisotropies in the

temperature distribution at the order of ∼ 10−5.

We arrive now at another question: what can give rise to the large scale homogeneity

and isotropy in the universe? The most widely believed explanation is that the universe

underwent a period of accelerated expansion in the early universe caused by a repulsive

force, this is commonly referred to as a period of inflation. To understand the attractive

qualities of inflation let us consider a universe that is homogenous and isotropic. We
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can then use the Robertson Walker metric to describe the geometry of spacetime,

ds2 = −dt2 + a(t)2
[

dr2

1− κr2
+ r2

(
dθ2 + sin2θdϕ2,

)]
(1.1)

where a(t) is the scale factor, and κ is a constant and depends on the spatial curvature

of the universe. Substituting the metric (1.1) into the Einstein equations,

Rαβ −
1

2
Rgαβ = 8πGTαβ, (1.2)

where α, β = 0, . . . , 3 and R is the Ricci tensor, we arrive at the Friedmann equations(
ȧ

a

)2

=
8πGρ

3
− κ

a2
, (1.3)

ä

a
= −4πG

3
(ρ+ 3p) . (1.4)

The observable universe is measured experimentally to be spatially flat. Given (1.3)

we arrive at the relation

κ

a2H2
=

8πG

3H2
− 1 ≡ Ω− 1, (1.5)

where Ω is the critical energy density and H = ȧ
a

is the Hubble parameter. Assuming

that the scale factor grows as a power law with time, a ∼ tp with p dependent on

the matter dominating the evolution of the universe, we see that |Ω − 1| diverges at

late times, and so Ω must have been extremely close to unity in the early universe.

In a period of accelerated expansion we have ȧ(t) > ȧi for t > ti which leads us to

conclude that Ω → 1 as t→ ∞. Inflation then provides an explanation for the observed

spatial flatness. Let us now turn to the observed homogeneity and isotropy. For a light-

like radial trajectory, dr = a(t)dt the maximum distance that can be covered over a

time period defines the horizon,

dH(t) = a(t)

∫ t

ti

dt

a
= a(t)

∫ aH

a(t)

da

ȧH
. (1.6)

This defines the maximum distance of regions of space which are causally connected.

The horizon grows with time and so at the era of last scattering observations its ho-

mogenity suggests the universe was causally connected on scales many orders of mag-

nitude larger than the horizon. This issue is commonly referred to as the horizon

problem. Inflation again provides a mechanism to solve this problem, since in an ac-

celerated universe the horizon, after a period of inflation, is comparable to the causally
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connected domain. The resolution of these two problems through a period of acceler-

ated expansion is encouraging. Conversely a period of inflation requires the assump-

tion that the universe underwent a period of accelerated expansion, ä > 0 caused by

a repulsive force. Gravity however is an attractive force, causing the deccelerated ex-

pansion of the universe. What then can be used to drive inflation? From (1.4) this can

be satisfied when the equation of state is constrained to be,

p < −1

3
ρ. (1.7)

Clearly this can be achieved through a cosmological constant which has p = −ρ.

However this is found to lead to eternal inflation since at late times the cosmological

constant dominates and we have a late time accelerated expansion of the universe.

Perhaps a more encouraging solution arises when we consider a scalar field, ϕ. The

action of a scalar field coupled to gravity is given by

Sϕ =

∫
d4x

√
−g
(
1

2
∂α∂αϕ− V (ϕ)

)
. (1.8)

Assuming we have a metric given by (1.1) we find the homogeneous scalar field to be

a perfect fluid with energy density and pressure given by

ρ =
1

2
ϕ̇2 + V (ϕ), (1.9)

p =
1

2
ϕ̇2 − V (ϕ). (1.10)

With an appropriate choice of V (ϕ) the conditions for a successful period of inflation

(1.7) can then be satisfied. The simplicity of realising inflation with a scalar field with

a suitable potential prompted the construction of many inflationary scenarios1. During

its infancy there was significant freedom to create exotic potentials that could explain

observable phenomena. Today we are presented with proposals for fundamental theo-

ries of particle physics which have significantly changed the inflationary cosmologist’s

approach to the model building.

The twentieth century gave rise to two major breakthroughs in our understanding of

fundamental physics through the formulation of general relativity and quantum me-

chanics. These theories give us a description of physics in the large scale through gen-

eral relativity which with its unification of space an time gives and elegant description
1For details on the history of inflation the reader is directed to some reviews on the subject of inflation

[58, 59, 60].
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of the gravitational force through the curvature of a dynamical spacetime. Quantum

mechanics, on the other hand, describes the small scales of the universe and provides

the framework in which macroscopic physics can be understood. Developments in the

field of relativistic quantum mechanics (quantum field theories) have provided remark-

able understanding of the fundamental forces of; electromagnetism, through quantum

electrodynamics (QED) and the strong and weak nuclear forces through the theory of

quantum chromodynamics (QCD). Quantum field theories remove the classical notion

of particles describing them as fundamental excitations of fields. These obey specific

symmetries and how each transforms determines the particle states their quanta de-

scribe. They can be either bosonic (integer spin fields) or fermionic (half integer spin

fields) in type. On the bosonic side, the spin-0 field is a scalar field, a spin-1 is a vector

field (gauge field) and a spin-2 requires a second rank tensor field. On the fermionic

side, the half-integer-spin particles are described by spinors fields. They, however,

have representations dependent on the properties of particles and space-time dimen-

sion of the theory. A spin-1/2 particle is described using a Lorentz/Dirac Spinor Field,

these are 4-component spinors which describe the fermionic fields whilst for higher

half-integer spin particles one requires more specific representations. Through QCD

and QED we have a macroscopic understanding of three of the four fundamental forces

of nature which can be grouped together to form the Standard Model which can be de-

scribed by the SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) gauge theory. However the standard model lacks

the means to describe the gravitational force and our understanding of the laws of na-

ture on a macroscopic level is incomplete and will continue to be so until a macroscopic

theory of gravity can be found. A theoretical model of physics describing the physics

of fundamental one dimensional extended objects has risen as a potential quantum the-

ory of gravity. String theory was originally conceived as a macroscopic theory of the

strong interaction, however through the development of QCD in the early 1970s and its

success in describing the strong interaction, string theory was no longer required. This

was in part due to the the technical problems associated with string theory; it required

that there exist additional spatial dimensions and contained a massless spin two parti-

cle as the fundamental excitation of the string which experimental observations of the

strong interaction did not observe. String theory was once again picked up by theorists

as a potential quantum theory of gravity exactly for the existence of a massless spin
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two particle which could be interpreted as the graviton. It has turned out that string the-

ory can be even more than this and is thought to be a quantum theory which provides a

unified description of all the fundamental forces. Whilst it is a promising candidate for

a fundamental theory there is still a significant lack of understanding of the full theory.

One signal of an incomplete theory was the discovery of 5 distinct string theories, each

existing in 10 space-time dimensions. A curious type are called the ”heterotic” string

theories, which use a 26 dimensional bosonic string formalism for the left-moving

string modes and a 10 dimensional supersymmetric string (superstring) formalism for

the right-moving modes. The dimensional inconsistency between the left and right

string modes leads to heterotic string theories containing only closed strings (a string

with no end points, topologically closed strings are equivalent to a circle) whilst the

other types can also contain open strings. The extra 16 dimensions of the left moving

modes must be compactified on a specific torus, of which there are only two exam-

ples, corresponding to the Lie algebras, SO(32) and E8 × E8, this choice leads to

two distinct heterotic string theories. The remaining three types of string theories used

the superstring formalism for both the left and right moving modes. This construction

introduces the possibility of a ’handedness’ or chirality to the theory, an gives rise to

the two possibilities, type IIa where the left-moving and right-moving string modes are

symmetric (the modes have the opposite handedness) and type IIb which is left-right

asymmetric (same handedness). The final theory is found by modding out the left-right

handedness symmetry of type II theories, leading to an unoriented string theory, called

type I. It was later realised that these could all be related through various dualities of

string theories, and in fact, there is a suggestion that the separate theories are unified in

some as yet unknown 11 dimensional theory. We however take the view that in prin-

ciple string theory will eventually overcome these obstacles and provide a complete

understanding of particle physics and cosmology. Taking this approach we see the

need for connecting the physics of string theory with the observable universe, or trying

to come as close as possible. An obvious testing ground is through cosmology. More

specifically through the formulation of string models of inflation. In fact the success

of inflationary cosmology has been in its natural resolution of problems faced with the

initial conditions in a decelerating universe which stem from the lack of understanding

of the fundamental physics which gives rise to these initial conditions. In addition,
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the inflationary paradigm gives a mechanism for the generation of the primordial inho-

mogeneities. The presence of which are essential in the explanation of the large scale

structure in the universe. Through expansion, vacuum fluctuations of the scalar field

responsible for inflation, the inflaton2, are stretched and become classical perturbations

of the inflaton field on scales less than the Hubble radius [83]. It is clear that we should

use a macroscopic picture to describe these fluctuations, since corrections arising from

string theory will be translated into cosmological fluctuations. We will see in this thesis

that string theory has many natural candidates for an inflaton field, the problems faced

when constructing models of inflation, and the issues of obtaining suitable control of

them.

In the second chapter, we will introduce the procedure of dimensional compactifica-

tion, allowing us to dimensionally reduce the 10d string theories and give rise to 4d

effective theories. Although compactificiations leads to theories which have a greater

connection to the observable universe, they will be shown to come with a large num-

ber of undetermined scalar fields which require stabilising. We review the methods

which can achieve this, namely that of flux compactifications and by the introduction

of perturbative and non-perturbative corrections. The resulting vacua that are obtained

through these techniques are then discussed. In the third chapter, having developed

the background framework that leads to de Sitter vacua in an 4d effective theory, we

introduce a model of inflation where the candidate inflaton field is one of the scalar

fields resulting from compactification. This model is studied in detail and is found

to give rise to a class of quite general inflationary solutions. We extend this analysis

further in chapter 4 and find the existence of an island of stability for inflationary tra-

jectories which corresponds to a constant volume of the compactified space. Through

displacement of axionic fields we find an additional class of inflationary trajectories.

We conclude with a discussion on the phenomenological implications of this inflation-

ary model. The work contained in chapters 3 and 4 is based on the paper [54] givnen

in the references. In chapter 5 we discuss the validity of the standard slow roll formal-

ism in the context of supergravity models of inflation. We then present two multiple

2The component responsible is not restricted to scalar fields, and could easily be vector fields [135],

spinor fields [136] or something more exotic (see for example [137]). However the simplest choice is

that of a scalar field.
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field slow roll formalisms present in the current literature. Since there is no general

consensus on which method of analysis is preferable, we proceed to carry out a com-

parative study of the two approaches. This is first investigated in a simple model of

multiple field inflation and then is extended to the model of Kähler moduli inflation

that plays a central role in both chapters 3 and 4. We find our results favour the eigen-

value formalism of [73]. We present in appendix A the procedure of determining the

scaling solutions of a model through an automonous phase plane analysis carried out

by [77]. We illustrate the application of this procedure to supergravity models, which

could provide a possible future project and a means to further understand the basin of

attraction discovered in chapter 4. In appendix B we provide the conventions used in

the slow roll formalisms of chapter 5.



Chapter 2

Compactifications, Moduli and Fluxes

This chapter reviews the basic concepts of string geometry and flux compactifications

that provide a background to any modern string construction. Particular emphasis will

be placed on the development of Large Volume string campactifications. The reader

is guided to the valuable sources on string geometry [6, 7, 8], flux compactifications

[10, 11] and models of string inflation [58, 60].

2.1 Type IIB string theory

Perturbative supersymmetric string theories all exist in a critical space-time dimension

of 10, however observation of the world around us suggest that we only have 4 large

dimensions and so it is clear there exists some disparity between the exotic world of

string theory and the ’everyday’ physics of the 4 dimensional standard model. The

notion of additional dimensions to the 3 spatial and one temporal of our observable

universe is often difficult to comprehend outside the world of mathematics and the-

oretical physics. However armed only with insight into the world we live in, one

easily understands that these dimensions simply are not observed. From this the con-

cept of removing these dimensions from low energy physics stems, with the notion of

compactification arising as one possible solution. Compactifying higher dimensional

theories is not something new arising from string theory, but was introduced through

the 5 dimensional theory of Kaluza and Klein, see [2] for a modern perspective on

these ideas. Kaluza first identified that one could unify two of the fundamental the-
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ories of Nature, Einstein’s relativity with Maxwell’s theory of Electro Magnetism if

one accepted flexibility in the dimensionality of spacetime and an additional spatial

dimension was introduced [1]. All fields are independent of the additional dimension

(this was later extended through the work of Klein to include dependence on the ad-

ditional dimension) and the 5d space time is viewed as the product space M4 × S1.

The additional dimension, y, is made periodic, y = y + 2π, identifying this dimen-

sion topologically as a circle. Since all physics in M4 is independent of the additional

dimension the observable universe does not ’see’ it. Essential to the approach is the

compactness condition of the additional dimension, allowing the 5d fields to be ex-

panded in a Fourier series,

gµν(x, y) =
n=∞∑
n=−∞

gµν(x)e
iny/l , Aµ(x, y) =

n=∞∑
n=−∞

Aµ(x)e
iny/l ,

ϕ(x, y) =
n=∞∑
n=−∞

ϕ(x)einy/l, (2.1)

where l is the size (or length) of y and n is the Fourier mode. If l is sufficiently small,

in the low energy limit only the n = 0 mode is retained in the expansion1. From these

assumptions, taking additionally the scalar ϕ = constant, one recovers 4d relativity

interacting with electromagnetism,

gmn =

 gµν + AµAν ϕ2Aµ

ϕ2Aν ϕ2

 . (2.2)

We are then drawn to applying these ideas to the extra dimensions of string theory with

the aim to somehow reduce the number of spatial dimensions of the theory to some

product space,M10 =M4×M6 in which a 4d effective theory can live,M4 representing

our visible space with some decoupled physics theory residing in the compactification

manifold, M6. Compactification of the extra dimensions is not the only viable method,

these extra dimensions could be large with our known universe existing on a bound

surface in a higher dimensions bulk. Such scenarios are known as Braneworlds and we

direct the reader to some reviews on the topic [129, 85].

One interesting consequence of this form of compactification, is the preservation of the

supersymmetry of string theory. Supersymmtery is a symmetry which if true dictates

1This effectively imposes the assumptions of the four dimensional fields being independent of y.
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that every boson should be have at least one fermionic partner and vise-versa. One of

the main theoretical motivations behind supersymmetry is that it leads to unification

of the gauge couplings at ∼ 1016GeV . The desirable qualities of supersymmetry have

lead to the development of supersymmetric extensions to the standard model which

involve N = 1 supersymmetry , where N is the number of gravitinos in the theory,

one such theory is the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM). However

the absence of any signature of supersymmetry in current particle experiments sug-

gests that the energy scale of supersymmetry lies somewhere above the experimental

bounds on the lightest supesymmetric particle, MLSP > 100GeV , [130, 131]. One

therefore requires that compactifications of string theories both preserve supersym-

metry allowing for simplifications to the theory associated with obtaining the well

understood supergravity theories and a means in which supersymmetry can be broken.

Ideally a complete theory would identify the exact compactification required to recover

the low energy physics of the standard model, however there exist a number of ways

to compactify the different string theories in order to obtain the desired N = ∞ Su-

pergravity in 4d Minkowski space, or of particular interest for this thesis in Type IIB

string theories compactified on Calabi Yau manifolds.

2.2 Calabi-Yau compactifications

Compactifications provide the sufficiently controlled procedure for obtaining effective

4d supersymmetric theories from string theory. Supersymmetry is only preserved after

compactification if the internal manifold is in fact complex, Kähler and Ricci-flat [5]

and in the absence of any flux. We will later require flux to stabilise scalar fields present

in the theory, the presence of flux has been shown to break the SU(3) structure of the

Calabi Yau manifold. This fact has lead to recent work concentrating on compact-

ifications on generalised Calabi Yau manifolds [138] and more complex G-structure

manifolds [139], we will not go discuss these further in this thesis. The supersym-

metric preserving properties we are interested in are met by Calabi Yau manifolds, M
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defined, commonly through [7, 8],

c1 = 0 (2.3)

Rmn = 0 (2.4)

dJ = 0 (2.5)

where m,n = 1, . . . , 6 are the coordinates in the Calabi Yau space, c1 is the first Chern

class, Rµν the Ricci tensor and J is the almost complex structure on the manifold M ,

where gmn = J lmJ
k
nglk

2. The fact that supersymmetry is conserved on Calabi Yau

spaces is a strong statement since it tells us that we have a covariantly constant spinor

∇mη = 0, wherem are the coordinates on the internal manifold. The existence of such

a spinor causes the vacuum values of the supersymmetry transformations to vanish and

preserves supersymmetry after compactification [5]. It is found that, for each covari-

antly constant spinor present on the compactifcation manifold, there is one conserved

supersymmetry in 4 dimensions. A Calabi Yau manifold has the property that it ad-

mits only one covariantly constant spinor [5]. Calabi Yau spaces are therefore natural

manifolds on which to compactify string theories due to these properties, and Type II

theories compactified on Calabi Yau 3-folds lead to preserving N = 1 supersymmetry

[12].

Compactifications however come at a price, with a compactification giving rise to a

number of massless scalar fields called Moduli, these are deformations of the com-

pactification which leave the 4d effective theory invariant. Moduli are present in all

generic compactifications and typically are of order 10120 in number [38]. There are

a number of different types of moduli; brane moduli, these are fields parametrising

quantities such as the radial distance seperating branes, metric moduli and axions. In

addition to the moduli fields, string compactifications also always contain the dilaton,

eϕ a massless scalar field which is the remnant of the 10D worldsheet. It is the met-

ric moduli that we will eventually use as a candidate inflaton and use throughout this

thesis so let us study these in detail. The moduli correspond to fluctuations of the

metric on the internal space and can be studied by infinitesimally perturbing the metric

gmn → gmn+δgmn. Constraining the deformations to result in a new manifold which is

2This condition on the metric implies the metric is Hermitian, whilst the property that J is closed

defines it as Kähler where J is the Kähler form.
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still Calabi Yau corresponds to imposing that the manifold retains Ricci flatness under

these deformations,

Rmn(g + δg) = 0. (2.6)

Expanding this to first order, and imposing δgmn = 0, we obtain the Lichnerowicz

equation describing the solutions to all possible deformations δg,

∇l∇lδgmn − [∇l,∇m]δgln − [∇l,∇n]δglm = 0. (2.7)

The solutions to this equation decouple into deformations of two types of Kähler man-

ifolds; those of pure type δgµν (or δgµ̄ν̄) and those of mixed type δgµν̄ , where zµ, z̄µ̄ ,

where µ, µ̄ take values 1, 2, 3 and 1̄, 2̄, 3̄ and are the complex holomorphic co-ordinates

of the Calabi Yau manifold, M and their conjugates respectively with,

δg = δgµνdz
µdzν + δgµν̄dz

µdz̄ν̄ + c.c. (2.8)

Deformations associated with the mixed type correspond exactly with the harmonic

(1,1) forms of the Calabi Yau,

δgµν̄ ↔ δgµν̄dz
µ ∧ dz̄ν̄ , (2.9)

and correspond to deformations of the Kähler form J of the manifold,

J = igµν̄dz
µ ∧ dz̄ν̄ −→ i(gµν̄ + δgµν̄)dz

µ ∧ dz̄ν̄ . (2.10)

For this reason they are defined as Kähler moduli. We can expand the deformations of

the Kähler form in the basis of harmonic 2-forms, ωi, where i = 1, . . . , h(1,1),

Jµν̄ = ti(ωi)µν̄ (2.11)

In compactifications of this type the parameters ti are 4d scalars with their value giving

the Kähler form J of the Calabi Yau manifold M. In chapter 1 it was briefly mentioned

that there exists 5 differnet string theories, in each of these there is an antisymmetric

2-form field B2 which arises in string compactifications [5]. After compactification

this gives rise to a (1,1)-form Bµν̄ on the internal manifold M. This has h(1,1) zero

modes and naturally combines with the Kähler form, J to give a complexified Kähler

form J = B + iJ . We can expand B in a similar basis of 2-forms, B = biωi where
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in the 4d theory bi corresponds to h(1,1) real scalar fields called axions in string theory.

There are now h(1,1) complex Kähler moduli fields which parameterise a Kähler cone,

these are given by,

ρi = bi + iti. (2.12)

Deformations of pure type are not so easily understood since the properties of the

Calabi Yau ensures there are no (2,0) harmonic forms in which we can expand these

deformations and, more simply, the symmetry of gµν ensures this. If we then consider

a pure deformation δgµν , followed by a coordinate transformation fm which causes the

deformation to vanish then we have,

δgµν =
∂f̄ µ̄

∂zµ
gµ̄ν +

∂f̄ µ̄

∂zν
gµ̄µ. (2.13)

This deformation leads to no new physics and cannot alter the pure coordinates of the

metric gµν which suggests that the coordinate transformation fm can not be holomor-

phic. A non-holomorphic coordinate change would correspond to altering the complex

structure of the Calabi Yau, and so deformations of the pure type are called complex

structure moduli. These deformations are associated with complex harmonic (2,1)

forms as,

δgµ̄ν̄ ↔ Ω̄µ̄
γδδgµ̄ν̄dz

γ ∧ dzδ ∧ dz̄ν̄ , (2.14)

where Ωµ̄
γδ = gµ̄νΩγδν an Ω is a nowhere vanishing harmonic (3,0) form.

We can introduce a basis which will help describe the complex structure deformations

in greater detail, defining the homology basis of 3-cycles, Aa,Bb and the dual coho-

mology basis by the 3-forms αa, βb, where a, b = 1, . . . h2,1 + 1 and we have∫
Ab

αa = −
∫
Ba

βb = δba, (2.15)∫
M
αa ∧ βb = −

∫
M
βb ∧ αa = δba. (2.16)

It is possible to define a set of coordinates on the moduli space by considering the

integral of the holomorphic three form over the 3-cycle basis. This gives the periods

za =

∫
Aa

Ω , Fb =

∫
Bb

Ω, (2.17)
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where the function F (z) is commonly known as the prepotential and is a function of

the coordinates za, Fb = ∂aF , with the prepotential determining the Kähler potential

and therefore the Kähler metric on the complex structure moduli space. This particular

geometry is known as special geometry [8]. The coordinates za describe one direction

more than the number h(2,1), however since they are defined only up to a complex

rescaling of the holomorphic (3, 0)-form Ω → f(ϕi)Ω which can remove the additional

coordinate. It follows from (2.17) that the complex structure moduli are described by

these periods and Ω can be expanded in terms of them,

Ω = zaαa − Fbβ
b. (2.18)

The parameter space of continuous deformations of the Calabi Yau manifold is called

the moduli space and we have seen this is generated by a set of h(1,1) + 2h(2,1) real

parameters, where h(p,q) = dimHp,q(M) are the Hodge numbers of a manifold M

where Hp,q are the cohomology classes of the manifold [6]. We then see that since the

moduli are in one-to-one correspondence with the harmonic forms on the Calabi Yau

the number of geometric moduli in a compactification is completely determined by the

cohomology of the manifold.

We have seen that compactifying string theory to a product space manifold where the

internal manifold is a Calabi Yau is motivated through the phenomenologically attrac-

tive quality that such a manifold can preserve supersymmetry after compactification.

Calabi Yaus therefore seem a natural space in which to formulate string theories with

the hope that after compactification we are left with a low workable low energy aspects

4d N = 1 supergravity action. However there is no uniquely defined Calabi Yau man-

ifold on which to compactify, and the moduli space of deformations associated with

these compactifications is problematic due to the undesirably large number of mod-

uli parameterising the space of continuous deformations which preserve Ricci flatness

that come arise from these compactifications. These moduli are free scalar fields in the

effective 4d theory, and if one couples with at least gravitational strength to the matter

sector the theory would contain observable ”fifth” forces at a range ∼ 1
mϕ

, where mϕ

is the mass of a typical moduli field. Experiments have so far tested the inverse square

law down to the submillimeter scale with no observational evidence of its violation [3]

requiring moduli to have masses mϕ > 10−3. Giving a vacuum expectation value to
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these moduli would solve this problem, lifting the flat directions of the moduli space,

and generating large masses for the moduli fields. We will see that fixing the masses

of the moduli fields generically leads to the breaking of supersymmetry through a non

vanishing superpotential term, W ̸= 0 , at the stabilised minimum. One could even use

quantum corrections to the superpotential to do this and we will expand on this issue

later in this chapter. One method of giving these moduli a vacuum expectation values

is the process of flux compactifications, which we shall see generates terms in the 4d

effective theory which can fix some of the moduli fields introduced in this section.

2.3 Flux Compactifications

Recent developments in string theory have focussed on the issue of using flux fields in

string theory as a means of constructing flux vacua [19, 31, 12]. This involves moving

to a warped background geometry in which there exists non-vanishing (p + 1)-form

fields, where p = 1, 3, 5 for Type II string theories. It is possible to construct string

vacua through manipulation of the associated field strengths, F p+2 and compactifying

on a manifold with non-trivial (p+2) cycles, Σ. Through identifying and wrapping the

fluxes over cycles in the internal manifold there is an energetic cost which depends on

the precise structure of the Calabi Yau metric leading to the generation of a potential

for the complex structure moduli introduced in the previous section. From the 4d

perspective, the generation of a potential dependent on the moduli allows these fields

to be fixed and integrated out of the theory, alleviating the problems charateristic of

allowing these fields to evolve. The use of fluxes in compactifications has been a

fruitful area of research with the inclusion of sources such as branes leading to the

violation of the no-go theorems of [19] which had found that Type IIb string theory

compactified on a compact and non-singular manifolds can never lead to de Sitter or

Minkowski space (The case where p = 1 or p = D − 1 is allowed, where D is

the spacetime dimension, however this gives a constant cosmological constant). In this

section we will outline the use of fluxes in methods of compactification and will follow

the IIb orientifold compactifications of Giddings et al [12]. A development of the basic

framework of flux compactifications will provide insight into the mechanisms which

lead to the stabilisation of the complex structure moduli and dilaton. From this we will
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see the need for additional mechanisms through which the remaining Kähler moduli

of the previous section can also be stabilised.

2.3.1 Type IIb orientifold compactifications

The no go theorems of Maldacena-Nunez mean that we are unable to work with the

simple string theory action but instead must consider the case including orientifold

limits. The orientifold compactifications of Giddings et al [12] provide a consistent

solution to 10d supergravity with local sources which through a Kaluza-Klein type

reduction allows for both a 10d or 4d effective theory perspective. This is an attractive

feature of this construction, since the low energy description removes some of the

problems associated with our understanding of the full 10d theory. Progress can then

be made in significantly simpler and well understood model. The action of the 10d

Type IIb string theory in the Einstein frame is

SIIb =
1

2κ210

∫
d10x

√
−ge−2S(R− ∂µτ∂

µτ

2(Imτ)2
− G3.Ḡ3

12Imτ
− F̃ 2

5

4× 5
) + SCS + Sloc(2.19)

where SCS , Sloc are respectively the Chern Simons term and contributions from addi-

tional sources. κ210 = (2π)7α′4 is the 10 dimensional Newton’s constant. The com-

bined three form flux is G3 = F3 + τH3 with H3 the Neveu-Schwarz field strength

with potential B2 and the Ramond-Ramond field strengths are F1,3,5 with correspond-

ing potentials C0,2,4. The axion dilaton is given by τ = C0 + ie−Φ . The five form flux

field,

F̃ 5 = F5 −
1

2
C2 ∧H3 +

1

2
B2 ∧ F3, (2.20)

is self dual and the constraint, ∗F̃5 = F̃5 has to be imposed by hand in order to obtain

a complete set of equations of motion. Identifying the fluxes with the co-ordinates of

3-cycles, Σa,b of the Calabi Yau leads to quantisation of the Flux given by,

1

(2π)2α′

∫
Aa

F3 = na ∈ Z ,
1

(2π)2α′

∫
Bb

H3 = mb ∈ Z (2.21)

In order to compactify the theory to four dimensions the Einstein frame metric takes

the form of a warped product of flat 4d Minkowski space and a conformally flat Calabi

Yau orientifold,

ds210 = e2A(y)ηαβdx
αdxβ + e−2A(y)g̃mndy

mdyn, (2.22)
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where α, β = 0, . . . , 3 and m,n = 4, . . . , 9 and g̃mn is the metric of the internal com-

pactification manifold. This form is similar to the idea of KK compactification, where

here we allow for the possibility of a warp factor A(y). We impose the conditions

τ = τ(y) and F̃5 = (1 + ∗)d(eA(y)) ∧ dx0 ∧ dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 which relates the warp

factor to the 5-form flux on the Calabi Yau orientifold. The Bianchi identity for F̃5

gives the constraint

dF̃5 = H3 ∧ F3 + 2κ210T3ρ
loc
3 , (2.23)

which when integrated over the internal manifold M leads to the tadpole cancelation

condition

1

2κ210T3

∫
M
H3 ∧ F3 +Qloc

3 = 0, (2.24)

whereQloc
3 is the total D3 charge coming from all localised sources. There are however

additional sources to the D3 charge, in particular negative D3 charge and D7 branes,

[11]. In F-theory compactifications, [18, 17] on a 4fold, X , it is found that the charge

of these additional sources is related to the Euler characteristics3, χ(X) and we then

have, [4]

1

2κ210T3

∫
M
H3 ∧ F3 +ND3 −ND̄3 =

χ(X)

24
. (2.25)

It is then seen that the number of D3 branes present, ND3 may be varied dependent

on the choice of discrete flux specified by (2.21), and this leads to a large choice of

possible vacua. One may then over saturate the tadpole condition with the inclusion of

localised sources on the background such as D-branes and orientifold planes. These

localised sources invalidate the no go theorem since there is an associated energy mo-

mentum tensor which gives a negative contribution to the total energy momentum. We

have introduced the basics of the 10d constructions of [12], these have been shown

to restrict the form of compactification manifold through the tadpole condition (2.25).

This result is an important one since the fluxes are related to the complex structure

moduli through the G3 flux which is imaginary self dual, ∗6G3 = iG3. Supersym-

metric solutions to this are harmonic (2,1)-forms [11], which we saw in section 2.2
3The Euler characteristic is a topological invariant of a manifold which in the case of a Calabi Yau

is given by χ(X) = 2(h(1,1) − h(2,1)).
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correspond to the complex structure moduli. In the following chapters we will work in

the low energy effective 4d, N = 1 supergravity description which results from com-

pactification described above. In this perspective the fluxes generate a superpotential

of Gukov-Vafa-Witten form [9].

W =
1

(2π)2α′

∫
M
G3 ∧ Ω, (2.26)

where M is the internal manifold, G3 = F3+τH3, τ is the dilaton-axion τ = C0+ ie
Φ

and Ω is the holomorphic (3, 0) form of the Calabi-Yau. It was seen earlier in this

chapter that the complex structure moduli are completely determined by the periods

of the holomorphic 3-form integrated over 3-cycles, (2.17) and we could expand Ω

in terms of the these periods. Since the complex structure moduli are identified with

the h(2,1) coordinates of za it is clear then that the generated superpotential depends

on all of the complex structure moduli. There is an additional the axion-dilaton τ

dependence arising through G3. The superpotential (2.26) however is independent of

the Kähler moduli, present in all such compactifications suggesting they will remain

unfixed. The Kähler potential is given as the sum of the contributions from the massless

fields, K = KT +KCS+KS which can be determined from the metric of moduli space

deformations described in the previous section. This is given by the tree level Kähler

potential [12],

K = −2ln[V ]− ln[−i
∫
M

Ω ∧ Ω̄]− ln(S + S̄) (2.27)

with the three terms arising from the Kähler moduli, the complex structure moduli and

the dilation-axion respectively, and we have defined the dilaton field as S = iτ . V is

the internal volume of the Calabi-Yau M,

V =

∫
M
J ∧ J ∧ J =

1

6
κijkt

itjtk (2.28)

written in terms of the triple interssection number κijk and the Kähler form, and where

ti, i = 1, . . . , h1,1 are the 2-cycle volumes introduced earlier in (2.11) which are related

to the Kähler moduli Ti ≡ −iρi ≡ τi + iθi through τi the volume of 4-cycles

τi =
∂V
∂ti

=
1

2
κijkt

jtk. (2.29)

The standard N = 1 supergravity potential is given by [10],

V = eK
(
Kij̄DiWDj̄W̄ − 3|W |2

)
, (2.30)
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where i, j run over all moduli fields and DiW = ∂iW + (∂iK)W . Since in the flux

compactification scenario of [12] the superpotential as we have noted has no depen-

dence on the Kähler moduli, V becomes of no-scale type (i.e. KTiT̄j̄KTiKT̄j̄ = 3) then

the scalar potential reduces to

Vns = eK

∑
a,b̄

Kab̄DaWDb̄W̄

 , (2.31)

where a, b run over the dilaton and complex structure moduli only. It follows that the

scalar potential is now positive-definite with a global minimum at zero, and all fields

expect for the Kähler moduli are fixed by the condition that the covariant derivative

of the superpotential be zero, DaW = 0. Solving these equations will lead to the

stabilisation of the complex structure moduli and the dilaton. This can be achieved for

a generic choice of fluxes through the use of the tadpole cancelation condition (2.25).

Note that the minimum will be supersymmetric only if the contribution from the Kähler

moduli is DTiW = W = 0, since non-zero contributions would lead to a ground state

with negative energy. These results are encouraging, with the flux compactifications

providing methods that lead to the stabilisation of a large set of moduli arising from

string compactifications. However the Kähler moduli so far are still undetermined by

flux compactifications at tree level and still require fixing. In the next section non

perturbative corrections to the superpotential will be introduced which can lead to the

successful stabilisation of the Kähler moduli.

2.4 Kähler Moduli Stabilisation

We saw in the previous section that through utilising fluxes and the compacitifcation

methods of [12] it is possible to stabilise the complex structure moduli through the gen-

eration of a superpotential of Gukov-Witten type (2.26). This generates terms in the

scalar potential (2.30) dependent on these fields and it is then possible to integrate out

these fields from the theory, giving them vacuum expectation values. Therefore provid-

ing a mechanism for stabilising a significant number of the moduli fields. Noticeably

absent from the perturbative terms in the superpotential were the Kähler moduli fields,

presenting a problem of how to stabilize these fields. Leaving these moduli undeter-
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mined is a significant hinderance to string phenomenology since geometrically we have

seen they correspond to the overall volume V of the Calabi Yau manifold (2.28). This

determines fundamentally important quantities such as the gravitino mass, m3/2 ∼ Mp

V

and the string scale ms ∼ Mp√
V [48]. The Kähler moduli are not stabilised at tree

level since the conditions for unbroken supersymmtery are invariant under rescalings

of the internal volume V by a constant [68]4. Since the Kähler moduli at tree level

are absent from the superpotential which is not remormalised in perturbative theory

it is understood that Kähler moduli can only appear, and fortunately do appear at the

nonperturbative level.

Recent progress has shown that non-perturbative effects like gaugino condensation5 or

D3-brane instatons can generate terms in the superpotential dependent on the Kähler

moduli therefore providing a method of stabilization [23, 22]. The contribution to

the superpotential is of the form
∑n

i=2Aie
iaiTi , where n = h(1,1) is the number of

Kahler moduli fields. One example of such a model where this type of construction

is used is that due to Kachru, Kallosh, Linde and Trivedi [31], in which the inflaton

is the moduli associated with the D3-D̄3 interaction potential. In such constructions

the non-perturbative contributions to the superpotential breaks the no-scale form of

the potential and, for general solutions, the scalar potential has a negative minimum.

This is expected to give rise to a supersymmetric AdS Vacuum ( as it corresponds to

a negative cosmological constant). Thus it is common to add in additional terms that

will ’uplift’ the potential to a dS vacuum. One common way to do this is by adding in

D̄3-branes which generate potential terms that scale inversely with the internal volume

of the Calabi-Yau (and therefore have some modular dependence).

The introduction of non perturbative effects will break the interesting property of the

no-scale potential, namely that at V = 0 at the supersymmteric minimum, DiW =

W = 0 giving a vanishing cosmological constant. Generally since W ̸= 0 at the

4More specifically there is an exact shift symmetry in the axionic modes of the Kähler moduli for

the classical action.
5An effect where the product of the gaugino fields < λλ > acquires a vacuum expectation value due

to their strong coupling, this generally leads to breaking of the chiral symmetry, and can lead to breaking

of the Supersymmetry. Gaugino condensation is similar to that of the quark-antiquark condensates of

QCD [22].
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minimum Dρ ̸= 0 is non vanishing. This gives a mechanism for breaking supersym-

metry whilst not generating a large cosmological constant. Ideally though the vacua

constructed would not have any remaining flat directions due to unstabilised moduli.

Non-perturbative effects can in fact lead to corrections to the superpotential which de-

pend on the Kähler moduli and the currently known methods for generating the effects

are through gaugino condensation on wrapped D7-branes in the presence of 3-form

flux on 4-cycles [20, 21, 22] or through Euclidiean D3-brane instantons, both gener-

ating corrections to the 4d superpotential of the form Wnp ∼ e−aTi , where Ti are the

Kähler moduli introduced ealier and Ai, ai are model dependent constants [16]. Gaug-

ino condensation assumses the fluxes have fixed the moduli space in the region of the

wrapping. If we consider a stack of N coincident branes wrapping one of the 4-cycles

in the 4d theory we have a SU(N) Yang-Mills theory where the gauge couplings are

dependant on the Kähler moduli [31]. If the gauginos live on these branes and undergo

gaugino condensation in the groundstate, the resulting superpotential is [22]

Wgc = Ae−
2πT
N . (2.32)

The coefficientA = NΛ3 is determined by the UV cutoff energy scale Λ3 below which

the supersymmetric QCD theory becomes valid and the number of stacked D7-branes

wrapping the 4-cycle, N [16]. Euclidean D3 brane instantons [23] can also lead to

corrections to the superpotential of the form

Winst = T (zi)e−2πT (2.33)

which arises from the action of Euclidean D3 branes wrapping a 4-cycle in the com-

pactification manifold. The use of instanton corrections are tightly constrained and

requires exactly two fermionic zero modes, in order to generate a contribution to the

superpotential [24]. In general every holomorphic cycle gives rise to an instanton term

which requires topological restrictions to be imposed in order to ensure a non zero

amplitude. A comprehensive review on the applications of instantons in type IIb com-

pactifications see [24]. Both methods of producing Kähler moduli dependent terms

for the superpotential give similar contributions and in general we will assume that the

Kähler moduli appear as exponential terms in the superpotential.

In the Type IIb limit of weak coupling the leading order expansion of the Kähler moduli

contribution to the Kähler potential is an expansion in terms of the inverse volume
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[118, 44, 45]. These corrections to all orders are not well defined in string theory

and are significantly less constrained than the corrections to the superpotential. We

then run into a problem through the inclusion of non-perturbative corrections of the

superpotential, as we should now theoretically included the perturbative terms as well.

This is a common issue of theoretical physics called the Dine-Seiberg problem [46]

which we will briefly outline to highlight this issue. Considering a typical modulus

ϕ such as the volume modulus or the inverse string coupling ,gs = e−ϕ, in the limit

ϕ → ∞ this corresponds to the weakly coupled limit and the tree level action may be

trusted, whilst corrections to the modulus are expected to generate a potential term of

the form

lim
ϕ→∞

V (ϕ) = 0 (2.34)

which allows V to approach zero from above or below. If V (ϕ) > 0 then there is a

runaway direction as ϕ → ∞ whilst if V (ϕ) < 0 in this region then the modulus is

pulled towards the strongly coupled limit. In order to fix these problems and generate

a local minimum higher order corrections must be included. Since the corrections are

required to significantly alter the form of V (ϕ) they must be calculated in the strong

coupling limit where all corrections may give significant contributions. Therefore in

order to justify the inclusion of the nonperturbative superpotential contributions there

are two possible ways of proceeding. The first, is to check the necessity of including

corrections to all orders which we will come to shortly and provides the basic moti-

vation for a class of Large Volume string vacua [44] which will be studied in the later

chapters of this thesis. The second and that followed by the infamous construction of

Kachru, Kallosh, Linde and Trivedi [31] is to allow control over the form of the Kähler

potential through an appropriate tuning of parameter space for which the perturbative

corrections can be ignored. We now turn our attention to that example.

2.5 The vacua of KKLT

In the model of Kachru, Kallosh, Linde and Trivedi [31] (KKLT) a method for con-

structing metastable de Sitter vacua is proposed. This is achieved through application

of all the techniques reviewed so far in this chapter. Flux compactifications and non-
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perturbative corrections to the superpotential are used to first stabilise all the moduli

fields in a supersymmetric Anti de Sitter vacua in a controlled maner. The introduc-

tion of additional sources then provides a means to successfully break supersymmetry

and obtain de Sitter vacua. The model first considers the superpotential generated

through the flux compactifications of [12] studied in section 2.3 given by (2.26) The

non-perturbative contribution to (2.26) is considered to be small compared to the tree-

level flux term allowing us to integrate out the complex structure and dilaton fields

through solving DaW = 0. The complex structure moduli are then frozen out and

receive typical masses of the order mcs ∼ O(ms√
V ), [16]. Since the Kähler moduli are

massless at tree level it is consistent to integrate out the complex structure moduli. Set-

ting them to their vacuum expectation values allows us to investigate the low-energy

effective theory where only the unfixed Kähler moduli need be considered. Consider-

ing only one Kähler modulus, T describing the overall volume V = (T + T̄ )3/2, the

superpotential is then given by

W =Wflux +Wnp = W0 + Ae−aT , (2.35)

with Wflux = W0 = constant and A, a are constants dependent on the mechanism

used to generate the non-perturbative corrections. Absorbing the complex structure

and dilaton contributions to the Kähler potential given by (2.27) as Kcs = constant

leaves us with a Kähler potential which is still of no-scale type,

K = Kcs − 3ln(T + T̄ ). (2.36)

The supersymmetric minimum of the potential (2.30) is found by solving DTW =

∂TW + ∂TKW = 0, from which the location of the minimum is given by

−aAe−aT − 3

T + T̄
(W0 + Ae−aT ) = 0. (2.37)

The non-perturbative contributions to W break the interesting property that the su-

persymmetric minimum lies at V = 0, which corresponds to a vanishing cosmolog-

ical constant. The V = 0 supersymmetric minimum suggests a conceivable way of

breaking supersymmetry whilst generating the almost vanishing cosmological con-

stant. However the non-perturbative corrections break the no-scale structure (2.31) of

the potential, and the supersymmetric minimum corresponds to an anti de Sitter vac-

uum, with negative vacuum energy density. The potential at the minimum is given
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by,

VAdS = −3eK|W |2 = −a
2A2

6T
e−2aT . (2.38)

From this we can take a few important ideas. The inclusion of the non perturbative

corrections provides a mechanism to stabilise the Kähler moduli however the resulting

susy minimum is AdS. This AdS minimum is quite generic [31], with perturbative

corrections to the Kähler potential still giving a SUSY minimum that solves (2.37).

Looking at (2.37) the volume modulus is stabilised at Re(T ) ∼ − 1
a
log(W0). For the

supergravity approximation to remain valid T >> 1, which can be easily achieved if

W0 is taken to be small. Since W0 is dependant on the choice of fluxes used to stablise

the complex structure moduli it is possible to ’find’ such a low value of W0 in the

landscape of choices. The authors of [38, 39] have quantified a method of counting the

landscape of possible solutions, giving equal weight to each specific choice of flux. It

is then seen that typically W0 ∼ O(1) . Since this is the case the KKLT construction

requires some level of tuning in order to achieve the limit W0 << 1, with typical

values of W0 ∼ 10−5 being required to in order to neglect the perturbative corrections.

This is in order to meet the conditions that the volume modulus is stabilised at values

large compared to the string scale. In this limit the corrections to the Kähler potential

can be ignored. The minimum is negative and corresponds to a supersymmetric AdS

vacua. In order to break supersymmetry the potential must be uplifted by additional

effects. This is done by reconsidering the tadpole cancellation condition (2.25),

ND3 +
1

2κ210T3

∫
M
H3 ∧ F3 =

χ(X)

24
, (2.39)

where T3 is the tension of the D3 Branes, ND3 is the net number of (D3− D̄3) branes

and H3, F3 are the three form fluxes. One can over saturate the tadpole condition by

turning on excess flux; in turn this then requires the additional presence of D̄3 branes

in order to saturate (2.39) once more [31]. The additional energy density from the

excess flux and D̄3 brane generates additional contributions to the scalar potential of

the form

Vuplift =
β

(T + T̄ )n
, (2.40)

where commonly n = 3 and is determined by the uplift mechanism used. The uplift

parameter β is related to the number of additional branes introduced and their location
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in the internal space, because of this we have the freedom to finely tune β. With a

suitable choice of β we can uplift the AdS minima given by (2.38) to a dS minimum

with a sufficiently small positive energy [31]. The uplifting method is the least robust

step in this construction and there exists a number of other possible methods of lifting

to a dS minimum [28, 29, 25, 30]. Additionally the uplift term leads to the breaking

of supersymmetry since the the superpotential with non perturbative corrections of the

form (2.35) is only gauge invariant when W0 = 0 or A = 0, [25]. The breaking of

supersymmetry at the vacuum complicates the analysis and moves us away from the

well understood supergravity approximation. The authors of [101] found that by turn-

ing on fluxes associated with gauge fields living on D7 branes there is a contribution

to the potential, which can cause an uplift to dS vacua without breaking SUSY. This

type of uplifting mechanism has D-term uplift terms generated by turning on fluxes

on D7 branes. Such uplifting terms give positive contribution to the scalar potential

and can lead to supersymmtric dS vacua, [28]. These methods have been criticised

since issues arise since once the KKLT potential is fixed at its supersymmetric AdS

minimum, DTiW , W ̸= 0 the F-terms and D-terms are related, leading to the vanish-

ing of the D-term uplift contribution. This issue however can be overcome through

considering gauge invariance [30] and these appealing uplift methods provide a means

of gaining extra control when contructing string vacua. Non-geometric compactifi-

cations have also been proposed and shown to give 4d AdS and Minkowski vacua

[26, 27]. The KKLT construction [31] however provides the first hope of obtaining

realistic cosmologies from string theory through overcoming the no-go theorems of

[19] through proposing a mechanism to obtain dS vacua and successfully stabilise all

the geometric moduli in a controlled manner using the flux compactification models of

[12] discussed in section 2.3 and the inclusion of non perturbative corrections to the su-

perpotential (2.35) discussed in section (2.4) which broke the no-scale structure of the

scalar potential (2.31) leading to a AdS minimum. In order to consistently include the

non-perturbative contributions to the superpotential whilst neglecting the perturbative

α′ corrections to the Kähler potential the model was confined to the limit W0 << 1

representing a significant tuning of the model, since the analysis of the distribution of

flux vacua by [38] has shown that typically W0 ∼ O(1).

Let us outline the issues raised through the inclusion of corrections in more detail. The
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Kähler potential receives corrections at every order in the perturbation theory through

a series of α′ terms arising from higher derivative terms in the 10D supergravity ac-

tion in addition to non perturbative corrections. The superpotential conversely is not

renormalised at any level in perturbation theory and only receives the non-perturbative

corrections [11] and so we have,

K = K0 +Kp +Knp (2.41)

W = W0 +Wnp (2.42)

where the subscripts p and np represent the perturbative and non-perturbative correc-

tions discussed above. Using the scalar potential

V = ek(Kij̄DiWDj̄W̄ − 3WW̄ ), (2.43)

we have V = V0 + VKp + VWnp . . . with

V0 ∼ W 2
0 , VKp ∼ KpW

2
0 , VWnp ∼W 2

np +W0Wnp. (2.44)

In the scenario where we have a flat direction along which V0 is constant, then the

structure of the potential will be determined by the corrections. In the low energy

supergravity arising from the flux compactifications of [12] the non-perturbative cor-

rections of the superpotential Wnp are well known in comparison to the perturbative

Kähler corrections, Kp therefore it is sensible to look for a regime where Kp can be

neglected, as was the done in the KKLT model [31]. From the relations in (2.44) this

occurs if W0 vanishes, giving the leading order correction to the potential V propor-

tional to Wnp. Similarly if we have W0 << 1, we have

VWnp ∼ W 2
np >> W 2

npKp ∼ VKp . (2.45)

So we see that only when the tree level superpotential W0 is zero or of the same order

of magnitude as Wnp can we neglect the perturbative effects to the superpotential.

However the distribution of the flux vacua is uniform [38] and so a naturally small W0

represents a significant fine tuning. We see also that perturbative effects are dominant

and must be included when Wnp

Kp
< W0 ≪ 1. This motivates us now to work in the

limit where we include the perturbative corrections to the Kähler potential Kp to which

we now turn.
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2.6 Large Volume scenarios

Having shown that the non perturbative contributions to the superpotential can lead to

Kähler moduli stabilisiation and dS vacua [31], following the work of KKLT it was

then argued that these vacua be restricted to the finely tuned limit W0 << 1 so that the

perturbative corrections to the Kähler potential need not be considered. However, as

shown above and argued in detail in [44], the α′ corrections can only be neglected in a

few very special cases. In this section we will present the α′ corrected Kähler potential

determined in [118] and introduce the large volume class of vacua of Conlon et al [44]

that arise when we include the the perturbative corrections to the Kähler potential. The

work of [44, 43, 107] will be followed closely, in particular the reader is directed to

[44] for a more detailed understanding of the Large Volume framework. The leading

order corrections to the Kähler potential (2.27) have been calculated previously and

lead to the α′ corrected Kähler potential of the form [118],

K = −2ln

(
V + ξ(

−i(τ − τ̄)

2
)3/2
)
− ln(i(τ − τ̄))− ln

(
−i
∫
M

Ω ∧ Ω̄

)
, (2.46)

where ξ = −χ(M)ζ(3)
2(2π)3

, τ = −iS and χ(M) are the Euler characteristics of the internal

manifold. The internal volume V of the Calabi Yau is given in equation (2.28). The

super potential is

W =

∫
M
G3 ∧ Ω +

n∑
i=2

Aie
−aiTi

gs . (2.47)

We write here the explicit dependence of the theory on the complex structure moduli

and the dilaton. In order to stabilise these fields we follow the flux compactification

techniques of [12] outlined in section 2.3 and ’integrate out’ the dependence by solving

the covariant derivative, DsW = 0 and setting the fields at these fixed values. After

this has been down we are left with a dependence only on the Kähler moduli, which

are now fixed by the minimum of the scalar potential specified by the new Kähler and

superpotentials

K = Kcs − 2ln

(
V +

ξ

2

)
, (2.48)

W =W0 +
∑

Aie
−aiTi

gs . (2.49)

The minimum of this model is in fact that of the KKLT solution [31], in the limit of

W0 << 1. As discussed previously, in this limit the perturbative corrections ξ to the
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Kähler potential are negligible and can be ignored with the superpotential receiving

non-perturbative corrections which stabilise the Kähler moduli. However the Kähler

potential and superpotential here define the model entirely in the large volume limit

V → ∞, since the leading order α′ correction can be seen to be an expansion in

inverse volume [43]. This can be seen by looking at the Kähler potential (2.46) in this

limit,

eK ∼ eKcs

V2
+O(

1

V3
). (2.50)

The consequence of this being that we can consistently include only the leading order

α′ correction in the large volume limit V → ∞ which was shown in [43, 44]. The

scalar potential (2.30) specified by the Kähler and superpotentials in equation (2.48) is

given by [43],

V ≡ Vnp1 + Vnp2 + Vα′ ,

Vnp1 = eKKij̄(aiAiaj̄Āj̄e
−(aiTi−aj̄ T̄j̄)),

Vnp2 = eK(aiAie
−aiTiW̄∂T̄j̄K + aj̄Āj̄e

−aj̄ T̄j̄W∂TiK)

Vα′ = +eK3ξ
(ξ2 + 7ξV + V2)

(V − ξ)(2V + ξ)2
|W |2. (2.51)

Let us consider the general form of each of these terms individually in order to under-

stand the behaviour of this potential as we go to the V → ∞ limit. To do this we now

follow closely the work of [43]. The leading order perturbative correction comes from

Vα, and using the form of the Kähler potential in the large volume limit (2.50) we have,

Vα′ ∼ 3ξ

4V3
eKcs |W |2 +O(

1

V4
). (2.52)

Requiring that there be more complex structure than Kähler moduli we have ξ =

2(h(1,1) − h(2,1)) > 0. This term is then always positive, Vα′ > 0 and tends to zero as

we go to the large volume limit, V → ∞. Vnp1 and Vnp2 both depend on the Kähler

moduli which requires us to consider the limit V more carefully. We follow [43] and

take the limit in which all but one of the 4-cycle volumes τl → ∞. In this limit all τl

dependent terms in Vnp1 are exponentially suppressed. The remaining moduli, τs then

gives a contribution of,

Vnp1 = eKKss(asAs)
2e−2asτs . (2.53)
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The sign of this term is determined by that of the inverse Kähler metric Kij̄ which is

given by [43],

Kij̄ = −2

9
(V + ξ)κij̄kt

k +
4V − ξ

V − ξ
τiτj̄ (2.54)

Where κij̄k is the triple intersection number given in (2.28). In the limit described

above considering the τs term this reduces to,

Kss̄ ∼ −4

9
Vκssktk +O(1), (2.55)

and so (2.53) becomes,

Vnp1 ∼ 4

9

eKcs(−κssktk)(asAs)2e−2asτs

V
+O(

1

V2
). (2.56)

This term is positive for the limit described, as the term (−κssktk) is positive due to

the Kähler metric Kij̄ being positive definite [43]. The term Vnp2 defined in (2.51) in

the limit we have described takes the form,

Vnp2 = −eK
[
Ksj̄asAse

−asTsW̄∂j̄K +Kis̄as̄Ās̄e
−as̄T̄s̄W̄∂s̄K

]
. (2.57)

Determining the contribution this has on the potential requires some more work. From

the definition of the Kähler potential (2.48) we have,

∂TkK =
tk

V + ξ
2

, (2.58)

whilst considering the symmetry of the inverse Kähler metric (2.54), Kis̄ = Ks̄i and

noting the leading order contribution to the superpotential in the large volume limit is

W ∼ W0 +O( 1
V ). Using these results we can simplify (2.57) to give,

Vnp2 ∼ eKasAsWe−asτsKsj̄ tj

V + ξ
2

cos(asθs) +O(
e−asτs

V2
), (2.59)

where we have expanded the Kähler moduli, Ti = τi + iθi. The axions θi appear in

the potential in the term and we can set the axion θs to its minimum, cos asθs = −1

which changes the overall sign of the Vnp2 contribution to the potential. Using the large

volume limit of the inverse Kähler metric (2.54) once more we obtain,

Vnp2 ∼ −eKcsasAsWe−asτs
−8

9
Vτs + 4τsτjt

j

V3
+O(

e−asτs

V3
). (2.60)

Finally noticing from the definition (2.29) that τjtj ∝ V we can collect the contribu-

tions (2.52), (2.56) and (2.60) together to give the the full potential in this limit,
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V ∼ eKcs

[
(−κssktk)(asAs)2e−2asτs

V
− asAsWκsjkt

jtke−asτs

V2
+
ξ|W |2

V3

]
, (2.61)

where we used equation (2.29) to replace the τs in the second term and have dropped

the numerical coefficients. In the limit V → ∞ and asτs = lnV all three terms

have a volume dependence of 1
V3 . However in the limit where all the moduli blow up,

τi → ∞ we can identify the scaling of the three terms through the presence of the

2cycle volumes, ti in the numerators, these are given as
√
lnV
V3 , lnV

V3 and 1
V3 respectively

[24]. Therefore the contribution Vnp2 given by (2.60) dominates in this limit, since we

have argued that this term is negative we conclude that the full potential (2.61) tends to

zero from below in large volume limit. At smaller volumes the dominate contribution

to the potential comes from one of the two positive terms, Vα′ or Vnp1. From this

is was concluded by [24] that there exists an AdS minimum at large volumes. The

arguments followed so far for a minimum at Large volumes have only considered the

Kähler moduli contributions and one may wonder if the minimum we have identified is

the global minimum of the full potential (2.30) when the complex structure and dilaton

contributions are also included. In which case the full potential is given by,

V = eKab̄(Kab̄DaWDb̄W̄ +Kss̄Kss̄DsWDs̄W̄ ) + Vα′ + Vnp1 + Vnp2 (2.62)

The additional two contributions from the complex structure moduli and the dilaton

both vanish at the Supersymmteric minimum DaW = DsW = 0 with deviations

from this leading to positive definite contributions which from the Kähler potential at

large volumes (2.50) we find are of order O( 1
V2 ). As we have shown above the Kähler

moduli contributions are of order O( 1
V3 ). The positive contribution wins over and the

potential is lifted. It is then concluded that the Large volume minimum of the Kähler

moduli is a minimum of the full potential since [24]. The crux of the Large volume

class of minima lies in the inclusion of the α′ corrections which dominant the form

of the potential in the large volume limit. Since these were not included in the KKLT

construction [31] the class of minimas are restricted to the W0 ≪ 1 regime of moduli

space. The Large volume class is not limited to a regime where the perturbative cor-

rections can be ignored and so can take natural values of W0. Additionally the large

volume models coexist with the KKLT when W0 ≪ 1 since here the α′ corrections
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give negligible contribution to the potential, this is obvious since the KKLT class of

vacua are a good approximation in this limit. The absence of tuning in the large volume

models is encouraging since the exponentially large volumes relative to the string scale

can generate large hierarchies as the gravitino mass is given by m3/2 = eKW ∼ W0

V

[48], a phenomenologically desirable gravitino mass of m3/2 at the TeV scale can be

obtained with a stabilised volume of V ∼ 1015l6s , where ls = (2π)
√
α′ is the string

length scale. A full analysis of the spectrum of moduli masses and couplings can be

found in [48, 127], whilst the role of the gravitino mass and its cosmological implica-

tions will be returned to in chapter 4. We now have a consistent framework in which

non perturbative effects, introduced in [31] to stabilise the Kähler moduli, can be used

alongside perturbative corrections to construct AdS vacua. This class of vacua can be

lifted to dS vacua through the uplifting potential (2.40) generated by the introduction

of additional sources as we saw was done in the construction of [31]. Looking again

at the Kähler moduli fields Ti present in the potential (2.51) we see that they appear

along exponentially flat directions. It is then natural to ask if the Large volume po-

tential can be used to construct a inflationary model from the moduli fields arising in

string compactifications. This in fact can and has been done in the model of Kähler

moduli inflation of [47] which we will study throughout the rest of this thesis.



Chapter 3

Kähler Moduli Inflation

The work in this chapter is based on the paper given by reference [54].

3.1 Introduction

The theory of inflation has been very successful in resolving many of the most impor-

tant puzzles in early universe cosmology. However, there is, at the moment, no com-

pelling evidence as to what could actually produce this period of accelerated expansion.

It is therefore interesting to look for ways to understand this period of cosmic evolution

within the framework provided by a fundamental theory. String theory is, at present,

one of the most promising candidates for a fundamental theory and has inspired many

attempts to embed inflation within it (for reviews see [84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90]).

One of the most important challenges that has faced string phenomenology for a long

time has been the issue of moduli stabilization [40, 80, 12, 31]. Any successful model

of low energy string theory should, somehow, be able to fix all the moduli such that

it would be compatible with our current experimental constraints from fifth force ex-

periments [3] requiring a typical modulus, ϕ, to have mass, mϕ > 10−3. On the

other hand, the universe is not a static place but dynamical, so one is also interested

in learning how we reached this low energy state, making other regions of the mod-

uli space, and not only the final minimum, important in order to confront theory with

cosmological observations. Taking this into account it is not surprising that recent

developments of general methods of moduli stabilisation [12], and in particular sta-
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bilisation techniques of KKLT [31], have led to a large number of new inflationary

scenarios using either the open string moduli related to the position of a mobile D-

brane [91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98] or the closed string moduli coming from the

compactification [99, 73, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 47, 53] as the relevant

scalar fields.

This plethora of models should not be taken as a sign that inflation is easy to achieve

within string theory. In fact, it is probably safe to say that it is just the opposite since

most of these models have some degree of fine tuning in them. Indeed some of these

problems were already encountered in the early models of modular inflation [113, 40,

114]. The main reason for these difficulties is the fact that the majority of these models

are based on N = 1 supergravity theories, if they are to satisfy the slow roll conditions

necessary to have a successful inflationary model, they must overcome the so-called η

problem [116]. This is, the parameter η ≡ V ′′

V
, where primes denote derivatives with

respect to a canonical scalar field Φ, is naturally of order one in supergravity theories

due to the exponential factor, eK, in (2.30). We can see this clearly if we take the

Kähler potential as K = |Φ|2, where Φ is a complex scalar field with canonical kinetic

term. The potential (2.30) can be written as V = eKṼ , and we see through expanding

the exponential to first order

V ∼ (1 + |Φ|2 + . . .)Ṽ , (3.1)

the scalar field then picks up a mass term of order Ṽ ,

V ′′ ∼ Ṽ , (3.2)

due to the scalar field dependance of the Kähler potential. This means that the contri-

bution to η is typically of order one. We will look at the parameter η in more detail

throughout the rest of this thesis, in particular chapter 5. These problems are quite

generic and it is therefore of interest to look for inflationary models based within string

theory that can somehow alleviate or ameliorate these difficulties.

In this chapter we will focus on a particular model of modular inflation that makes use

of the special form of the potential for the Kähler moduli [47] enabling it to avoid the η-

problem. The model is embedded within the Large Volume scenario developed in [44,

43, 128, 48] something that, as we will show, turns out to be an important ingredient for
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the arguments presented in [47]. These Large Volume Models have been extensively

studied in the last few years, due to their phenomenological interest as an explicit

example within string theory of the large extra dimensional scenarios envisioned by

[117]. It is therefore very interesting to study the cosmological implications of these

type of models since they could provide us with a way to select the correct properties

of the compactification scenario that we would like to have.

The purpose of this chapter is two fold. Firstly we demonstrate that there are inflation-

ary solutions consistent with current observational data even when all of the moduli

fields are allowed to vary during the cosmological evolution. Secondly, we show with

explicit examples that the set of initial conditions that lead to a stable evolution, i.e.,

that avoid a runaway in the decompactification direction, is fairly wide. This property

results from the existence of a basin of attraction in field space which we will explore

with detail in more detail in the next chapter. There is an overlap in places between our

work and that of Bond et al. [53], and where appropriate we will compare our results

with theirs.

3.2 The Kähler moduli potential

Our inflationary scenario can be obtained within a class of Type IIB flux compact-

ification models on a Calabi-Yau orientifold introduced in the previous chapter. In

this context it has been shown in [12, 31] that the superpotentials generated by back-

ground fluxes and by non-perturbative effects like instantons or gaugino condensation

may generate a scalar potential that stabilizes all the geometric moduli coming from

the compactification. More concretely, it was seen in section 2.3 that the introduction

of background fluxes in the model induces a superpotential that freezes the dilaton as

well as the complex structure moduli to their values at their supersymmetric minimum

[12]. The remaining moduli, that is, the Kähler moduli, could be then stabilized by

non-perturbative contributions to the superpotential [31] (section 2.4). The resulting

effective 4D description of the Kähler moduli Ti is an N = 1 supergravity theory with

a superpotential of the type,

W = W0 +
n∑
i=2

Aie
−aiTi . (3.3)
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In this formula W0 is the perturbative contribution coming from the fluxes, which

depends only on the frozen dilaton and the complex structure moduli, and therefore

we will take to be a constant. There is also a non-perturbative piece depending on the

Kähler moduli Ti where Ai and ai are model dependent constants.

The F -term scalar potential is then given by the standard N = 1 formula

V (Ti) = eK[Kiȷ̄DiWDȷ̄W̄ − 3|W |2] , (3.4)

where DiW = ∂iW + (∂iK)W is the covariant derivative of the superpotential and K

is the Kähler potential for Ti. In this chapter we will concentrate in the kind of type

IIB models presented in [44, 43, 128, 48] in which the α′ corrections to the potential

are taken into account. For these type IIB models the expression for the α′-corrected

Kähler potential is given by [118]

Kα′ = −2 ln

(
V +

ξ

2

)
, (3.5)

where V denotes the overall volume of the Calabi-Yau manifold in string units and

ξ = − ζ(3)χ(M)
2(2π)3

is proportional to ζ(3) ≈ 1.2. The Euler characteristic of the compacti-

fication manifoldM is given by χ(M) = 2(h(1,1)−h(1,2)) where h(1,1) and h(1,2) are the

Hodge numbers of the Calabi-Yau. We will concentrate on models for which ξ > 0 (or

equivalently with more complex structure moduli than Kähler moduli, h(1,2) > h(1,1)).

As was explained in [119, 44], the reason for this is that, in order to have the non-

supersymmetric minimum at large volume the, leading contribution to the scalar po-

tential coming from the α′ correction should be positive.

3.3 Kähler moduli inflation

Having introduced the Large volume scenarios of [44, 43, 128, 48] and the notion of

String inspired inflationary scenarios such as the D3 − D̄3 brane inflationary model

developed out of the KKLT scenario [31] let us now look at one of the more inter-

esting models to arise in recent years. This is Kähler moduli inflation. As we noted

previously the Kähler moduli obtain vacuum expectation values through the non per-

turbative contributions to the super potential. We showed that these corrections lead to

potentials with large volume minimum which are exponentially flat along the direction
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of the small moduli fields. It is natural to ask, as was done in [47] whether or not the

flatness could drive inflation.

Following [47] we will consider models for which the internal volume of the Calabi-

Yau can be written in the form,

V =
α

2
√
2

[
(T1 + T̄1)

3
2 −

n∑
i=2

λi(Ti + T̄i)
3
2

]
= α

(
τ
3/2
1 −

n∑
i=2

λiτ
3/2
i

)
, (3.6)

where the complex Kähler moduli are given by Ti = τi + iθi, with τi describing the

volume of the internal four cycles present in the Calabi-Yau and θi are their corre-

sponding axionic partners. The parameters α and λi are model dependent constants

that can be computed once we have identified a particular Calabi-Yau. These models

correspond to compactifications for which only the diagonal intersection numbers of

the Calabi-Yau are non-vanishing.

Taking into account the form of the Kähler function one can then easily compute the

Kähler metric for an arbitrary number of moduli, namely,

K11̄ =
3α4/3(4V − ξ + 6α

∑n
k=2 λkτ

3/2
k )

4(2V + ξ)2(V + α
∑

k=2 λkτ
3/2
k )1/3

,

Kiȷ̄ =
9α2λiλj

√
τi
√
τj

2(2V + ξ)2
,

K1ȷ̄ = −
9α5/3λj

√
τj(V + α

∑n
k=2 λkτ

3/2
k )1/3

2(2V + ξ)2

Kīı =
3αλi(2V + ξ + 6αλiτ

3/2
i )

4(2V + ξ)2
√
τi

, (3.7)

which can be inverted to give,

K11̄ =
4(2V + ξ)(V + α

∑n
k=2 λkτ

3/2
k )1/3(2V + ξ + 6α(

∑n
k=2 λkτ

3/2
k ))

3α4/3(4V − ξ)
,

Kiȷ̄ =
8(2V + ξ)τiτj

4V − ξ
,

K1ȷ̄ =
8(2V + ξ)τj(V + α

∑n
k=2 λkτ

3/2
k )2/3

α2/3(4V − ξ)
,

Kīı =
4(2V + ξ)

√
τi(4V − ξ + 6αλiτ

3/2
i )

3α(4V − ξ)λi
, (3.8)

where we have rewritten for later convenience τ1 in terms of V and τi, i = 2 . . . n.

With all this information we can use (3.4) to obtain the F-term scalar potential for the
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moduli fields which we find to be,

V =
n∑

i,j=2
i<j

AiAj cos(aiθi − ajθj)

(4V − ξ)(2V + ξ)2
e−(aiτi+ajτj) (32(2V + ξ)(aiτi + ajτj + 2aiajτiτj) + 24ξ)

+
12W 2

0 ξ

(4V − ξ)(2V + ξ)2
+

n∑
i=2

[
12e−2aiτiξA2

i

(4V − ξ)(2V + ξ)2
+

16(aiAi)
2√τie

−2aiτi

3αλi(2V + ξ)
(3.9)

+
32e−2aiτiaiA

2
i τi(1 + aiτi)

(4V − ξ)(2V + ξ)
+

8W0Aie
−aiτi cos(aiθi)

(4V − ξ)(2V + ξ)

(
3ξ

2V + ξ
+ 4aiτi

)]
+ Vuplift .

In this expression for the potential we have introduced an additional uplift term of the

form Vuplift. As discussed in chapter 2 the purpose of this term is to uplift the minima

of the potential from an anti-de Sitter minimum to a nearly Minkowski vacuum. Its

origin in model building has been the subject of some debate. It could be achieved by

breaking explicitly supersymmetry through the introduction of anti-branes located in a

region with strong red-shift, as suggested in [31], or in other alternative ways involving

vector multiplets [101, 30]. Also, from a low-energy effective field theory point of

view, it can in principle be implemented by using as the uplifting sector any kind of

theory leading to spontaneous supersymmetry breaking, provided the supersymmetric

sector is appropriately shielded from this uplifting sector [120]. Of course, the different

ways that a term of this form can appear in the low energy description of the theory

may lead to slightly different dependencies on the internal volume. For simplicity,

as well as for the sake of comparison, we will take the same form as was previously

assumed in [47], as seen in equation (2.40) of chapter 2, Vuplift = β
V2 , where here we

have V as the volume modulus. Nevertheless it is interesting to point out that in these

Large Volume Models the presence of an uplifting sector is not necessary in order to

break supersymmetry as a non-supersymmetric minimum is already present at large

volume [44, 43, 128, 48, 119]. This is in fact our case here as well.

3.4 Single Field Kähler Moduli Inflation

In ref. [47] the authors argued that the scalar potential given by the expression (3.9)

should be able to support a period of slow roll inflation without any fine tuning, making

it a natural candidate to realize the idea of modular inflation. In this section we will

briefly review their argument, and in the following sections we will proceed to test how
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general this argument can be made.

The first thing one should take into account is that the form of the potential (3.9)

simplifies substantially in the limit in which V ≫ 1. In this regime, as can be inferred

from (3.6), we can consider there is a well defined limit in which all of the moduli

are small except for one combination which maintains the large volume. Therefore in

this combination we can have one four-cycle (the one given by τ1) much bigger than

the rest, τ1 ≫ τi, i = 2, · · · , n. This limit has become known as a ’Swiss-Cheese’

picture, since the Calabi Yau manifolds volume V is large with one identified cycle

that controls the overall volume whilst the small cycles are internal and so an increase

in their volume will decrease the overall size of the volume (these cycles correspond

to the ’holes in the cheese’) [44]. Taking this into consideration one can approximate

the full potential by the expression:

VLARGE =
n∑
i=2

8(aiAi)
2

3αλiV
√
τie

−2aiτi +
n∑
i=2

4W0aiAi
V2

τie
−aiτi cos (aiθi)

+
3ξW 2

0

4V3
+

β

V2
, (3.10)

where we have only included the leading terms up to O( 1
V3 ).

The basic idea now to have inflation in this model is to look for the possibility of having

a flat enough potential by displacing one of the fields from its minimum value while

keeping the others fixed at their global minimum values. It is reasonable to expect

that this strategy would lead to a successful inflationary period since the potential is

exponentially suppressed along the directions τi (i = 2, · · · , n). On the other hand,

the authors in [47] also point out correctly that for this idea to work one should show

that the whole inflationary evolution occurs along a single τi direction, otherwise one

would not be able to draw conclusions by looking at that particular slice of the potential

in field space.

The way they propose to enforce this constraint is the following: let us assume for

concreteness that inflation happens along the τ2 direction. Then in the limit in which

aiτi ≫ 1, for i = 2, · · · , n, the authors of [47] claim that by imposing that the param-

eters appearing in the potential satisfy the condition ρ≪ 1, where

ρ ≡ λ2

a
3/2
2

:
n∑
i=2

λi

a
3/2
i

, (3.11)
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the minimum of the potential along the other field directions remain virtually un-

changed even if one displaces τ2 from its global minimum value. In other words,

for small enough values of ρ, there exists a valley of the potential very much aligned

with the direction of τ2 and therefore one can assume that moving along that valley all

the fields except τ2 would stay in their global minimum.

Assuming that this is the case, one can then proceed to approximate the potential along

the inflaton direction τ2 as,

VLARGE =
BW 2

0

V3
− 4W0a2A2τ2e

−a2τ2

V2
, (3.12)

where B includes several terms from Eq. (3.10) that depend on the parameters of the

potential as well as on the values of the other fields at their minimum. Also note that

the axions θi have been set to their minimum, for which cos (aiθi) = −1. This is

needed in order for a minimum for all the fields τi at finite values to exist. Otherwise

one would have a runaway behavior for some of them. This assumption is relaxed in

the next chapter.

We can now obtain the values of the slow roll parameters for this potential at large

values of τ2 by using their conventional definitions in the single field inflation models,

namely (we work in Planck units MP = 1),

ϵ =
1

2

(
V ′

V

)2

, η =

(
V ′′

V

)
, (3.13)

where the primes denote derivatives with respect to the canonically normalised field

ψ, defined by normalising the kinetic term for the inflaton. In the single field inflation

approximation we discuss here and to leading order in the volume we see that,

ψ =

√
4αλ2
3V

τ
3/4
2 , (3.14)

which in turn means that the slow roll parameters are given by [47],

ϵ =
32V3

3αB2λ2W 2
0

a22A
2
2

√
τ2(1− a2τ2)

2e−2a2τ2 , (3.15)

η = − 4a2A2V2

3αλ2
√
τ2BW0

(1− 9a2τ2 + 4(a2τ2)
2)e−a2τ2 , (3.16)

and in the limit of slow roll, the associated scalar spectral index and tensor to scalar

ratio r are given by

ns − 1 = 2η − 6ϵ , (3.17)

r ∼ 12.4ϵ . (3.18)
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The number of e-foldings can be computed within this approximate potential by,

Ne =

∫ ψ

ψend

V

V ′dψ ≈ −3BW0αλ2
16a2A2V2

∫ τ2

τend
2

ea2τ2
√
τ2(1− a2τ2)

dτ2 , (3.19)

where τ end2 is taken to be the point in field space where the slow roll conditions break

down i.e. when ϵ = η = O(1). It is clear from the expressions (3.15)–(3.19) that one

can get small enough slow-roll parameters as well as a large number of e-folds, just by

starting at large enough values of τ2 so that V2e−a2τ2 ≪ 1. Taking into account that we

are in the slow roll regime, we can then calculate the amplitude of the adiabatic scalar

perturbations using the expression,

P =
1

150π2

(
V

ϵ

)
≃ 1

150π2

(
3αB3W 4

0 λ2e
2a2τ2

32V6a22A
2
2

√
τ2(1− a2τ2)2

)
. (3.20)

In [47], the authors proposed a ‘footprint’ for their model of Kähler inflation. Normal-

ising the density perturbations to COBE and seeking Ne efoldings of inflation (typi-

cally between 50-60) they obtained the results

η ≃ − 1

Ne

, ϵ < 10−12 , (3.21)

0.960 < ns < 0.967 , 0 < |r| < 10−10 . (3.22)

Such a small value for ϵ at horizon exit implies that the inflationary energy scale is low

in Kähler inflation, being of order Vinf ∼ 1013GeV, which in turn implies that tensor

modes would be unobservable. A final point that they make is that for the model to

work, the internal volume V is found numerically to live within a range of values

105l6s ≤ V ≤ 107l6s , (3.23)

where ls = (2π)
√
α′. It is remarkable how narrow the range of ns is in Eq. (3.22) and

how relatively restrictive the range of allowed volumes are Eq. (3.23). One of the goals

of this work will be to see whether these footprints really do define the model when

we allow for the volume modulus and other moduli fields to evolve.

3.5 Full Kähler Moduli inflation

The discussion in the previous section suggests that inflation may be naturally realized

in a large subset of string compactifications. This is an interesting claim so we would
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like to carefully study the validity of the approximations made as well as compare the

observable quantities estimated earlier, such as the number of e-folds, the validity of

the assumption ρ ≪ 1, the constancy of the volume modulus and the scalar spectral

index, with the more accurate results obtained by numerical integration of the full

equations of motion using the full potential in (3.9) instead of the approximate large

volume one in (3.12). Our approach differs in detail from that adopted by Bond et al.

[53] in that we will be allowing for a number of the moduli fields to vary, including the

volume modulus. This will allow us to fully explore the validity of the assumption that

the volume remains effectively constant during inflation. In their approach, the volume

modulus was kept constant and an analysis of the region of parameter space which led

to inflation was based upon that assumption.

3.5.1 Numerical evolution

The equations of motion for our moduli fields can be obtained by varying the minimal

N = 1, d = 4 effective SUGRA action of the form (in Planck units),

S = −
∫
d4x

√
−g
(
1

2
R +Kiȷ̄∂µT

i∂µT̄ ȷ̄ + V (Tm, T̄ m̄)

)
, (3.24)

where Kiȷ̄ is the Kähler metric, T i and T̄ ȷ̄ are the complex chiral fields. Considering a

spatially flat FRW spacetime we get,

T̈ l + 3HṪ l + ΓlijṪ
iṪ j +Klk̄∂k̄V = 0, (3.25)

3H2 =
(
Kiȷ̄Ṫ

i ˙̄T ȷ̄ + V
)
,

where we have used the definition of the connections of the Kähler metric Γlij =

Klk̄ ∂Kik̄

∂T j and H = ȧ
a

is the Hubble parameter . Armed with the full equations of mo-

tion we can now explore numerically the evolution of all the fields and find out what

regions of moduli space are suitable for inflation.

For carrying out a numerical analysis we developed a number of separate codes using

the utilities, Mathematica [132] and Matlab [133]. The codes were both written using

an adaptive step size Runge Kutta algorithm, [134] in order to solve the ordinary dif-

ferential equations given above. Having numerical methods which were independent

from each other allowed the confirmation of simulation results. In order to replicate
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the results in each code we required significant precision when providing the initial

conditions for each simulation. It is with this in mind that the following examples

contain highly precise values for the initial conditions.

3.5.2 Example 1

Following [47] we first analyze the case where the parameters are such that V ≫ 1

and ρ ≪ 1 and we only displace the inflaton (τ2) from its global minimum value.

Our numerical integration confirms the predictions of the previous analytic arguments.

We observe that all the other fields remain nearly constant during the whole evolution

while τ2 slowly rolls down to its minimum, essentially reproducing the single field

scenario discussed earlier.

An example with these properties can be obtained by taking the following set of pa-

rameters,

ξ = 24, α = 1, λ2 =
1

100
, λ3 = 1, a2 = 20π, a3 =

π

2

A2 =
1

300
, A3 =

1

300
, β = 1.984002914× 10−6, W0 = 2 . (3.26)

We have chosen a viable example of this scenario with the minimal number of fields

possible, which is three. We first obtain the global minimum of the potential, i.e. the

minimum at zero cosmological constant1, finding it to be at,

τ f1 = 35189.343156992, τ f2 = 0.302053449, τ f3 = 5.886085128,

Vf = 6.601× 106 . (3.27)

We see that indeed this is a large volume compactification scenario so we should be

well within the regime of applicability of the approximations that we indicated in the

previous section. On the other hand, we have chosen these parameters to have

ρ ≈ 10−5, (3.28)

so we expect that the value of the volume at the minimum should remain pretty much

unaffected by the displacement of τ2. We choose the initial value of the inflaton to be
1In all the examples in this paper we have adjusted β so that the overall minimum of the potential is

located at vanishing value of the 4d cosmological constant. We tried to be as precise as possible for its

value so the model can be explicitly reproduced by other people.
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τ i2 = 0.85105344982 and find numerically the new values of the local minima in the τ1

and τ3 directions for this case to be,

τ i1 = 35244.7673818281, τ i3 = 5.887497350, V i = 6.616× 106 . (3.29)

Comparing these values to ones obtained in the global minimum one can clearly see

that the displacement of τ2 does not have a big impact on the position of the local

minima for the other fields in agreement with the analytic arguments given above.

We have chosen this particular value of τ i2 to illustrate that it is straightforward to

obtain sixty e-folds of inflation with this set of values. Similarly we have normalized

the parameters in the potential namely, A2, A3 and W0 in (3.26) so that we obtain the

correct magnitude of the perturbations for this particular solution.

We can now compute the observational signatures of this model within the analytic

approximations described above. Using the expressions given in (3.12), (3.15), (3.16),

(3.19) and (3.20) we find,3

Ne ≃ 61 , Vinf = 1013 GeV , P = 4× 10−10 , (3.30)

ϵ = 4× 10−17 , η = −0.0165 , ns = 0.967 .

Having identified a particular set of parameters that leads to a successful inflationary

scenario within the approximations described in [47] we would now like to numerically

investigate this example in detail to confirm its analytic predictions. We have evolved

the system of equations presented in (3.25) considering the complete potential (3.9), in

other words, without using any of the approximations we discussed earlier. This way

we check that the fields behave as we expect them to do all the way to their global

minimum, even in the region of the potential that is not well approximated by the

analytic expressions given above. We show in Fig. 1 the last period of the numerical

evolution for τ2 that starts at (τ i1, τ
i
2, τ

i
3). We only show the τ2 trajectory since both

2The precision of these moduli values is essential since the main point of the analyse in this chapter

is to perform a numerical analysis to test the stability of the model of inflation. An additional reason for

being precise with the position of the minima and parameters, is to enable the replication of the results

given. If the parameters are slightly changed there are changes in the results, but these are quantitative

variations and not qualitative ones.
3Note that for this set of parameters one should take B ≈ 0.002 and τ2 ≈ τ i2.
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Figure 3.1: Evolution of the τ2 field in the last few e-folds in Example 1.

τ1 and τ3 stay constant throughout the whole evolution until the inflaton field, τ2 rolls

rapidly towards its global minimum value given in (3.27). At this point the fields which

remain constant during inflation then proceed to evolve towards the global minimum

values. This confirms that for these set of parameters we can regard the evolution as

effectively a one dimensional problem. The rapid oscillations of the fields at the end

of inflation come from their evolution near the overall minimum of the potential. Once

the inflationary period ends the cosmological friction does not slow down the fields in

their evolution any more and therefore they rapidly oscillate around their minima. The

scale of these oscillations is in principle determined by their masses on that minima,

although things become more complicated in models with multiple fields and non-

minimal kinetic terms, both ingredients that are present in the model being considered.

Having found the solution numerically we can now calculate the amplitude of the adi-

abatic scalar density perturbations directly from the solutions by computing,

P (N) =
1

150π2

V (N)

ϵ(N)
, (3.31)

where N denotes the number of e-foldings along the numerical trajectory and ϵ(N)

correspond to the slow-roll parameter which in terms of the Kähler metric and the

potential takes the form

ϵ(N) =
Kiȷ̄∇iV∇ȷ̄V

V 2
. (3.32)

We can also extract the spectral index ns from the expression of the form,

ns = 1 +
d logP (N)

dN
. (3.33)

Puting all these expressions together we obtain the following results numerically,

Ne ≃ 63 , Vinf = 1013 GeV , P = 4× 10−10 , (3.34)

ϵ = 4× 10−17 , ns = 0.963 .
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which is in very good agreement with current observational data, and also with the

analytic prediction of Conlon and Quevedo [47] given in this case by Eqs. (3.30).

3.5.3 Example 2

It is interesting to note that we can still find a successful scenario for inflation within

these type of models even when some of the approximations used in the previous an-

alytic arguments break down for a particular set of parameters. Let us consider for

example what happens when one relaxes the constraint of considering a very large vol-

ume. We can accomplish this by just considering a smaller value of W0, namely the

following parameters,

ξ = 24, α = 1, λ2 =
1

100
, λ3 = 1, a2 = 20π, a3 =

π

2

A2 =
1

300
, A3 =

1

300
, β = 3.29801836× 10−9, W0 =

1

300
(3.35)

where we have also changed the value of β to be able to set the global minimum at

zero cosmological constant. In this case the global minimum becomes,

τ f1 = 495.4469043856, τ f2 = 0.302090805,

τ f3 = 5.8875322868, Vf = 11013.6 . (3.36)

which has a much smaller value of the volume than the one obtained in the previous

example and which is not within the range given in (3.23). In fact, one can check that in

this case some of the expressions for the large volume limit give a poor approximation

for the real values, due to the fact that the volume is not sufficiently large. Nevertheless

one can still displace τ2 without disturbing the values of the other fields in their minima.

In particular, one can show that fixing τ i2 = 0.747090805 one changes the values of the

local minimum of the potential along the other directions to,

τ i1 = 496.227462068, τ i3 = 5.888944614, V i = 11039.2 . (3.37)

We notice that the change in the volume between these two points in field space is

actually much less than 1%. In fact, even if we increase the value of τ i2 considerably

the situation will not really change, because the value of the volume or of the local
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Figure 3.2: Evolution of the different moduli fields in the last few e-folds in Example 2.
(a) Evolution of the field τ1. (b) Evolution of the field τ3.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Evolution of the moduli field τ2 (the inflaton) in the last few e-folds in
Example 2. (b) Amplitude of the density perturbations in the 10 observationally relevant
e-foldings..

minimum in which the fields τ i1, τ
i
3 sit, remains relatively insensitive to the position of

τ i2.

We show in Figs. 3.2–3.3 the last few e-folds of the numerical evolution that starts at

(τ i1, τ
i
2, τ

i
3). We see that τ1 and τ3 stay constant through out the whole evolution until

the end of inflation where their values drop abruptly to their global minimum values.

So effectively our model is still a one dimensional inflationary model.

We can now use the expressions given above in Eqs. (3.31) and (3.33) to get in this

case,

ns = 0.965 (3.38)
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where we have normalized the potential to obtain the correct magnitude of the pertur-

bations within the cosmologically observable region. (See Fig. 3.3).

We conclude from this example that one can extend the region of parameter space

where a successful inflationary region can occur even when one can not use some

of the large volume approximations presented in the previous section, but rather the

expressions computed from the full potential. We will see in the following examples

that this also the case for some of the other assumptions made in [47].

3.5.4 Example 3

As we explained above, the value of the internal volume in the previous examples re-

mains very much the same during inflation and it is almost exactly the same as the

final value of the volume in the overall minimum of the potential. This seems to be a

stronger requirement than necessary. In fact, we should only impose that the volume

remains constant during the inflationary period but it is otherwise free to change sub-

stantially after that in its way to the global minimum. In the following, we will describe

one such example where the volume varies by 45% from its value during inflation to

the final value.4 To illustrate this point let us consider an example with the following

values of the parameters

ξ = 24, α = 1, λ2 = 1, λ3 = 1, a2 = 20π, a3 =
π

2

A2 =
3

32
, A3 =

1

320
, β = 6.213734280× 10−9, W0 =

1

160
(3.39)

With these values, ρ ∼ 10−3, so we are again working in the regime considered in [47].

For this particular example, we can show that the global minimum of the potential is

located at

τ f1 = 751.9457707162, τ f2 = 0.2824390994,

τ f3 = 5.8472434856, Vf = 20605.289 (3.40)

4There may be other regions of the parameter space where this change is in fact more drastic, how-

ever, we have restricted ourselves to this milder example for simplicity.
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while by displacing the value of τ i2 = 0.6624390994 we see that the new minimum for

the other fields is now found at,

τ i1 = 970.6098419930, τ i3 = 6.0764936267, V i = 30170.0176 (3.41)

Once again we evolve the system of equations presented in (3.25) using the complete

potential (3.9) and check what is the behaviour of the different fields. We plot in

Fig. 3.4 and in part a) of Fig.3.5 the results for evolution of the fields for this example.

In part b) of Fig. 3.5 we show the evolution of the internal volume in the last few e-

folds. We can clearly see there that the volume remains constant for the relevant period

of inflation and only changes to its global minimum value within the last e-fold or so.

τ1 τ2

61 62 63 64 65 66 67
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61 62 63 64 65 66 67
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0.55

0.60

N N

(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: Evolution of the different moduli fields in the last few e-folds in Example 3.
(a) Evolution of the field τ1. (b) Evolution of the field τ2.

What can we conclude from this case compared to the previous examples? It is clear

that although the set of parameters that we have used here represents a slightly different

behaviour from the one described in [47], in particular the fact that the volume modulus

can change quite considerably at the end of inflation, nevertheless, it still represents a

perfectly valid inflationary period regarding its observational signatures so once again

this example increases the acceptable region of the parameter space within this kind

of model. Actually we have again normalized the parameters in the potential so that

we obtain the correct magnitude of the perturbations and therefore we can use the

expressions (3.33) together with (3.31) to get in this case

ns = 0.967 , (3.42)
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Figure 3.5: Evolution of the different moduli fields in the last few e-folds in Example 3.
(a) Evolution of the field τ3. (b) Evolution of the field V .

once again perfectly consistent with the range predicted in [47].

We can therefore see from this example that the real condition in order for a successful

period of inflation to take place is that the volume remains constant during inflation

only, but not necessarily during the whole evolution of the fields5.

3.5.5 Example 4

As we have mentioned, the analytic estimates made in [47] for the spectral index ns, are

based on the assumption that during inflation ρ ≪ 1. In this final example, we relax

that condition, and address whether successful inflation still occurs in that situation

(recall we are allowing all the fields to evolve). For this purpose let us consider the

following values of the parameters,

ξ =
1

2
, α =

1

9
√
2
, λ2 = 10, λ3 = 1, a2 =

2π

30
, a3 =

2π

3
, (3.43)

A2 =
1

1.7× 106
, A3 =

1

425
, β = 6.9468131457× 10−5, W0 =

40

17
.

which yields,

ρ ∼ 0.99 . (3.44)
5This does not mean, of course, that there could not be successful models of inflation where the

volume can change during the inflationary period but it is clear that in this case there should be another

mechanism in play that makes it possible to avoid the η problem.
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The global minimum of the potential is now located at

τ f1 = 2555.95, τ f2 = 4.7752, τ f3 = 2.6512, Vf = 10143.94363 . (3.45)

Displacing the value of τ2 to a substatially larger value, namely, τ i2 = 78.7752067 we

see that the new minimum for the remaining fields is found at,

τ i1 = 2781.185086997, τ i3 = 2.684717126, V i = 10973.9 . (3.46)

As in the previous example we can now evolve again the system of equations presented

in (3.25) using the complete potential (3.9) and check what is the behaviour of the

different fields. We plot the results in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7. More concretely in Fig. 3.6

and in part (a) of Fig. 3.7 the evolution of the fields τi and in part (b) of Fig. 3.7 the

evolution of the internal volume in the last few e-folds.

τ1 τ3
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.6: Evolution of the different moduli fields in the last few e-folds in Example 4.
(a) Evolution of the field τ1. (b) Evolution of the field τ3.

As before, we find a successful period of inflation with this new set of parameters,

reproducing the correct amplitude of density perturbations and obtaining

ns = 0.960 , (3.47)

which is very similar to the range predicted in [47].

The reason why this system of parameters works is that the initial value of τ2 is large

enough so that the exponential dependence of the potential with this field makes a

negligible contribution to the calculation of the minima as a function of the other two
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Figure 3.7: Evolution of the different moduli fields in the last few e-folds in Example 4.
(a) Evolution of the field τ2 (the inflaton). (b) Evolution of the field V .

degrees of freedom, namely, τ3 and V . This allows for the possibility of having an

inflationary valley sitting at the minimum of the potential along those directions, even

in cases where ρ ∼ 1.

In summary, the examples shown above demonstrate the existence of a large region of

parameter space within these models with inflationary solutions consistent with current

cosmological observations even when one relaxes most of the constraints stated in [47].

3.6 Conclusions

Realising inflation in the context of string theory has been played by a number of diffi-

culties from the onset. The former relies on scalar fields slowly evolving in an almost

flat potential, whereas the natural scales for parameters in string theory tend to have

potentials which are too steep to sustain an extended period of inflation. Moreover,

the plethora of moduli fields arising in these models makes it difficult to have just one

field evolving (the inflaton) whilst the others remain fixed in there minima. Therefore,

when a model is proposed which appears to successfully reconcile these two important

disciplines it deserves attention. The model proposed by Conlon and Quevedo [47] is

one such example and has been the focus of this chapter.

We have performed a detailed numerical analysis of inflationary solutions in the Kähler

moduli sector of the Large Volume Models built in the context of type IIB flux com-
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pactifications. Our investigations confirmed the key result of [47], namely that there

are inflationary solutions where all but one of the moduli fields, (the inflaton), are sta-

bilised to the local minima of the potential. We have provided explicit examples of

these trajectories, and shown how the corresponding tilt of the density perturbations

power spectrum leads to a robust prediction of ns ≈ 0.96 for 60 e-folds of inflation,

in agreement with the analytic prediction. However, we have gone further and showed

that even when all the moduli fields play an important role in the overall shape of the

scalar potential, inflationary trajectories still exist. In particular, we have demonstrated

that there exists a direction of attraction for the inflationary trajectories that correspond

to the constant volume direction. It leads to a basin of attraction which enables the sys-

tem to have an island of stability in the set of initial conditions leading to inflation.

Furthermore we were able to show, using the numerical evolution of the fields under

the influence of the full potential, that there are still successful inflationary trajectories

even when one relaxes most of the assumptions made in the analytical approximations

of [47]. This is an interesting point that makes the conclusions from these type of

models much more robust.

The examples discussed throughout this chapter are not special regions of parameter

space in which inflation occurs. We find that the choice of parameters giving the Kähler

inflation scenario can be quite general. This has been shown in the example sets of

[53] where a number of parameter sets in the ρ ≪ 1 regime (similar to the example

studied in 3.5.2 where shown to realise inflation. Similarly we found many regions

of parameter space in which examples similar to examples 2,3 and 4 of this chapter

where realised. The robustness of this model resides in part to the appearance of the

basin of attraction which we will study further in the next chapter. We will utilise the

broad class of parameter choices and describe the effect particular choices have on the

scalar potential (3.4). One however must be careful that the overall volume remains

large. If this is the case the inclusion of the α′ corrections is justified and we have

the large volume class of vacua of [44]. There must also still exist a minimum for

V , which becomes easier with the inclusion of additional ’small’ Kähler moduli, since

these generater a minimum for the overall volume [44].



Chapter 4

On the Basin of Attraction, Axionic

Inflation and the generation of

perturbations

4.1 Basin of attraction

In the previous chapter, we considered that the fields τ1 and τ3 were initially placed at

the local minimum, associated with the displacement of τ2 from its global minimum,

i.e. τ i1 = τ local1 and τ i3 = τ local3 . In this section, we want to relax this assumption and

verify whether the model allows for some freedom in the choice of initial conditions,

namely we would like to see whether there is a region in the space of τ i1, τ
i
2 and τ i3 that

leads to viable inflationary solutions as good as the ones presented above.

We note that the relative difference between τ local3 and τ f3 as given by Eqns.(3.27),

(3.29), (3.36), (3.37), (3.40), (3.41) and (3.45), (3.46), is at the most of only a few

percent. Hence, we can consider that for an initial condition in the vicinity of τ local3 ,

τ3 is nearly constant during inflation. This simplification allows us to illustrate the

shape of the scalar potential during inflation, and, in particular, to show that there is

a basin of attraction in the (τ1,τ2) plane. We show this plane in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 as

well as Fig. 4.3 and 4.4 corresponding to examples 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. The

dashed line represents the direction of constant volume V for fixed τ i3 = τlocal. We
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also show in Figs. 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 (blue lines), the full numerical evolution of the

fields with initial conditions slightly away from (3.29), (3.36), (3.41) and (3.46). This

choice serves our purpose but initial conditions further away from the local minimum

are also allowed and can in fact increase the number of e-folds of inflation as τ2 can be

displaced to higher values.

We see that the basin of attraction not only stabilises the evolution of the fields di-

recting them towards the global minimum, but also forces them to satisfy the essential

condition V ≈ constant which is established by the orientation of the basin itself in

the (τ1, τ2) plane. When inflation terminates, the fields quickly evolve to the global

minimum and the evolution departs form the trajectory V ≈ constant represented in

the figures.

Curiously, this variation of the internal manifold volume V leads to the existence of

two different scales for the gravitino mass. During inflation V ≈ Vi and once it ends,

the fields fall to the global minimum where, at least in our examples, V = Vf < Vi.

Given that the gravitino mass is,

m2
3/2 ∼ eK |W |2 ∼ W 2

0 /(V + ξ/2)2 ∼ W 2
0 /V2 , (4.1)

we have m3/2
2
inflation

≈ W 2
0 /V2

i and m3/2
2
f
= W 2

0 /V2
f , leading to a larger gravitino

mass after inflation. For the four sets of parameters in our examples, the gravitino

masses during inflation are m3/2 = 3 × 10−7, 3 × 10−7, 2 × 10−7 and 2 × 10−4 in

Planck units, for examples 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. These scales are rather high and

therefore not very appealing phenomenologically. Actually this is typically the case in

most of the inflationary models built from string theory. This follows from the fact that,

as was argued in [35, 34] and recently in relation to the string vacua of this thesis in

[32], the scale of inflation is generically bounded from above by the mass of the grav-

itinoH . m3/2. Therefore since these string inflationary models (in order to reproduce

the correct amplitude for the density perturbations given by current observational data)

predict a high scale of inflation, they also predict as well a high supersymmetry break-

ing scale. This is sometimes referred to as the gravitino mass problem. This feature

is stronger in this class of inflationary models built from the α′-corrected Kähler po-

tential [123, 124], where the scale of inflation that can be realised within these setups

corresponds to H ∼ m3/2/V1/2 or H ∼ m
3/2
3/2 using Eq. (4.1), which will typically rise
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to even higher supersymmetry breaking scales. Recall, however, that this mass corre-

sponds to the gravitino mass during inflation, which does not have to be necessarily

the same as the gravitino mass in the vacuum. This point has been used for example in

[107, 121, 122] to propose a mechanism which can achieve low energy supersymme-

try breaking scales, which consists in performing an extra fine-tuning in the models,

through the addition of Kähler moduli dependent terms in the Kähler potential so that

the gravitino mass during and at the end of inflation are substantially different. [107]

used a method first described in Barrerio, de Carlos and Copeland, [80] which used the

friction of the background expansion caused by presence of a background baryotropic

fluid to stabilise the dilaton by forcing it into an attractor solution an is crucial for the

success of [107]. In the context of these models it is interesting to note that the exam-

ples mentioned above also display a different gravitino mass during and after inflation.

Unfortunately in our examples we have always found mi
3/2 < mf

3/2 and therefore the

gravitino mass at the vacuum is heavier than the one during inflation which is going in

the wrong direction. The question is whether or not there are trajectories of the form

described in the previous examples which can lead to the volume increasing immedi-

ately after inflation. There is no obvious reason why this can not happen, but it remains

a challenge to find an example.

4.1.1 Variation of parameters

The existence of the basin of attraction holds with the relaxation of the constraint

(3.11), which requires ρ << 1. This constraint restricts the form of the potential

by minimising its variation with the displacement of the moduli field. Relaxation of

this constraint whilst considering the full dynamics of the fields allows for a class of

inflationary trajectories in which the overall volume has two scales, which could be

used to overcome the gravitino mass problem. Resolution of the problem requires the

increase in value of the overall volume V at the end of the inflationary epoch. This

would correspond to a decrease in the gravitino mass at the end of inflation. If the

variation in volume was significantly large one could theoretically have high energy

inflation whilst predicting a suitably low present day gravitino mass. This mechanism

could occur through a number of dynamical situations,
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Figure 4.1: Contour plot of the scalar potential V in the (τ1, τ2) plane for fixed τ3 = τ local3 ,
for example 1 of chapter 3. The dashed line shows the trajectory which maintains volume
V constant at this fixed τ3. The trajectories plotted are θi2 = θ2min (blue solid line) and
θi2 ̸= θ2min (red dashed line).

1. The modulus controlling the overall volume, τ1 has a local minimum in the basin

of attraction at a smaller value than its global minimum. At the end of inflation

the τ1 modulus would roll towards its global minumum increasing the overall

volume’s size. This would require the ’light’ blow up cycles, τi, where i = 2, .., n

have negligible contribution as they roll to their global minimum values. Since

the τ1 modulus appears only in the Kähler potential it is thought that this is

only achievable through fine tuning of the model dependant parameter λ1. This

parameter simply rescales the cycle size and we conclude this outcome cannot

exist.

2. All or a single ’light’ modulus have local minima in the basin at larger values

than their global minimum values, as seen in the examples, with ρ ≥ 1. The

motion of the field as it rolls towards its minimum would significantly decrease

V since these moduli describe the blow up cycles, or holes in the internal man-

ifold. Additionally the variation of the τ1 field is negligible since any δτ1 leads

to significant variation of V .

3. Additional contributions to the Kähler potential [107], following the attractor
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Figure 4.2: Contour plot of the scalar potential V in the (τ1, τ2) plane for fixed τ3 = τ local3 ,
for example 2 of chapter 3. The dashed line shows the trajectory which maintains volume
V constant at this fixed τ3. The trajectories plotted are θi2 = θ2min (blue solid line) and
θi2 ̸= θ2min (red dashed line).

mechanism idea of [80].

Example 4 in the previous chapter gave the closet example to the second scenario

above, with ρ ∼ 1 and only a small variation in the overall volume at the end of infla-

tion, whilst the initial τ2 was almost 20 times that of its value in the minimum, however

this still met with a positive δV . Investigation into the possibility of finding such meth-

ods achieved through the tuning of model parameters could help in locating a region

of parameter space which would give a negative δV .

The volume at its global minimum value is seen via the relation (3.12) to be propor-

tional to W0 while the values of the rest of the fields are proportional to W0

V . This

implies that through a rescaling W0 → αW0, the volume of the minimum is rescaled

by V → αV whilst leaving the rest of the values of the moduli invariant. This is seen

as we adjust the value of W0 and determine the location of the global minimum, Ta-

ble 4.1. The variation of W0 alters the minimum of the volume and scale of inflation

as expected. Therefore with tunning of the parameters, it is possible to use large W0

to obtain the large volumes required in order to satisfy phenomenological constraints,
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Figure 4.3: Contour plot of the scalar potential V in the (τ1, τ2) plane for fixed τ3 = τ local3 ,
for example 3 of chapter 3. The dashed line shows the trajectory which maintains volume
V constant at this fixed τ3. The trajectories plotted are θi2 = θ2min (blue solid line) and
θi2 ̸= θ2min (red dashed line).

m3/2 ∼ 1 TeV (corresponding to V ∼ 1015). For the parameters considered this leads

to a variation of δV ∼ −22% post inflation. The percentage change in the overall

volume as the system evolves from the basin of attraction to the global minimum is

left invariant under variation of W0. The final decrease is in contrast to the increase

in volume desired, with it appearing evident that any choice of W0 will not lead to a

solution of the gravitino mass problem.

If suitable tuning of the parameters are to yield a solution to this problem, it lies in the

parameters characterising the α′ corrections to the Kähler potential or the non pertur-

bative sector. Since we are limited in our choice of the α′ parameters we look to the

non-perturbative sector and consider the effect of varying , ai, Ai.

We find the possibility of generating significant volume variations, δV through vari-

ation of A2 whilst leaving the global minimum values of the Kähler moduli (Ta-

ble 4.2) relatively unaltered. It is possible to achieve large variations between the

global minimum and inflationary values of V with A2 = (1/2, 3/2) giving changes of

δV ∼ (20%, 30%). This however, similarly toW0, lifts the potential’s overall scale and

the basin is still at a large volume than the global minimum volume, Vinf > Vmin. ai is
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Figure 4.4: Contour plot of the scalar potential V in the (τ1, τ2) plane for fixed τ3 = τ local3 ,
for example 4 of chapter 3. The dashed line shows the trajectory which maintains volume
V constant at this fixed τ3. In this example, the inflationary trajectory is essentially given
by a combination of two fields. The trajectories plotted are θi2 = θ2min (blue solid line)
and θi2 ̸= θ2min (red dashed line).

a constant that depends on the specific source of the nonperturbative effects. Gaugino

condensation gives ai = 1/N , where N is the gauge group of the theory, whilst D3

instantons have ai ∼ n, where n is the winding number of the D3 instantons wrapping

4-cycles [16]. If we consider Wnp arising from non perturbative effects, considering a

smaller gauge group N , corresponding to a larger ai value leads to interesting results

which are given in Table 4.3. We find an increase in a2 decreases the overall scale

of the potential whilst reducing the variation between the two gravitino mass scales.

This can lead to significant variations in the volume with a2 = 15π giving a change of

δV ∼ 54%. In the Large volume scenarios the Volume modulus is a function of the

Käler moduli with the minimum of the potential is given approximately by

Vmin ≈ −3

2

[
k∑
i=2

αλi

a
3/2
i

(lnVmin − c
3/2
i )− ξ

2

]
+ Vup, (4.2)

where Vmin is the stabilised internal volume of the Calabi Yau and ci = ln(3αλiWo

4aiAi
),

with the moduli satisfying the equation aiτi ≈ lnV − ci. We can see that, as ai is

increased, the exponential suppression of the minimum is decreased and the minimum

is lifted. The SUSY minimum is given when DTiW = 0 which can be solved to give
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the position of the fields at the minimum,

W0 =
(V + ξ

2
)

2
aiAi(Ti + T̄i)

1/2e−aiTi −
∑
j

Aje
−ajTj . (4.3)

Through a basic search of parameter space we have found no choices of a2 which

lead to a decrease in the volume of the potential after inflation, whilst we have seen

how tuning of a number of parameters can lead to significant variations in δV . The

possibility that there exists a critical point to these parameters where, for example,

decreasing ai sufficiently leads to a negative δV has not been ruled out and it remains

interesting that such trajectories could exist.

Due to the attractor nature of the inflationary regime, whereby when τ2 is displaced

from its global minimum the system evolves towards a region of parameter space where

V = constant and the moduli settle in their local minima, it is possible that the sys-

tem has an asociated attractor solution, and a phase plane analysis of the system could

well provide a means of understanding the underlying mechanisms of the model. We

outline the system of equations that one would study in Appendix A. Such an analysis

of cosmologies has been carried out for similar scenarios [76, 78, 79, 80, 81, 77], to

determine the stability of models and the nature of their critical points. One could use

these techniques to investigate whether any solutions exist which lead to the trajectory

increasing in volume at the end of inflation. The addition of a background baryotropic

fluid [42, 41] to the models of inflation can, in general, widen the range of initial

conditions which lead to successful stabilisation of moduli fields. The presence of a

background fluid introduces a regime where the dynamics of the system are dominated

by the additional matter source. When this occurs the evolution of the field enters a

scaling regime causing the field to ’track’ the evolution of the background fluid. This

regime is independent of the initial conditions and occurs whenever the background

fluid dominates the evolutions. This has been applied to exponential potentials con-

sidered too steep to drive a period of inflation with successful results [77], to show

the successful stabilisation of the dilaton in a cosmological setting [80], in the KKLT

model to stabilise the volume modulus for a large set of initial conditions [79] and,

more recently, in [107] to solve the gravitino problem after a period of Large volume

Kähler inflation. In the examples studied any significant τ3 displacement leads to run-

away evolution of the moduli fields, with the volume no longer having a minimum.
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This arises since the τ3 modulus provides the dominant contribution in the stabilisation

of the volume, [44]. Through the addition of a fluid to this model the range of τ3 dis-

placements that lead to stabilisation could conceivably be significantly increased. An

analysis of the equations derived in Appendix A is a future project.

W0 O(Vmin) τmin Vmin O(Vbasin) Vbasin
1 10−15 (482.166 , 0.2305 , 5.863) 10573.2 10−13 13029.8

10 10−16 (2227.5 , 0.2304 , 5.858) 105115.3 10−14 128685.5
100 10−17 (10334.3 , 0.2303 , 5.858) 1.05× 106 10−15 1.285× 106

1000 10−18 (47965.3 , 0.2303 , 5.858) 1.05× 107 10−16 1.285× 107

10000 10−19 (222634 , 0.2303 , 5.858) 1.05× 108 10−17 1.285× 108

1010 10−24 (4.7965×108 , 0.23039 , 5.8584) 1.05× 1013 10−22 1.285× 1013

1012 10−26 (1.0334× 1010 , 0.23039 , 5.8584) 1.05× 1015 10−24 1.285× 1015

Table 4.1: Location of the global minimum of the scalar potential and the order of the basin
of attraction under variation of the flux generated superpotential term, W0. Tuning W0 can lift
the scale of the potential. The variation between the two volume scales δV is left unchanged
δV ∼ 23%, since the overall volume at its minimum Vmin and in the basin Vbasin both scale
similarly.

ξ β(×10−4) Vmin τi Vval δV
20 7.98 1.5355× 10−14 (246.566 , 0.2151 , 5.263) 4671.8 1.21047
23 3.93 6.2411× 10−15 (408.614 , 0.2267 , 5.714) 10076.6 1.222
24 3.13 8.7033× 10−15 (482.166 , 0.2305 , 5.863) 13029.8 1.23236
25 2.49 1.2134× 10−15 (564.095 , 0.2341 , 6.004) 16430.8 1.22775
A2 β Vmin τi Vval δV
1/2 3.11 3.6162× 10−16 (481.239 , 0.2198 , 5.861) 12641 1.199
1 3.13 8.7033× 10−15 (482.166 , 0.2305 , 5.863) 13029.8 1.23236

3/2 3.14 1.1944× 10−14 (482.293 , 0.2367 , 5.863) 13264 1.254

Table 4.2: Location of the global minimum of the scalar potential (3.4) and the order of the basin
of attraction under variation of leading order α′-correction ξ and A2.

4.2 Evolving the Axions

Up to now the axion fields have been set to their local minimum, given by cos aiθi =

−1. However this has been for convenience due to the simplication this provides. In

reality, in a full analysis, we should let these fields evolve and so we now turn our

attention to investigate what happens if we allow the axions θi to evolve, as well as all

the fields τi. As expected, if the initial conditions for the axions are such that they are

placed at their minimum values the examples described above do not change, as the
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a2 Vmin τmin Vmin O(Vbasin) Vbasin δV
15π 4.3623× 10−15 (473.863 , 0.2980 , 5.84757) 10300.9 10−13 15900.5 1.543
25π 1.7682× 10−14 (488.695 , 0.1887 , 5.8772) 10788.9 10−14 12474.2 1.1562
200π 2.1667× 10−14 (501.603 , 0.02846 , 5.898) 11219.8 10−14 11301.88 1.0073

Table 4.3: Location of the global minimum of the scalar potential (3.4) and the order of the basin
of attraction under variation of a2. The separation of the inflationary basin and the global minimum
can be significantly tuned with the value of a2. The uplift parameter β required to obtain a dS vacua
is roughly the same in each scenario.

axions do not get displaced from their minimum. However the situation is modified

when the initial conditions for the axions are such that they are perturbed from their

minimal values. In such a situation a number of different scenarios emerge. In the case

in which only the axion corresponding to the inflaton field, θ2 is perturbed, we see that

the fields evolve in such a way as to roughly reproduce the situation described by Bond

et al in [53] (for the case ρ≪ 1). In particular, viable inflationary trajectories exist, but

the new initial conditions allow for a greater variety of trajectories in which the rolling

of the axion can increase the number of e-foldings over those trajectories restricted

to lie only in the τ2 direction. Such evolutions are the red dashed trajectories in Figs

4.1,4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. The trajectories we observe are similar but within the dynamics

there are subtle differences in the evolution arising from the fact we have included full

Kähler moduli dynamics, whereas in the analysis of Bond et al [53] all moduli except

the displaced inflaton field τ2 were fixed at their global minimum values and a constant

volume physically imposed.

4.2.1 Comparison of Bond and Full Kähler Moduli Analysis

In allowing the evolution and destabilisation of all the moduli we see that the inflation

dynamics are altered significantly and differ considerably from [53]. For the initial

conditions used in their analysis which they argued lead to rapid stabilisation of the

displaced field, we now find that the system evolves towards a basin of attraction with

the destabilisation of all the τi fields. In particular we have analysed the ’τ2-valley’

where the axions are set to the minimum of their potential. Once here the axions remain

fixed and do not contribute to the evolution. Let us now compare the observations of

axion displacement in the full model with the roulette model of [53]. It was identified

in [53] that full generality would only be achieved through allowing the evolution of
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of Bond et al. analysis (dashed lines) and Full analysis (solid
lines) for τ2i = 0.45 and θ2i = (1/11, 1/12, 1/14) for the red, green and blue trajectories
respectively. Trajectories using Bond style analysis. T1 and T3 fields are not evolved with
all fields set to the global minimum values except for the initial displacement of the τ2 and
θ2 fields. Allowing all the moduli fields to evolve in the full analysis we find significantly
different trajectories.

all moduli fields and promoting V to be a dynamical variable. Following their example

and only evolving the equation of motion for the complex field T2 = τ2 + iθ2, whilst

fixing the T1 and T3 fields one is able to reproduce the roulette inflation results and find

the variety of inflationary trajectories seen in [53] arising from parameter set 1 given

by,

ξ =
1

2
, α =

1

9
√
2
, λ2 = 1, λ3 = 10, a2 =

2π

3
, a3 =

2π

300

A2 =
1

10
, A3 =

1

200
, β = 8.5× 10−6, W0 = 300 . (4.4)

Since ρ ≪ 1 , the rolling of T2 leaves V ∼ constant. The dashed line trajectories of

Fig.4.5 show some trajectories which correspond to roulette type scenarios using the

parameter set given above, these trajectories arise from an initial displacement of τ2

and θ2. These simulations show the initially displaced fields simply roll towards the

global minimum of the potential. For the displacements shown this results in negligi-

ble periods of inflation, however with greater displacement of the τ2 field it was shown

large periods of inflation could be obtained. We, however, use these trajectories to
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Figure 4.6: T2 plane for simulations using the full dynamical analysis of chapter 3 with an
initially non-zero axionic component, θ2i = 1/13. Shown are trajectories with a variation
of τ2i = (0.45, 0.46, 0.47, 0.48).

highlight the variation in dynamics when all the moduli are allowed to evolve. When

these same initial conditions are repeated but allowing all the moduli to evolve as de-

scribed in chapter 3, the resulting trajectories are significantly different, resulting in

basin like inflationary trajectories similar to those studied in chapter 3. These resem-

ble the larger τ2 displacements of Bond et al [53], but differ from those obtained using

the same initial conditions, these trajectories are given by the solid lines in Figure 4.5.

Looking at the θ2i = 1/14 trajectory, given by the solid blue line in Figure 4.5 we see

the trajectory overcomes the axionic ridges of the potential (3.4) in the θ2 direction

as it evolves towards the basin of attraction. The trajectory oscillates about the basin

where it eventually settles. Once the system sits in the basin of attraction the axionic

component is minimised and the τ2 field evolves along the basin as in the τ -valley

like solutions given by [53]. The evolution towards the basin of attraction occurs over

a short timescale (recall Figure 4.1 where the red trajectory shows a non-minimal θ2

component) which has consequences for the perturbation spectrum generated at the

end of inflation which we will discuss at the end of this section. As we increase the

initial displacement of τ2 we find the exploration of the axionic direction is reduced,

Figure 4.6. The solid black trajectory in this figure shows the evolution of the fields
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in the τ2 − θ2 plane after an initial displacement of τ2i = 0.47, θ2i = 1/13. As the

system evolves it is ’pulled’ towards the basin of attraction, however the field is not

sufficiently close to the basin of attraction in the τ2 direction and rolls towards the

global minimum instead. There then is a critical displacement of τ2crit which leads to

the system evolving to the basin of attraction resulting in inflationary trajectories. It is

clear from the solid blue trajectory of Figure 4.5 corresponding to the initial conditions

τ2i = 0.45, θ2i = 1/14 that τ2crit is lowered as the axionic component is increased. The

solid blue trajectory corresponding to τ2i = 0.48, θ2i = 1/13 has an initial displace-

ment τ2 > τ2crit . This trajectory evolves to large τ2 values before the field then moves

towards the basin of attraction. Once in the basin the axionic component is minimised

and the τ2 field begins slow roll inflation towards its global minimum. Having iden-

tified the differences observed between the analysis of [53] and the full analysis of

chapter 3 in the τ2 − θ2 plane, let us look at the effect the full analysis has on the other

fields which are no longer set to their global minimum values, but are now allowed to

evolve. The initial displacement of the axion θ2 also leads to complex evolution in the
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Figure 4.7: T1 plane for a number of simulations with a initially non-zero axionic
component, θ2i = 1/13. This shows the variation of the trajectories for τ2i =
(0.45, 0.46, 0.47, 0.48)

τ1-θ1 plane, Fig.4.7. There exists no minimum for the θ1 axion as it is not stabilised
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Figure 4.8: T3 plane for a number of simulations with an initially non-zero axionic com-
ponent, θ2i = 1/13. This shows the variation of the trajectories with a variation of
τ2i = (0.45, 0.46, 0.47, 0.48) .

through the superpotential terms and so corresponds to a flat direction, with its dynam-

ics completely determined by the variation of the other moduli fields. For this reason

any initial value of θ1 is indistinguishable from any other as far as evolutionary dynam-

ics and stabilisation are concerned. Taking again the initial conditions of τ2i = 0.48,

θ2i = 1/13 corresponding to the solid blue line of Figure 4.7, the evolution towards

the basin can clearly be seen. τ1 becomes attracted towards and begins to oscillate

about the basin, where τ1 ∼ 550. The field remains at this roughly constant value

for the duration of the inflationary epoch as was shown in chapter 3. Interestingly an

initial θ2i component has little effect on the trajectories in the τ3-θ3 plane (Figure 4.8),

where the θ3 field is seen to oscillate rapidly about its minimum. The τ3 field simply

evolves towards its basin value as we have previously described in chapter 3. We have

so far displaced the axion θ2, the axionic component to the Kähler moduli that plays

the dominant role as the inflaton field in the examples of chapter 3. This has revealed

a rich class of inflationary scenarios similar to those of [53] in their exploration of the

axionic plane, leading in some situations to the stabilisation of all moduli in different

minima from the one originally displaced from. Although similar, these highly curved

trajectories rapidly explore the axionic plane and reduce to a roughly ’τ -valley’ trajec-
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tory. We can find a further class of inflationary scenarios corresponding to perturbing

an axion which belongs to the same multiplet as the field which plays the dominant

role in the stabilization of the volume, which in our examples would correspond to the

field θ3. In this case one can show that the set of viable initial conditions for inflation-

ary trajectories is restricted to small initial perturbations in the position of the axion

(δθ3 ≪ 1) away from its minimum. Any other significant perturbation of θ3 leads to

runaway non-inflationary trajectories. Conversely we find θ1 displacements have no

effect on the evolution of this system. The reason for these different behaviours can

be understood as follows: the rolling of the axion field θ1 does not have a noticeable

impact on the position of the minimum of the volume modulus. On the other hand, a

displacement of the axionic field θ3 will instead have an effect on the position of the

volume modulus, as can be easily read from (3.10). This means that almost any dis-

placement on the field θ3 will have the effect of displacing the volume modulus from

its minimum and as a consequence of that the fields would tend to roll towards the

decompactification limit.

Having found the variety of possible inflationary scenarios through considering the

evolution of the axionic fields, let us now return to one of the fundamental differences

observed between the analysis of Bond et al [53] and the analysis of chapter 3 when we

give an initial displacement to θ2. Interestingly we have seen the axionic exploration

arising from a full dynamical consideration occurs on a relatively short time scale and

occurs prior to the onset of inflation, shown in the red dashed lines of Figures 4.1, 4.2,

4.3 and 4.4. This is in contrast to the findings of [53] and [51] where the inflationary

trajectory has a large axionic component for the majority of time for which the system

is inflating [51]. This difference arises through the assumption of a static volume and

negligible effect caused by the τ2 displacement. It is expected that the rapid minimi-

sation of the axion dynamics will have significant effects on the perturbation spectrum

and the generation of isocurvature perturbations in the model. Following the approach

in [53] a perturbation analysis of their results found that highly curved trajectories lead

to the generation of isocurvature modes. When such modes are present they interact

with the adiabatic modes at super horizon scales affecting the evolution of the cur-

vature perturbations [52]. The curvature perturbations sources through isocurvature

modes in highly curved trajectories was in fact found to be the major contribution to
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the power spectrum after significant periods of inflation [52, 51] . A curved trajec-

tory in field space, in their results corresponding to a large exploration of the axionic

plane during the inflationary epoch lead to the sourcing of adiabatic perturbations from

isocurvature modes [52] with trajectories with long periods of curving during inflation

generating almost all of its power spectrum from isocurvature modes. Such significant

isocurvature modes where found to give a large power spectrum which was generally

red-tilted and was found to be a general feature of roulette inflation. In contrast to what

one would expect from a highly curved field space trajectory the roulette model was

found not to give observably large levels of nongaussianity [51]. The coupling of the

curvature and isocurvature modes is in general expected to be the cause of a large bis-

pectrum and hence a prediction of nongaussianity. The ’τ2-valley’ trajectory produced

no super horizon nongaussianties for this reason. In the full analysis we see that the ax-

ionic component is quickly damped away and the inflationary trajectory is effectively a

’τ -valley trajectory’ of [53, 47]. Since an axionic displacement quickly reduces to the

single field case it is expected that the assumption of the previous chapter in which the

isocurvature modes were considered negligible still holds. In addition the perturbation

spectrum will closely resemble that of the single field ’τ -valley’ in [52, 51] and there

will be no nongaussianity generated by the interaction of scalar fields at superhorizon

scales. For cases where the constraint ρ ≪ 1 is violated, the class of trajectories seen

numerically remains roughly consistent with those of the ρ≪ 1 models. For this class

of models the separation of the basin of attraction and the global minimum is signifi-

cant (see examples 3, 4 of chapter 3) however a displacement of the θ2 axion although

leading to a large exploration of the axionic plane does this in a relatively short period

of time and prior to the onset of inflation. This can be seen in Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4

where the simulations with an initial axionic component are given by the red dashed

line. It is then expected that the single field , τ -valley predictions for the generation

of perturbations and nongaussianities will be a good approximations to those expected

here even in the presence of large curved trajectories of the axion, θ2. The key point

being that the trajectories are found to be highly curved prior to the period of infla-

tion. Example 4 is a possible exception to this due to the large curved trajectory in

the τ1 − τ2 plane throughout the inflationary epoch, this is shown in Fig.4.4. Although

the axionic component θ2 is still minimised quickly in this example it is expected that
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non trivial perturbation signatures would then arise from the curved trajectory in the

τ1 − τ2 plane. In the two field Kähler modulin inflation model of [111] it was shown

that when an additional Kähler modulus is considered to the single field Kähler moduli

inflation of [47] the isocurvature mode did not decay rapidly as was found in the ’τ -

valley scenario [52]. This lead to a large contribution to the power spectrum from the

correlation of the curvature and isocurvature modes. It is expected that there will be

similar effects in example 4 of chapter 3 with the curvature perturbation at the end of

inflation being significantly sourced by the isocurvature perturbations due to the highly

curved trajectory.

4.3 Conclusions

We have shown that even when all the moduli fields play an important role in the over-

all shape of the scalar potential, inflationary trajectories still exist. In particular, we

have demonstrated that there exists a direction of attraction for the inflationary trajec-

tories that correspond to the constant volume direction. It leads to a basin of attraction

which enables the system to have an island of stability in the set of initial conditions

leading to inflation. A large range of inflation τ2 directions is found and with suitable

tuning of the model parameters we can obtain volume changes δV ∼ 54% . The variety

of inflationary trajectories obtainable through the displacement of other fields was seen

to be severely restricted due to the nature of these fields in the model. τ3 a stabilising

field, present in order to generate a minimum for the volume modulus was limited to

displacements δθ3 ≪ 1. With the introduction of a fluid the option of using stabilising

techniques to widen the range of valid initial conditions leading to stabilisation of all

dynamical moduli was suggested. An interesting consequence of considering the full

Kähler dynamics was the generation of two distinct values of the gravitino mass, m3/2

hinted at a possible mechanism to solve the gravitino mass problem. Through iden-

tifying the effects of the parameters on the potential a discussion on the existence of

a region of parameter space for which δV > 0 at the end of inflation was presented.

The existence of such a solution still evades us, whilst techniques to model attractor

solutions in cosmological systems where suggested as a step towards understanding if

such a class of models can be ruled out. Using a phase plane analysis the authors of
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[77] where able explore the stability of a cosmological model. Through a perturba-

tion analysis they were able to determine the models entered a scaling solution at late

times. We were able to show that potentials too steep to drive inflation on their own

now could play a possible role of inflation through this scaling regime. Application of

similar methods in this model could identify the nature of the basin of attraction and

could be used to search for trajectories which would solve the gravitino mass problem.

An outline of a future project on this was outlined in appendix A.

Having previously looked at the evolution of the moduli fields with the axion fields re-

stricted to be in their minima in chapter 3, we then in this chapter extended the analysis

to allow also for the slight displacement of the axions from their equilibrium position.

Whereas a variation of the axion θ2 (the partner of the inflaton) still led to a large basin

of attraction for the inflationary trajectories (as in [53]), in the case of the axion θ3 (the

one that lives in the same multiplet as the moduli field responsible for stabilising the

volume modulus), a small fluctuation of θ3 from its true minimum value is enough to

create runaway solutions where all the fields roll towards the decompactification limit.

Hence we have a new restriction on these class of models, θ3 needs to be very close

to its minimum value for inflation to take place. The implications of θ2 displacement

on the generation of perturbations in Roulette models was discussed [52, 51]. The

rapid suppression of the axionic component reducing the inflationary trajectory to the

τ−valley solution of [53] resulted in the prediction of little (if any) nongaussianity.



Chapter 5

Multiple Field Slow Roll Inflation in

Supergravity models

5.1 Introduction

Achieving a complete implementation of Inflation in a relatively relaxed parameter

space takes us one step closer to observationally distinct ’stringy’ predictions. After a

successfully realisation of an inflationary model and the stabilisation of all the moduli,

the idea of comparing a string inspired model with cosmological observations seems

tantalisingly close. The standard technique used in analysing inflation models is the

slow roll approximation [59, 62, 58]. These approximations are, in general, an ex-

tremely useful way in which to quantify the predictions of inflation and have become

useful since a slow roll analysis can be used to make direct comparisons between mod-

els of inflation without having to know the precise form of model, in particular the

exact inflationary potential (additionally they bypass the need to find solutions to the

equations of motion analytically, which can be done for only a very few simplistic

toy models). Using the slow roll parameters it is possible to identify locations on a

potential where inflation might occur. Such predictions are found tied onto the back

of inflationary models as a ’proof of existence’ and it is customary to simplify the

analysis in order to make such observational contact. This is an often overlooked yet

indispensable area of string cosmology which requires greater care due to the complex-

ities of string inspired models. The standard slow roll formalism however is routed in
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the assumption of single scalar field inflaton. As we have seen in chapter 2 string

compactifications generally give rise to large numbers of scalar fields, which modern

models of inflation, such as that of Kähler moduli inflation studied in chapter 3, utilise

as candidate inflaton fields. Additionally the presence of multiple field models can

lead to interesting physics such as the generation of isocurvature modes, a feature only

associated with models with more than one component. It seems inevitable then that

the slow roll formalism must be sufficiently able to describe the inflationary character-

istics of the multiple field models.

In this chapter we look at the variety of formalisms and definitions of the slow roll

parameters used in contemporary cosmology, with an emphasis on the techniques and

methods used in analysising supergravity models of inflation. Such models generally

have a number of fields evolving in a complex trajectory on some non-trivial target

space metric, gab. We argue that considering the slow-roll parameters in a such a

way is essential if phenomenological predictions are to be made. These formalisms

are then extended so the multiple field definitions in a supergravity setting include ξ2,

commonly referred to as the third slow roll parameter, and the running of the scalar

spectral index dns

dlnk
. ξ2 here differs from the ξ defined in chapter 2 equation (2.46)

corresponding to the leading order α′ correction to the Kähler potential. Since this

chapter will focus on the slow roll parameters we will maintain conventions, using ξ2

as the slow roll parameter and make it clear when the α′ correction ξ is being used.

A comparative study of these formalisms is then carried out for particular models of

inflation arising from supergravity. We analyse a chaotic like potential arising in super-

gravity and a more realistic String inspired inflationary model where a realistic moduli

stabilization technique is implemented. We find that, since these models contain many

coupled dynamical scalar fields, this results in the different formalisms of slow roll

producing different observational predictions. A meaningful analysis of the inflation-

ary model therefore requires consideration of all the subtleties arising and the effect of

these fields has on the slow roll predictions of an inflationary model.

We find the eigenvalue analysis used in the literature in the better racetrack inflationary

model of [73] gives the most robust predictions of the slow roll parameters in multiple

field scenarios, but note that this formalism itself has its short fallings since it makes

use of relations derived under the assumption of a single field inflaton when predicting
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the scalar spectral index , ns and its running dns

dlnk
.

5.2 Standard Inflationary Cosmology

The equations of motion for a homogeneous, massive scalar field in a FRW spacetime

are given by

ϕ̈+ 3Hϕ̇+ V,ϕ = 0, 3H2 ≈M2
p (
1

2
ϕ̇2 + V ). (5.1)

We define the slow roll limit as the regime in which the acceleration of the scalar field

is negligible compared to the friction term caused by the expanding universe,

3Hϕ̇+ V,ϕ ≈ 0, 3H2 ≈M2
pV, (5.2)

that is, we have the conditions that |ϕ̇2| << |V | and |ϕ̈| << 3Hϕ̇, leading to the

constraints on the potential and its derivatives,

ϵ ≡M2
p/2

(
V,ϕ
V

)2

<< 1, η ≡M2
p

V,ϕϕ
V

<< 1. (5.3)

These slow roll constraints provide the requirement that, in order to be in a slow-rolling

regime, the potential must be very flat and have small curvature. There exists another

way of definging the requirements of potentials in order for inflation to take place,

called the Hamilton-Jacobi formalism. Infact this allows us to rewrite the equations of

motion in order to determine inflationary results in an easier fashion. Differentiation

of the Friedmann constraint with respect to time and substitution of the scalar field’s

equation of motion gives,

2Ḣ = − ϕ̇2

M2
p

. (5.4)

If we divide through by ϕ̇ we obtain a relation between the scalar field and time,

ϕ̇ = −2M2
pH

′(ϕ), where the prime is a derivative with respect to ϕ. The Friedmann

equation can now be rewritten giving the Hamilton-Jacobi equation

H ′(ϕ)2 − 3

2M2
p

H2(ϕ) = − 1

2M4
p

V (ϕ). (5.5)
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It allows us to consider the function H(ϕ) in place of V (ϕ). This is a more natural

quantity to use in describing inflation since once we have specified H(ϕ) the inflation-

ary potential can be reconstructed using this formalism. From this one can then de-

termine H(t). Using the new language of inflation we can define the Hamilton-Jacobi

slow-roll parameters as

ϵH ≡ 2M2
p

(
H ′(ϕ)

H(ϕ)

)2

, (5.6)

ηH ≡ 2M2
p

H ′′(ϕ)

H(ϕ)
, (5.7)

which in the slow roll limit can be written as

ϵH = − Ḣ

H2
, (5.8)

ηH =
ϕ̈

Hϕ̇
(5.9)

These parameters are useful since the slow-roll approximation derived using this for-

malism does not depend on any assumption or approximation. Inflation is given exactly

as ä > 0 which occurs when ϵH < 1. This is a much stronger constraint in contrast to

the V (ϕ) slow roll approximations (5.3). To see this recall that inflation is defined as a

period of accelerated expansion which gives us the condition,

ä

a
= Ḣ +H2 > 0, (5.10)

which, for a scalar field, is satisfied when Ḣ < 0, leading to the condition

ϵH ≡ − Ḣ

H2
< 1, (5.11)

which ensures inflation, ä > 0, is occurring whilst a second condition ηH ≡ − ϕ̈

Hϕ̇
< 1

ensures that inflation lasts sufficiently long.

The two independent definitions of the slow-roll parameters can be shown to be equiva-

lently in the slow-roll limit. First we differentiate the Friedmann equation with respect

to time and by application of the slow roll equations (5.2) we get the relation,

6HḢ = M2
pV,ϕϕ̇,

Ḣ =
M2

p

2

V ′2

(3H)2
,

Ḣ

H2
= −

M2
p

2

(
V ′

V

)2

. (5.12)
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By use of the slow roll equations once more we find

ϕ̈ ≈ −Ḣϕ̇
H

− Vϕϕϕ̇

3H
,

−ϕ̈
Hϕ̇

= M2
p

Vϕϕ
V

−
M2

p

2
(
Vϕ
V

)2,

from which we find the relations between the two definitions in the slow roll limit

given by,

ϵH = ϵ, ηH = η − ϵ. (5.13)

In addition to the slow roll parameters ϵ and η, two more useful observable quantities

are the scalar spectral index, ns and its running, dns

dlnk
. The ’effective spectral index’,

ns(k), is defined as the interval of comoving wavenumber k in which we can consider

the variation of the power spectrum as a constant

ns − 1 ≡ dlnPR

dlnk
, (5.14)

assuming that PR ∝ kn−1, where PR is the spectrum of curvature perturbations gener-

ated during inflation,

PR(k) =

(
H

ϕ̇

)2(
H

2π

)2

|k=aH . (5.15)

The power law relation of the perturbations and wavenumber arises since angular

scales cross outside the Horizon rapidly during a period of inflation. As the perturba-

tions amplitude is governed by the physical conditions at this point, we are left with an

almost scale invariant spectrum of perturbations since the rapid exit effectively freezes

the physical conditions in the state at this exit point.

The power spectrum for a slow rolling scalar field can be written as

PR(k) =
1

12π2M6
p

V 3

V ′2 =
1

24π2M4
p

V

ϵ
, (5.16)

and the spectral index can be related to the slow roll parameters by considering that,

at horizon crossing, k = aH if the horizon size is constant. The rate of change of the

horizon Ḣ is negligible compared to ȧ giving,

dlnk

dt
≈ H. (5.17)
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Now, using the slow roll condition, 3Hϕ̇ ≈ −V ′ we find

dlnk = −3H2

V ′ dϕ,

d

dlnk
= −M2

p

V ′

V

d

dϕ
. (5.18)

These relations along with (5.14) and (5.16) give us the scalar spectral index in terms

of the slow roll parameters1,

ns − 1 = −6ϵ+ 2η. (5.19)

This result is useful as it predicts that in single field inflation it generates very small

variations of the curvature spectrum away from the scale invariant case of ns = 1,

providing an observable able to distinguish between inflationary potentials. In addition

the variation of the scalar spectral index with wavenumber, known as the running, dns

dlnk

can provide even more stringent tests of inflationary scenarios. This can also be defined

in terms of the slow-roll parameters. Using (5.18) we can find the variation of the slow

roll parameters with wavenumber,

dϵ

dlnk
= −M2

p

V ′

V

d

dϕ

(
M2

p

2

(
V ′

V

)2
)

= −
M4

p

2

V ′

V

(
2V ′′V ′

V 2
+

(−2)V
′2V ′

V 3

)
= −2ϵη + 4ϵ2 (5.20)

,

dη

dlnk
= −M2

p

V ′

V

d

dϕ

(
M2

p

V ′′

V

)
= −M4

p

V ′

V

(
V ′′′

V
− V ′′V ′

V 2

)
= +2ϵη − ξ2, (5.21)

where we have defined a third slow roll parameter,

ξ2 ≡M4
p

V ′V ′′′

V 2
. (5.22)

Using the relation for the scalar spectral index (5.19) and the variation of the slow roll

parameters with wavenumber (5.20), (5.21) and the definition (5.22) we find,

dns
dlnk

=
d

dlnk
(1− 6ϵ+ 2η) = −6

dϵ

dlnk
+ 2

dη

dlnk

= 16ϵη − 24ϵ2 − 2ξ2. (5.23)
1The Hamilton-Jacobi formalism gives the spectral index as ns − 1 = −4ϵH + 2ηH , due to the

difference between ηH and η.
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With this we now have all the required relations in order to define a slow roll foot-

print of any single field inflationary model. These parameters were first introduced

in order to see where inflation might occur in potentials that could not necessarily be

solved exactly [59, 62, 63]. They are commonly used as a means of linking theoretical

models of inflation to some observational prediction and provide a method of directly

comparing models. The derivation of the slow roll formalism considered only a single

homogeneous scalar field with a canonical kinetic term. Whilst providing an adequate

set equations for determining regions in which inflation is likely to occur, it fundamen-

tally requires the model to contain only one field throughout the duration of inflation.

Otherwise the equation of motion and the and the Friedmann constraint given in (5.1)

would contain additional contributions from other fields. Ignoring the contributions

from additional fields, and simply calculating the slow roll parameters would provide

a poor approximation to the true form of any mutliple field inflationary potential. Ad-

ditionally the assumption of a canonical kinetic term vastly restricts the models that

one can study using this standard slow roll formalism. In supergravity models of infla-

tion, with one example being that studied in chapter 3 there exists a field space metric

Kij̄ , where i, j̄ run over all the moduli fields. This metric appears in the equation of

motion for the fields and can lead to non trivial field dynamics which the formalism

derived in this section could not accurately describe unless the model could be reduced

to an effectively single field limit.

5.3 Supergravity models

Having motivated the need for a multiple field slow roll formalism in the context of

modern string inspired inflationary models we now follow the work of [74] and, in

parts, [73], presenting two formalisms developed through which multiple field infla-

tionary scenarios can be adequately analysed providing more stringent predictions for

the slow roll parameters than those obtained through application of the standard sin-

gle field slow roll formalism. Recall from chapter 3 that the equations of motion for

Kähler moduli fields can be obtained by varying the minimal N = 1, d = 4 effective
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supergravity action2 of the form,

S = −
∫
d4x

√
−g
(
1

2
R + gij̄∂µϕ

i∂µϕ̄j̄ + V

)
, (5.24)

where gij̄ is the target-space metric, ϕi and ϕ̄j̄ are the complex chiral superfields. Con-

sidering a spatially flat FRW spacetime we have the equations of motion,

ϕ̈l + 3Hϕ̇l + Γlijϕ̇
iϕ̇j + glk̄∂k̄V = 0, (5.25)

3H2 = k2p

(
gij̄ϕ̇

i ˙̄ϕj̄ + V
)
.

The conditions of slow roll in the multi-field case are generalisations of the single field

slow roll assumptions |ϕ̇2| << |V | and |ϕ̈| << 3Hϕ̇ where we now have D
dt
ϕ̇i = ϕ̈i +

Γijkϕ̇
jϕ̇k. This leads us to the multiple field slow roll assumptions, |Kij̄ϕ̇

i ˙̄ϕj̄| << |V |

and |D
dt
ϕ̇i| << |Hϕ̇i|. Under these assumptions the equations of motion reduce to

3Hϕ̇i ≡ −Kij̄V,j̄ , 3H2 =M2
pV, (5.26)

with

6HḢ = M2
p (V,iϕ̇

i + V,j̄
˙
ϕ
¯
j),

Ḣ =
M2

p

6H
(−
Kij̄V,iV,j̄

3H
−
Kij̄V,iV,j̄

3H
)

= −
M2

pK
ij̄V,iV,j̄

(3H)2
), (5.27)

comparing the above equation to (5.12), the presence of the complex field gives twice

the previous slow roll parameter3,

ϵH ≡ − Ḣ

H2
=
M2

p K
ij̄V,iV,j̄
V 2

, (5.28)

and the Hamiltonian definition of η is,
2In chapter 2 we saw how the low energy 4d description of Type IIb orientifold compactifications

[12] was given by N = 1, d = 4 effective supergravity.
3If the scalar field was not complex the additional factor of 2 would be absent.
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ηH ≡
∑
a

ϕ̈a

Hϕ̇a
=

ϕ̈i

Hϕ̇i
+

ϕ̈j̄

Hϕ̇j̄
(5.29)

= 2ϵH − ηil
V ,l

V ,i
− ηil̄

V ,l̄

V ,i
− ηīl

V ,l

V ,̄i
− ηīl̄

V ,l̄

V ,̄i

= η − ϵH , (5.30)

where we have used ; to denote a covariant derivative with respect to gij . Looking

also at the slow roll assumptions again, we have the new definitions of the slow-roll

conditions,

M2
p K

ij̄V,iV,j̄
V 2

<< 1, (5.31)

−
M2

p K
ij̄V,iV,j̄
V 2

−
M2

p

V

(
V ;i
;l

V ,l

V ,i
+ V ;i

;l̄

V ,l̄

V ,i

)
<< 1, (5.32)

which are equivalent to the slow roll constraint

ϵH < 1, ηH < 1, (5.33)

under the additional constraint of

V ,i

V ,j
=
Kik̄V,k̄

Kjl̄V,l̄
∼ O(1). (5.34)

This constraint, when multiplied with the slow roll definitions ϵ, η, should be small in

order to satisfy the slow roll conditions (5.31). Satisfying this constraint alone is not

an indication that a model lies in an inflationary region, but assures that in the slow roll

limit we reproduce the relation (5.33) from (5.31). If we define the matrix,

ηba = M2
p

gcb∇a∇cV

V

= M2
p

gcb(V,ac − ΓdacV,d)

V
, (5.35)

where Γdac =
1
2
gde(gae,c+gce,a−gac,e), and we contract over the target space metric gab

so that each direction in the field space is considered, then this gives us the slow roll

definitions as used in [73]. Identifying these definitions as the eigenvalue method we

have a method by which we can determine the slow roll parameters in a multiple field

scenario. Defining the eigenvalue multiple slow-roll parameters as

ϵeig ≡
M2

p

2

Kab∇aV∇bV

V 2
, (5.36)

ηeig ≡ Min Eigenvalue(ηba), (5.37)
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that is ηbaν
(n)
b = ηeig(n)

ν
(n)
a , where the matrix ηba takes a similar form to the single field

slow roll parameter η. The minimum eigenvalue is chosen since it is the most unstable

direction describing the curvature of the potential. A positive eigenvalue here would

describe an instability about a local minimum, and so it is not an unstable direction.

A negative eigenvalue would suggest that there is a direction in the potential which

is negatively curved, which would lead to the field slowly rolling towards some local

minimum. It is therefore the largest and most negative eigenvalue of these parameters

which is our slow roll parameter.

It appears we have simply promoted the potentials derivatives to covariant derivatives

with respect to the target space metric in our definitions of the slow roll parameters, this

would lead to V ′2 → ∇aV∇bV and V ′′ → ∇a∇bV . To obtain the slow roll parameters

we simply contract with the target space metric. Naturally we ask whether there is an

analogous slow roll parameter, ξ2 in the multiple field case. Following the generalisa-

tion above we would expect something similar to ξ2 ∼ M4
p
Kij̄Kkl̄∇iV∇j̄∇k∇l̄V

V 2 , and so

we define

ξabcd = M4
p

gaegbf∇eV∇c∇f∇dV

V 2

= M4
p

gaegbfV,e
V

(
V,cfd − (Γgfd),cV,g − ΓgfdV,cg

−Γhcf (V,hd − ΓghdV,g)− Γhcd(V,hf − ΓghfV,g)

)
, (5.38)

under the impression that ξ2 ≡ Min Eigenvalue(ξabcd) or something similar. It is easy

to see this reduces to the standard definition (5.22) in the single field case, since the

connection terms, γabc, all vanish leaving only the first term which for one field is simply

the standard definition.

The indices in the definitions (5.35), (5.38) are for general fields, which can be the field

or its conjugate (denoted by a bar), where a,b . . . = i,̄i and i = 1, n are sums over the

fields. We will later be considering complex fields and Kähler metrics, this will lead

to simplification of a number of terms, whilst care will be required in consideration

of the possible combinations of ηba and ξabcd . In general, when using this eigenvalue

method, once the slow roll parameters, (5.35) have been determined the scalar spectral

index is then found using the single field relation (5.14). This can also be applied to

the running of the spectral index, using the result of (5.38) in the single field relation
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for the running (5.23). This however is at arms with the reasoning behind developing

a slow roll analysis for multiple field scenarios. For a consistent and proper treatment

one requires a multiple field relation for the scalar spectral index. The scalar spectral

index and its running also require a proper covariant treatment of the field trajectories

in Supergravity models, with field interactions all contributing at some level to the

generation of density perturbations. Since we have a multi component fluid there is

the possibility of isocurvature perturbations. The definition of the curvature spectrum

(5.15) in a multiple field system should be written as,

PR(k) =

(
H2

Kij̄ϕ̇iϕ̇j̄

)(
H

2π

)2

|k=aH . (5.39)

We then find the power spectrum reduces to a similar form as (5.16),

PR(k) =
1

12π2M6
p

V 3

KabV,aV,b
, (5.40)

which then gives the spectral index as,

ns − 1 =
dlnPR

dlnk
= −M2

p

V ,c

V

d

dϕc

(
ln

V 3

V ,bV,b

)
= −M2

p

V ,cV ,bV,b
V 4

[
3V 2V,c
V ,bV,b

− 2
V 3V ;b

;c V,b

V ,bV,bV ,dV,d

]

= −3
M2

pV
,cV,c

V 2
− 2

M2
pV

;b
;c

V

V ,cV,b
V ,dV,d

= −6ϵ+ 2ηbc
V ,cV,b
V ,dV,d

= −6ϵ+ 2ηbcN
c
. (5.41)

Where in the last line of (5.41) we have defined

Na
b =

V ,aV,b
V ,dV,d

. (5.42)

We can look at the variation of the new definitions of the slow roll parameters with

respect to the comoving wavenumber, k and find an extended definition of the running

of the scalar spectral index,
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dϵ

dlnk
= −

M2
pV

,c

V

d

dϕc

(
M2

pV
,bV,b

2V 2

)

= −
M4

pV
,c

2V

[
−2V ,bV,bV,c

V 3
+

2V ;b
;c V,b

V 2

]

=
M2

pV
,cV,c

V 2

M2
pV

,bV,b

V 2
−
M2

pV
,cV ,dV,dV,b

V 2V ,dV,d

M2
pV

;b
;c

V

= 4ϵ2 − 2ϵηbc
V ,cV,b
V ,dV,d

= 4ϵ2 − 2ϵηbcN
c
b , (5.43)

and

dηbc
dlnk

= −M2
p

V ,a

V

dηbc
dϕa

= −M2
p

V ,a

V

d

dϕa

(
M2

pV
;b
;c

V

)

=
M2

pV
,aV,a

V 2

M2
pV

;b
;c

V
−
M4

pV
,a(V ;b

;c );a

V 2

= 2ϵηbc − ξabca , (5.44)

where ξabca is related to the proposed definition (5.38) by ξabca = ξabcdδ
a
d ,

ξabca ≡
M4

p∇aV∇a∇c∇bV

V 2
=
M4

pV
,a(V ;b

;c );a

V 2
, (5.45)

and, due to theNa
b term in (5.41), we also need to consider its variation with wavenum-

ber,

dN c
b

dlnk
= −

M2
pV

,a

V

dN c
b

dϕa

= −
M2

p

V
(
V ;c
;a

V

V ,aV,b
V ,dV,d

+
V;ba
V

V ,aV ,c

V ,dV,d
) + 2

M2
pV

;d
;a

V

V ,aV,dV
,cVb

V ,dV,dV ,eV,e
(5.46)

= −
[
ηcaN

a
b + ηbaN

ac − 2ηdaN
a
dN

c
b

]
,

so we have the running to be

dns
dlnk

=
d

dlnk
(1− 6ϵ+ 2ηbcN

c
b ) (5.47)

= −24ϵ2 + [16ϵηbc − 2ξabca ]N
c
b − 2ηbc

[
ηcaN

a
b + ηbaN

ac − 2ηdaN
a
dN

c
b

]
.
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In the supergravity case we find additional contributions to the running of equivalent

order to the first three terms in (5.41) which are those seen in the single field definition

of the running, (5.23). These additional contributions cancel in the single field case

and are a feature of supergravity models4. This extended definition provides new non-

zero corrections to the running and provides a means to classify, and possibly rule out,

particular multi field inflationary models with observations, thus providing a means to

tighten constraints on the range of models allowed by current data sets.

The similarity between the single field and multiple field definitions of the spectral

index and its running give the impression that η ∼ ηabN
b
a. However this is not the

case in general as this chapter will show. Great care and consideration is required in

the calculations of these definitions. The parameter ξabcd was defined as an extension

of the term arising in the standard slow-roll, usually defined as the third slow-roll

parameter ξ2, [58]. In fact in the derivation of the running (5.47) there arises a term

very similar to ξabcd , multiplied by the N c
b potential factor (5.42) with the additional sum

over indices a, d i,e ξabcaN
c
b . We define the mutliple field version of the third slow roll

parameter ξ2 in each formalism as follows. Under the eigenvalue formalism identifying

the eigenvalues of this parameter will give us the stability of the rate of change of the

curvature, therefore a small value would represent a direction that would vary in its

curvature negligibly and be a more suitable slow roll direction. We therefore take the

eigenvalue closest to zero as the definition of the ξ2,

ξ2eig ≡ Eigenvalue closest to zero(ξabca), (5.48)

For example if a = 1, 2 we would find the eigenvalues of the matrix ξbc = ξ1bc1 + ξ2bc2 .

For the extended slow roll formalism of [74] the definition of ξ2 is made in analogy to

that associated with η, giving the definition

ξ2H ≡ ξabca
V ,c

V ,b
(5.49)

= ξaija
V ,j

V ,i
+ ξāija

V ,j

V ,̄i
+ ξaij̄a

V ,j̄

V ,i
+ ξāij̄a

V ,j̄

V ,̄i
, (5.50)

where we use a, b, c indices to show sums over barred and unbarred indices, i, j, ī, j̄ =

1, . . . , n.
4It can be seen that the most significant effect of the multiple field contribution is when we have one

direction of the potential rapidly changing with field value whilst the other fields remain constant.
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5.3.1 Slow roll formalisms

We now have three formalisms in which we can calculate the slow roll footprint of a

model.

5.3.1.1 Single field

ϵ ≡ M2
p/2(

V,ϕ
V

)2 << 1 , ϵ << 1, (5.51)

η ≡ M2
p

V,ϕϕ
V

<< 1 , |η| << 1, (5.52)

ξ2 ≡ M4
p

V,ϕV,ϕϕϕ
V 2

, (5.53)

and the scalar spectral index and its running defined respectively by,

ns = 1− 6ϵ+ 2η, (5.54)
dns
dlnk

= 16ϵη − 24ϵ2 − 2ξ2. (5.55)

5.3.1.2 Eigenvalue

ϵeig ≡
M2

p

2

KabV,aV,b
V 2

, ϵeig << 1, (5.56)

ηeig ≡ Min Eigenvalue
[
ηbc

]
, |ηeig| << 1, (5.57)

ξ2eig ≡ Min Eigenvalue
[
ξabca

]
, (5.58)

with the spectral index and its running determined by the single field relations

nseig = 1− 6ϵ+ 2η, (5.59)
dns
dlnk eig

= 16ϵη − 24ϵ2 − 2ξ2. (5.60)
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5.3.1.3 Extended method

ϵ ≡
M2

p

2

KabV,aV,b
V 2

, (5.61)

η ≡ ηbc
V ,c

V ,b
, |η| << 1, (5.62)

ξ2 ≡ ξabca
V ,c

V ,b
, (5.63)

V ,i

V ,j
∼ O(1), (5.64)

with the scalar spectral index and its running given respectively as

ns − 1 = −6ϵ+ 2ηbc
V ,cV,b
V ,dV,d

= −6ϵ+ 2ηN bc, (5.65)

dns
dlnk

= −24ϵ2 + [16ϵηbc

−2ξabca ]N
c
b − 2ηbc

[
ηcaN

a
b + ηbaN

ac − 2ηdaN
a
dN

c
b

]
, (5.66)

where the above formalisms use

ηbc = M2
p

gca(V,bc − ΓdbcV,d)

V
, (5.67)

ξabca = M4
p

gaegbfV,e
V

(
V,cfd − (Γgfd),cV,g − ΓgfdV,cg (5.68)

−Γhcf (V,hd − ΓghdV,g)− Γhcd(V,hf − ΓghfV,g)

)
δad . (5.69)

5.4 Comparative study of multiple field methods of slow

roll inflation

What has become evident in the development and extension of an extended slow roll

formalism of [74, 75] is that there exists a number of methods in the literature by

which inflationary models are analysed. The single field approximations [62], the

minimum eigenvalue method [73], and the extended formalism [74, 75]. There is also

no favoured or standard method used by the Cosmology community for slow roll anal-

ysis when analysising string inspired inflationary models with non canonical kinetic

terms. Ideally numerical simulations would provide accurate and reliable predictions
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of the inflationary footprint for models, however the complexity of multiple field mod-

els requires significant periods of time and computing power to obtain such results.

For this reason it is desirable obtain a standard method for making robust predictions

of non-trivial inflationary scenarios. In this section a comparison of the various slow

roll formalisms will be made. Using a variety of supergravity inflationary models we

will highlight the inadequacy and pitfalls that can arise in predicting the slow roll ob-

servables.

5.4.1 Chaotic Inflation in Supergravity

We will first look at a well known model of inflation that can be realised in a supergrav-

ity setup and also has a single field equivalent, this will allow us to test the slow roll

methods using easily derivable results. One such model is Chaotic inflation5, which is

an attractive model in that in addition to solving the standard problems of cosmology

[59, 60] it is possible to have almost arbitrary initial conditions of the inflaton field.

This removes the requirement of the inflationary model builder to define a specific set

of initial conditions - for insights into the current status of initial condition debates

the reader is directed towards the indispensable textbook [83]. The textbook chaotic

inflationary potential is, V = 1
2
m2σ2, where σ is the scalar field that plays the role

of a slow rolling inflaton. In order to solve the standard horizon and flatness prob-

lems and achieving roughly N ∼ 60 e-foldings of inflation requires the initial value of

σ0 & 16 in Planck units [65]. Under such initial conditions the standard single field

slow-roll parameters (5.3), (5.22) can be used to define the slow roll ’footprint’ for

chaotic inflation ,

ϵ =
2M2

p

σ2
∼ 7.81× 10−3,

η =
2M2

p

σ2
∼ 7.81× 10−3,

ξ = 0,

ns ∼ 0.96875,

dns
dlnk

∼ −4.88× 10−4. (5.70)

5A generic name given to power law inflationary potentials which can have almost arbitrary initial

conditions, e.g V = λϕ4 where λ is a constant.
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These predictions arise from approximating the standard equations of motion for an

inflaton field in an expanding universe, (5.2), whilst the potential has been constructed

solely to meet the conditions of inflation and so the single field slow roll parameters

prove to be an excellent tool in analysing the model. However this inflationary sce-

nario is completely separated from any fundamental theory and so is simply a toy

model. The original concept of a chaotic inflation model has developed significantly

over the years and recent work on inflationary model building has aimed to realise

such models in supergravity, [65, 66, 67]. More recently, with the developments in

constructing meta-stable de Sitter vacua in string theory as dicussed in chapter 2, at-

tention has turned to the embedding of traditional inflationary potentials into a realistic

model of moduli stabilization [70, 69]. However since we are simply interested in the

observational differences arising from each slow-roll formulation proposed we will not

work within these models. Natural chaotic inflation [65, 66] provides a simple realisa-

tion of ’mutated’ chaotic inflation arising in a supergravity context. Whilst still a toy

model it has similiraties to the textbook chaotic inflation introduced above, and also

retains a relevance to today’s cosmology since it has some foundation in a fundamental

theory. Additionally since it arises from a supergravity action we are justified in using

the multiple field definitions of the slow roll parameters in order to analyse the model

and make a comparison between the 3 different approaches to slow roll.

We define the superpotential and Kähler potential for this model as,

K = 1/2(ϕ+ ϕ̄)2 + χχ̄, (5.71)

W = mϕχ, (5.72)

where ϕ is the inflaton chiral multiplet and χ an additional chiral multiplet present in

order to break the shift symmetry, ϕ→ ϕ+cwhere c is a constant, in a Kähler potential

of this type, lifting the flat direction of the potential.

The resulting Kähler metric is flat and our scalar potential is

V (ϕ, χ) = m2eK[|ϕ2|(1 + |χ|4) + |χ|2(1− |ϕ|2 + (ϕ+ ϕ̄)2(1 + |ϕ|2))].(5.73)

If we decompose into two real scalars, ϕ = 1√
2
(τ + iσ) the potential is

V (τ, σ, χ) = m2eτ
2+|χ|2 [1/2(τ 2 + σ2)(1 + |χ|4)

+|χ|2(1− 1/2(τ 2 + σ2) + 2τ 2(1 + 1/2(τ 2 + σ2)))]. (5.74)
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All the fields, except for σ, appear in the exponential factor and so should be taken

to have values of order less than 1 in order to be less than the gravitational scale. On

the other hand σ is not limited by this constraint and can take large values and will

play the roll of our inflaton field. In this limit the potential takes the form of a Chaotic

inflationary potential,

V ≃ 1

2
m2σ2 +m2|χ|2. (5.75)

Using the multi-field slow-roll formalism, and considering the limit in which all fields

but σ are zero, we can compare the supergravity chaotic inflation model with a standard

toy inflation model. Equation (5.61) reproduces the single field result for the first slow

roll parameter,

ϵ =
2M2

p

σ2
(5.76)

The second slow roll parameter η was defined as the most negative eigenvalue of the

matrix ηba. In the single field limit the eigenvalues of ηba defined by (5.67), gives the

eigenvalues,

Eigenvalues[ηba] =



2M2
p

σ2

M2
p (−1 + 2

σ2 )

M2
p (−1 + 2

σ2 )

2M2
p (1 +

1
σ2 )

 (5.77)

Immediately we see the first eigenvalue gives the single field result, however η is de-

fined as the most negative eigenvalue of the matrix ηba. This picks out the most unstable

direction corresponding to the direction of greatest curvature of the potential. Consid-

ering this definition for this model we then find the slow roll parameter (5.57) as,

ηeig = M2
p (−1 +

2

σ2
)

= −0.992188|σ=16. (5.78)

This is a significant departure from the standard single field result for η1f given in

(5.70) which can be replicated by an alternative choice of eigenvalue from (5.77).

Taking the first eigenvalue as,

η =
2M2

p

σ2
= 0.0078125|σ=16, (5.79)
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we find exactly the results of the single field parameters. The deviation from the single

field result, even in the single field limit arises since the potential containing additional

field directions which contribute to the variation of the potential. These directions

define new inflationary directions which are absent in the single field approximation.

Using the single field relation for the scalar spectral index at σ = 16 and the slow roll

estimates from the eigenvalue formalism (5.78) and (5.78) we find,

nseig = −1.03474. (5.80)

The eigenvalue formalism gives a significant difference in the scalar spectral index

prediction from the single field analysis due to the additional inflationary direction.

It should be noted though that through an appropriate choice of eigenvalue of ηba the

single field result can be obtained. Now turning to the extended slow roll formalism

we find,

ϵH =
2M2

p

σ2
, ηH =

2M2
p

σ2
, (5.81)

The scalar spectral index (5.14) has a sum involving derivatives of the potential, ηbaN
a
b =

2M2
p

σ2 , and we recover the single field result,

ns = 1− 6
2M2

p

σ2
+ 2

2M2
p

σ2
= 1−

8M2
p

σ2
, (5.82)

for σ = 16 this gives ns = 0.96875, which matches the single field result. Using

(5.63), we find ξ2 = 0 in the single field limit, as expected, and the running is then

exactly that of the single field chaotic inflationary model,

dns
dlnκ

= −0.000488281. (5.83)

These results are hardly surprising as we expect in the limit where the supergravity

effects can be ignored they should give the single field result. Importantly, however,

we have seen the first discrepancy between the multiple field formalisms and the stan-

dard slow roll predictions. The eigenvalue approach was able to pick out additional

inflationary directions to those seen through a conventional single field analysis. This

lead to the prediction of a highly tilted scalar spectral index nseig (5.59). With suit-

able knowledge of the single field result a different ηeig, (5.79) can be chosen which

reproduces the single field result of nseig = 0.96875. In contrast, however, the ex-

tended formalism gave identical results to the single field approximation. Let us move
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onto the case in which there is more than one field contributing to the dynamics. In

such a case the inflaton is a combination of a number of fields slowly rolling towards

the global minimum. As we have mentioned above, physically we can think of χ as

being close to but non-zero due to the light mass of the field (this also has conse-

quences on the generation of perturbations after inflation). Expanding the complex

field, χ = 1√
2
(ψ + iθ), and introducing a small nonzero field value for the imaginary

part θ generates deviations away from the single field slow roll predictions (5.70). For

the initial conditions,

τ = 0, σ = 16, ψ = 0, θ = 0.001, (5.84)

we find that the eigenvalue and extended formalisms differ in their estimations of the

slow roll parameters and move away from the standard single field approximations.

The eigenvalue method, using equations (5.56-5.60) gives,

ϵeig = 0.00781398,

ηeig = −0.993927,

nseig = −1.03466, (5.85)

ξ2 = 3.7227× 10−7, (5.86)
dns
dlnκ

= −0.125662, (5.87)

where once again ηeig differs to the single field results when the most negative eigen-

value of ηba is chosen. This is, as in the single field limit, largely different from

the single field approximations (5.70). Taking a similar eigenvalue choice to that

done in (5.79) we find ηeig = 0.00781253 which along with the value for ϵeig gives

nseig = 0.967235. This is very similar to the single field estimate, with the differences

attributed to the non minimal θ component. However, the system is expected to roll in

the direction given by the most negative eigenvalue of ηba, as defined in (5.57), and we

conclude that the eigenvalue formalism predicts significant deviation from the standard

slow roll prediction of ns1f = 0.96875.

Now using the extended formalism, given by equations (5.61-5.65), we have

ϵH = 0.00781398, (5.88)

ηH = −7.94781 , (5.89)

ns = 0.967235. (5.90)
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It is worth noting that |ηH | > 1, which violates the slow roll constraint (5.31) whilst ns

is particularly close to the single field approximation. This arises since the definition

of the spectral index contains a summation ηbaN
a
b = 0.0070596 and not ηH . However

since the slow roll condition on ηH is not satisfied we must identify and remove the field

responsible for violating (5.31). The additional constraint which needs to be satisfied

in this model is V ,i

V ,j ∼ O(1) in this model, where,

V ,i

V ,j
=

 V ,Φ

V ,Φ
V ,χ

V ,Φ

V ,Φ

V ,χ
V ,χ

V ,χ

 =

 V ,σ

V ,σ
V ,θ

V ,σ

V ,σ

V ,θ
V ,θ

V ,σ

 , (5.91)

since the complex fields have been expanded as Φ = 1√
2
(τ + iσ), χ = 1√

2
(ψ+ iθ) and

the real fields set to zero, τ = ϕ = 0. For the intial conditions, σ = 16 and θ = 0.001

the constraint components are, 1 −41.7754 + 0.i

−0.0239376 + 0.i 1

 . (5.92)

We see the constraint is violated for the V ,1

V ,2 term. This suggests that χ is a heavy field

and should be omitted from the calculation of the slow roll parameters. To confirm this

and make sure we only included fields which satisfy the slow roll constraint (5.31), we

identify the ηba
V ,a

V ,b components,

ηba
V ,a

V ,b
=

 0.015625 0.052466

9.968801× 10−6 −8.01591

 . (5.93)

Since the ηχχ
V ,χ

V ,χ ∼ O(1) the slow roll condition (5.31) is not satisfied and we con-

clude that this field is not slow rolling and so should be omitted from the calcu-

lations. Including only the σ field gives ηHinf = −0.007811, which now satisfies

the slow roll conditions, (5.31). Employing the extended summation method we find

ξabcaN
a
b = −0.0000276782 and using (5.66) we have dns

dlnκ
= −0.000527427. We see

then that, through removing the field χ from the slow roll calculation, we obtain predic-

tions similar to that of the single field approach. This is not surprising since through

removing this field from the calculations, we reduce the analysis to the single field

limit, where χ = 0, studied previously in this section. This highlights one of the short-

comings of the extended formalism in describing multiple field models of inflation: it

does not necessarily consider the entire form of the potential when calculating the slow

roll parameters.
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Having analysed the natural chaotic inflationary model we have seen that both of the

multiple field slow roll formalisms generates deviations away from the standard slow

roll parameters. The eigenvalue formalism giving significantly different predictions

from the single field approximations whilst the extended formalism agreed remarkably

well. One significant result was the prediction of |ηeig| ∼ 1 when using the eigenvalue

method, which disagreed with both the single field and extended predictions. However

with an appropriate choice of ηba eigenvalue the single field predicitons could be found,

and it was suggested that the original results decribed another inflationary direction for

the potential. Also, interestingly, the extended slow roll method when considering the

two field example gave a large ηH when all the fields were included in the calculation

whilst the full calculation of the scalar spectral index resulted in only small variation

from the single field result. This is thought to have arisen due to the presence of

a flat Kähler metric in this model. The diagonal form of the metric would remove

contributions to parameters leading to cross terms, e.g. ηχϕ being negligible. This is

expected not to be the case when the Kähler metric is no longer diagonal, with the off

diagonal contributions possibly giving significant additional contributions to the model

parameters.

A fully multi field treatment of this simple case leads to observable constraints of the

running of the scalar spectral index and additionally it has pointed to some character-

istic flaws within the various approaches, most significantly those in the eigenvalue

method. The eigenvalue method predicts a significantly different slow roll footprint

from the single field scenario. It was shown that with appropriate choice of ηeig a rea-

sonable set of slow roll parameters could be produced. This was not observed in the

extended slow roll analysis which agreed remarkably with the single field apporoxi-

mations, giving sensible estimates for all parameters. We therefore conclude in this

model of a relatively simple slow roll model that the extended formalism of [74] is

favoured significantly over the eigenvalue formalism of [73]. It is clear however that

the model of natural chaotic inflation [65] is a simple toy model of supergravity infla-

tion. It has not been embedded in a suitable moduli stabilisation framework such as

that outlined in chapter 2. Such extensions to these chaotic models has been consid-

ered with successful embedding being achieved in [69] and it is interesting to see how

the 3 approaches to slow roll would compare in such settings. However the naturalness
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of such models has been questioned and so we move, instead, onto the well motivated

model of string inflation of [47] studied previously in chapters 3 and 4 in which we

will further test the slow roll formalisms.

5.4.2 Comparisons in Kähler Moduli Inflation

The Kähler moduli inflation [47] scenario which has been shown to realise successful

inflation by [53] and earlier in chapters 3 and 4, is characterised by a constant volume

during inflation with a combination of fields providing this constraint whilst one small

Kähler moduli rolls towards its global minimum value. The mechanism for generating

inflation here involves a number of moduli and the inflaton is a complex trajectory

with a non-trivial Kähler metric. It was shown in chapter 3 though that the single

field approximation is well motivated during the inflationary epoch for examples 1,

2 and 3 of chapter 3. Whereas example 4 of chapter 3 was seen to give rise to a

inflatonary trajectory made from the combination of two Kähler moduli fields. The

Kähler moduli inflation model therefore is an ideal scenario by with we can make

comparisons between the 3 slow roll approaches introduced in this chapter. Recalling

from chapter 3 that the Kähler potential and supeprpotential are

Kα′ = −2 ln

(
V +

ξ

2

)
, (5.94)

W = W0 +
n∑
i=2

Aie
−aiTi , (5.95)

where ξ here is the leading order α′ correction and V is the internal volume of the

compactification manifold

V =
α

2
√
2

[
(T1 + T̄1)

3
2 −

n∑
i=2

λi(Ti + T̄i)
3
2

]
= α

(
τ
3/2
1 −

n∑
i=2

λiτ
3/2
i

)
. (5.96)

The F-term scalar potential in N = 1 SUGRA is given by

V = eK[Kij̄DiWDj̄W̄ − 3|W |2], (5.97)

where DiW = ∂iW + ∂iKW is the covariant derivative of the superpotential. Using

the Kähler function and the superpotential given above we find the scalar potential to
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be,

V =
12W 2

0 ξ

(4V − ξ)(2V + ξ)2
+

n∑
i=2

12e−2aiτiξA2
i

(4V − ξ)(2V + ξ)2
+

16(aiAi)
2√τie−2ατi

3αλi(2V + ξ)

+
32e−2ατiaiA

2
i τi(1 + aiτi)

(4V − ξ)(2V + ξ)
+

8W0Aie
−aiτi cos(aiθi)

(4V − ξ)(2V + ξ)

(
3ξ

(2V + ξ)
+ 4a2τ2

)
+

n∑
i<j=2

AiAjcos(aiθi − ajθj)

(4V − ξ)(2V + ξ)2
e−(aiτi+ajτj)(32(2V + ξ)(aiτi + ajτj

+ 2aiajτiτj) + 24ξ) + Vuplift, (5.98)

where we have introduced an additional uplift term of the form Vuplift = β
V2 . This

lifts the minima of the potential a de Sitter vacua in place of an anti-de Sitter vacua.

The uplift term can be provided by various methods which can have slightly different

dependence of the internal volume. For simplicity we will look a the potential in the

large volume limit where it takes the form [47],

VLARGE =
n∑
i=2

8(aiAi)
2

αλiV
√
τie

−2aiτi +
n∑
i=2

4W0aiAi
V2

τie
−aiτi cos (aiθi) +

3ξW 2
0

4V3

+
β

V2
. (5.99)

During inflation the single field approximation has been shown to be a reasonable

approximation [47, 53, 54] and the potential can be approximated as

Vinf =
BW 2

0

V3
− 4W0anAnτne

−anτn

V2
, (5.100)

where τn is the inflaton field. From [47, 53, 54] we have the slow roll parameters given

by

ϵ =
32V3

3αB2λnW 2
0

a2nA
2
n

√
τn(1− anτn)

2e−2anτn , (5.101)

η = − 4anAnV2

3αλn
√
τnBW0

(1− 9anτn + 4(anτn)
2)e−anτn , (5.102)

ξ = − 16(anAn)
2

3
√
3B2τ

1/4
n

(
V
αλn

)5/2

(1 + 10anτn − 52(anτn)
2

+50(anτn)
3 − 8(anτn)

4)e−2anτn . (5.103)

Having fully developed this model previously we shall proceed with a comparative

study of the slow roll formalisms in this model for the parameter sets studied in chapter

3.
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5.4.2.1 Example 1

The parameters for example set 1 from chapter 3 are used in the single field slow roll

approximations (5.101), (5.102) to give us a basis in which to compare the formalisms,

ϵ1f = 1.42× 10−20,

η1f = −0.0174074,

ξ21f = −1.10467× 10−20,

ns1f = 0.965185,

dns
dlnκ1f

= 1.8137× 10−20. (5.104)

Using the formalism developed previously in [73] (eigenvalues) and [75] (extended)

and both further in this chapter, the multiple field slow roll parameters can be deter-

mined for this model. Using (5.61) we find

ϵ = 2.2421× 10−4, (5.105)

approximately O(1016) times larger than the single field prediction. Yet since this still

easily satisfies ϵH << 1, we are justified in the use of the eigenvalue method. Taking

the most negative eigenvalue of ηab , defined by (5.67) , provides an estimate for the

second slow roll parameter,

ηeig = −0.0173045, (5.106)

which we instantly notice gives ηeig very close to the single field result (5.104) and the

numerics of chapter 3. This is in contrast to the outcome seen in the natural chaotic

inflation model comparison (section 5.4.1) where the minimum eigenvalue gave signif-

icantly different results from the single field approximation, and one could only repro-

duce the single field slow roll results through choosing a different eigenvalue for ηeig,

and therefore different inflationary direction. The eigenvalue which achieved this was

that closest to 0 in value , here this corresponds to the eigenvalue of order O(10−11)

which would suggest that the perturbation spectrum is a flat Harrison-Zeldovich spec-

trum, ns ∼ 1. This issue is not present in this analysis and suggests the inflationary

direction was chosen correctly initially. Taking, ηeig = −0.0173045 as found through

equation (5.57) the spectral index (5.59) is given by

nseig = 0.964046, (5.107)
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which varies only slightly from the single field prediction.

Taking the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix ξabca gives, ξ = 2.45798×−8. This leads to

an estimate of the running as

dns
dlnκ

= −4.91596× 10−8, (5.108)

which is approximately O(1011) times larger than the single field estimate given in

(5.104). We now turn to the second multiple field slow roll formalism we have de-

scribed in this chapter. When we use this formalism to calculate the spectral index

(5.65) we find,

ϵH = 4.01207× 10−16,

ηH = −1.57606× 1012,

nsall = 1.57853× 1012, (5.109)

the incredibly large ηH and therefore nsall is clearly inconsistent with the numerical

analysis and the single field approximations. Following the methodology of [74, 75] it

is possible that such large predictions of ns are explained by the presence of non-slow

rolling fields. Due to the large size of the ϵ and η predictions we propose that these

fields must lie along highly curved directions of the potential. Such directions would

lead to large ηba contributions, which when left in the calculation would contribute to the

slow roll calculations through the multiple field relation for the special index, (5.65). It

was hypothesised in the natural chaotic examples that a non-flat Kähler metric would

lead to large contributions, however as we will see this is not the case since the major

contribution arises from the η33
V 3

V 3 component. This suggests that we should identify

and remove the contributions of these directions to the slow roll parameters. In order

to do this we look at the constraints (5.34) and (5.31).

The constraint V ,i

V ,j ∼ O(1) for the minimum 3 field Kähler moduli inflation model of

[47] is written in components as,

V ,i

V ,j
=


V ,1

V ,1
V ,1

V ,2
V ,1

V ,3

V ,2

V ,1
V ,2

V ,2
V ,2

V ,3

V ,3

V ,1
V ,3

V ,2
V ,3

V ,3

 , (5.110)

where the indices i, j = 1, .., 3 are the complex fields Ti = 1
2
(τi + iθi) in this model.
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Violation of this constraint does not explicitly identify the fields as violating slow roll

as it simply gives the relative gradients of the potential. Therefore if a component

is much greater than of order 1 then the field on the numerator has a much greater

gradient than the other field. In such a case one can reason that the field would not be

slow-rolling and so should be neglected in the slow-roll calculation. That is we should

omit all terms involving that field from calculations of the slow roll parameters.

For this particular example the constraint components are initially,

V ,a

V ,b
=


1 −7452.57 0.018294

−0.000134182 1 −2.45472× 10−6

54.6628 −407378. 1

 . (5.111)

The terms V ,1

V ,2 and V ,3

V ,2 are both much larger than one suggesting that the T1 and T3

field directions are highly curved relative to T2, these fields are ’heavy’ and should be

omitted from the calculations when carrying out the analysis in the extended formal-

ism. This would effectively reduce this to a single (complex) field analysis. In this

respect it seems trivial then that this formalism will give results similar to the single

field approximations. The necessary condition for slowly rolling fields is that the con-

straint on the relative gradients on the fields multiplied by the slow-roll parameters is

sufficiently small,

ϵ << 1 , ηba
V ,a

V,b
<< 1. (5.112)

We already have for this example that the ϵH << 1. We find,

ηba
V ,a

V ,b
=


−735882. −269492. 5.31404× 108

0.00238432 −0.0338765 −1.72179

−2.19689× 109 −8.04537× 108 1.57853× 1012

 , (5.113)

where the only components which satisfy the slow roll conditions are for a = 1, b = 2

and a = 2, b = 2. When we take into consideration the form of the potential and the

results from the numerical simulations we understand that the inflaton direction is in

fact τ2 with a small contribution coming from the τ1 motion, which can be considered

roughly as constant and finally the τ3 field is frozen at its constant basin value. Now

since slow-roll inflation is realized only in the directions where the slow-roll conditions
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are satisfied, the scalar fields which do not satisfy the condition may be considered

as heavy fields. We can hence omit these fields (or the terms corresponding to their

direction) from the calculation of the spectral index. With this reasoning we omit the

T1 and T3 fields and calculate the slow roll parameters as,

ϵ →
M2

pK
22̄V,2V,2̄

V 2
, (5.114)

η → ϵH − η22
V ,2

V ,2
− η22̄

V ,2̄

V ,2
=
M2

pK
22̄(V,2̄2̄ − Γ2̄

2̄2̄V,2̄)

V
, (5.115)

which leads to the predictions,

ϵHinf = 4.76876× 10−17 , ηHinf = 0.0345575, (5.116)

where the index inf represents a sum over the slow roll fields which in this case is only

T2. The summation with the removal of the heavy fields is then reduced to,

ηbaN
a
b inf = −0.0172787, (5.117)

which leads to a more reasonable prediction for the scalar spectral index,

nsinf
= 0.965443 (5.118)

and with ξ2 defined by (5.63) and the running of the scalar spectral index (5.66) found

to be,

ξ2inf = 0.00058994,

dns
dlnκ inf

= −0.00117988. (5.119)

Using the extended slow roll formalism we have carried out an analysis of a complex

multiple field inflationary scenario. For an approximately single field example of in-

flation it has been shown that the inclusion of non inflating fields, which remain at

their local minima throughout the inflationary epoch, leads to extremely large slow

roll parameter estimations in the extended slow roll formalism of [74]. Those fields

which remain approximately constant throughout the duration of inflation have been

shown to violate the slow roll conditions. Once these fields are omitted from the cal-

culations this analysis gives a slow roll footprint very close to that found using the

standard single field slow roll definitions. Removal of these fields from the analysis

reduced the calculation to an effective single field model and so it is thought that this
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by definition would give similar results to a standard slow roll analysis. Although the

removed fields are known through the analysis of chapter 3 to remain roughly constant

throughout inflation, the motivation of obtaining a slow roll formalism which was able

to fully describe the nature of multiple field systems appears to be lost if the calculation

effectively to that of a single field scenario. In contrast, the eigenvalue formalism has

been shown to reproduce the standard field results without the removal of any of the

contributions from the calculations, yet still requires a single field relation when calcu-

lating the scalar spectral index (5.59) and its running (5.60), with the full multiple field

relations given by equations (5.65) and (5.66) respectively. The success of the eigen-

value formalism is somewhat surprising given the conclusions of section 5.4.1 where

the formalism gave results not compatible with the single field and extend approaches.

In conclusion to this example we find that although both the extended and eigenvalue

formalisms give reasonable predictions for the slow roll parameters one would have to

favour the eigenvalue formalism since in finding the parameters one does not have to

omit any of the fields present in the model6.

5.4.2.2 Example 2

Example 2 of Kähler moduli inflation using parameter set 2, (see chapter 3) is an exam-

ple of effectively single field inflation in a multi-field system. It differs from example 1

through the effect of the inflatons motion on the variation in the local minimum of the

potential. This leads to a larger variation in the overall volume at the end of inflation

whilst the dynamics during inflation remain similar to example 1. The initial values of

the single field slow roll parameter are,

ϵ1f = 2.82318× 10−14,

η1f = −0.0163843,

ξ1f = 1.72259× 10−14,

ns1f = 0.967231,

dns
dlnκ inf

= −4.18527× 10−14. (5.120)

6Clearly the complex structure moduli and dilaton field have been left out of these calculations as

they are considered to remain fixed at their minima. A more complete analysis would also include these

fields.
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An eigenvalue analysis of this example gives,

ϵeig = 0.00276022, (5.121)

ηeig = −0.0162729, (5.122)

nseig = 0.950893, (5.123)

ξ2eig = −3.598477× 10−10, (5.124)
dns
dlnκ eig

= −0.000901519. (5.125)

The prediction for ϵeig, (5.121), is relatively large, being approximately O(1011) larger

than ϵ1f . However the slow roll condition, ϵeig ≪ 1 is still satisfied and the evolution

of this example is expected still to be determined by the direction of greatest curvature,

therefore the eigenvalue formalism is still applicable to this example. The estimate of

ηeig, (5.122), varies only slightly from η1f with the differences attributed to the multiple

field considerations. Although similar to ns1f the large ϵeig of (5.121) has lead to a

noticeably smaller estimate of the scalar spectral index, (5.54), through the eigenvalue

approach. This also leads to variations in the prediction of the running (5.60) through

the ϵ and dependent terms. The prediction of the running (5.125) using the single

field relation (5.60) is significantly larger than that of the single field approximation

(5.120), this is simply due to the large ϵeig which is O(1011) times larger than the single

field result. Now looking at the extended formalism, naively calculating the slow roll

parameters (5.29), (5.61) for this example we find again the slow roll footprint using

this method gives extremely large results,

ϵH = 0.00276022, (5.126)

ηH = −2.68832× 109, (5.127)

ns = 2.6465× 109. (5.128)

These are in contrast to the inflationary predictions obtained numerically in chapter

3 and once again suggest not a breakdown of the extended slow roll formalism [75]

developed in this chapter but the presence of fields which are not slow rolling fields

and lead to an incorrect analysis. From the numerical simulation of example 2 in

chapter 3 the τ2 field played the role of the inflaton with the τ1 and τ3 fields remaining

approximately fixed at their local minimums. Looking at initial values of the constraint

(5.110),
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V ,a

V ,b
=


1 723.061 0.155328

0.00138301 1 0.00021482

6.438 4655.06 1

 , (5.129)

we find the terms V ,1

V ,2 and V ,3

V ,2 are both much larger than 1. When these directions

multiply the corresponding ηba component, the slow roll condition in this direction is

violated, suggesting that only the T2 contributes to the slow-roll parameters in agree-

ment with the simulations of chapter 3. Confirmation of this is obtained when the slow

roll condition (5.31) is calculated,

ηba
V ,a

V ,b
=


−738870. 207295. 6.37779× 107

−1.53846 0.390275 132.797

−3.08217× 107 8.64725× 106 2.64725× 109

 . (5.130)

From this we see that the choice of slow roll directions is limited, with only η22
V ,2

V ,2 < 1.

The slow roll parameters are now calculated by taking only the T2 fields contributions

as shown in, (5.114) and we have

ϵHinf = 2.14023× 10−15, (5.131)

ηHinf = −0.0172072, (5.132)

nsinf = 1.01721, (5.133)
dns
dlnκ

= 0.00050662. (5.134)

These give a slight variation away from the single field estimates, (5.120) with ηHinf

being reasonably close but also a significant deviation from η1f and ηeig which agree

excellently. The spectral index produces and unexpected result, which is significantly

different from nsinf predicting a blue tilted perturbation spectrum. This was unex-

pected since if one uses the values of ϵ and η in the single field approximation of the

scalar spectral index (5.14) we find ns = 0.965586 which is still larger than ns1f and

nseig but is no longer a positively tilted spectrum. This large nseig given in (5.133)

arises due to the term ηbaN
a
b that appears in the definition of the scalar spectral index

(5.65) which for this example is given by,

ηbaN
a
b inf = 0.0086036. (5.135)
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Since this term is positive it leads to a spectral index larger than 1, (5.133). This is

obviously a large deviation away from the prediction of the single field and eigenvalue

formalisms and is in contrast to the first example where the summation terms gave

good agreement with the eigenvalue and single field approaches.

We find then in this example that the large ϵeig lead to a lower estimate of the scalar

spectral index of nseig ∼ 0.95 and its running dns

dlnk eig
∼ −9 × 10−4 compared to the

single field predicitions. These deviations from the single field approach can be at-

tributed to the multiple field nature of the eigenvalue formalism, with one expecting

the single field results to be an approximation, with additional contributions appearing

from the other fields. The large ϵeig is thought to a consequence of the potential in

the direction of the basin (chapter 4) adding to this slow roll parameter. The eigen-

value formalism again proves to be a suitable method by which one can determine the

slow roll footprint of a model. The same can not be said for the extended formalism,

which after reducing the calculation to contributions from a single field, τ2 calculates

a spectral index nsinf ∼ 1.02 which is inconsistent when compared to the results of

chapter 4 and the single field approximation. It is unclear why the formalism breaks

down for this particular example, since all the required constraints are satisfied within

this model.

5.4.2.3 Example 3

The method of applying the individual approaches has been outlined in the previous

two examples and so here we simply present the results. The single field formalism

gives,

ϵ1f = 1.02272× 10−12,

η1f = −0.0157759,

ξ1f = 1.12695× 10−15,

ns1f = 0.968448,

dns
dlnκ1f

= −2.60403× 10−13. (5.136)

The small ϵ value calculated using (5.61) assures us we can apply the eigenvalue
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method which gives,

ϵeig = 1.19189× 10−6,

ηeig = −0.0156702,

ξ2eig = 2.15921× 10−14,

nseig = 0.968652,

dns
dlnκ eig

= −2.98869× 10−7. (5.137)

The slow roll constraints in the extended slow roll formalism identify only the T2 field

as satisfying the slow roll condition (5.31), giving the estimates for this formalism as,

ϵinf = 9.90813× 10−15,

ηinf = −0.0118684,

ξ2inf = 0.000554599,

nsinf = 0.976263,

dns
dlnκ inf

= −0.0011092. (5.138)

For this example the predictions of both formalisms mirror those outlined in example

1 of this chapter, both approaches predicting similar results to those given by the single

field approximations with small deviations arising due to multiple field analysis. The

extended formalism so far has been inconsistent in reproducing the single field results

as we saw in example 2 whilst the eigenvalue method has provided consistent predic-

tions of the slow roll parameters when compared to the single field approximations.

We have so far made comparisons by considering examples for which the evolution is

distinctively single field inflation. Let us see if the methods discussed already, i.e. the

process of omitting the heavy fields from the extended slow roll formalism of [74] and

the so far successful Eigenvalue formalism of [73] hold in a multi-field model with an

inflationary trajectory moving in multiple field directions.

5.4.2.4 Example 4

In example 4 of the Kähler moduli inflation chapter the inflaton was a combination of

fields, namely τ1 and τ2, and so the trajectory in field space was curved in the τ1 − τ2
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plane, Fig.4.4. This is therefore the ideal example to extend this comparative study

of the two distinct methods of determining the slow roll parameters for supergravity

models of inflation.

The slow roll approximations using (5.101), ( 5.102) and the initial conditions given in

chapter 3 are,

ϵ1f = 2.54153× 10−8,

η1f = −0.017668,

ns1f = 3.47448× 10−8. (5.139)

Numerically using the variation of the time dependent quantities and deducing the

spectral index as before we find ns = 0.960.

First we work through the eigenvalue formalism. From the simulation data we have

the initial value7 of ϵ0 = 0.0000914158 . Since these initial conditions place the fields

in a region where ϵ≪ 1 the condition on the implementation of the eigenvalue method

is met. Determining ηba, defined by (5.57), and taking the minimum eigenvalue of this

matrix yields,

ηeig = −0.0182801. (5.140)

Once again this method produces a result consistent with the single field estimate of

η1f = −0.017668. The larger η from the eigenvalue method is considered to be a result

of the multiple field dynamics, namely the fact the inflaton’s trajectory is a combination

of field motion including that of the τ1 field Fig.4.4. This gives additional contributions

to the curvature of the potential along the inflatons trajectory increasing the estimate

of η. So it is clear that the eigenvalue method, again in this complex inflaton trajectory

gives a convincing prediction for the slow roll parameter η and through the single field

definition of the scalar spectral index a well motivated value of ns for this model. This

method therefore appears to stand up to the complexities involved when there are very

complex field dynamics involved. By choosing the most negative eigenvalue here,

even though we have a number of steep fields affecting the curvature of the potential,

7To check that this is representative of the initial value of ϵ in the value we average ϵ over the first

50 points of simulation data giving ϵmean = 0.0000846589 which is consistent with the initial value.
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an unstable and negatively curved direction of the potential is identified and a fair

estimate of the slow roll footprint made.

nseig = 0.962891, (5.141)

and ξ2 and the running of the scalar spectral index are found using (5.58) and (5.60)

respectively,

ξ2eig = 1.99767× 10−11,

dns
dlnκ eig

= −2.6983× 10−5. (5.142)

In the previous examples we have seen the complexity associated with determining the

slow roll footprint using the extended slow roll formalism. However in section 5.4.2.2

once the appropriate fields had been identified as light slow rolling fields, it was seen

that the predictions gave good agreement to those obtained through the eigenvalue and

single field approaches. In the examples where the extended formalism provided reli-

able results, the approach provided a means of determining ns through an inherently

multiple field definition, (5.65), rather than simply applying a single field relation un-

der the assumptions that it holds in the multiple field scenario. Let us see now look at

the extended summation method for this more complex example. First looking at the

slow roll footprint obtained using all the fields we find

ϵH = 0.0000914158,

ηH = −4.73977× 108,

ns = −9.479× 108. (5.143)

Clearly ηH >> O(1) in contrast to the numerical simulation data, the single field ap-

proximation and the eigenvalue method which all agree on the slow roll parameters

up to small deviations. Since this parameter is excessively large we again suspect that

the cause is due to the non slow rolling of particular fields which again the character-

istically large ηbaN
a
b = 2.5017 × 108 also suggests. Looking first at the ratios of the

gradients of the potential(the subsidiary constraint) we can obtain information about

the relative curvature of particular fields. These subsidiary constraints are,
1 −1.04561 0.0124635

−0.956382 1 −0.0119198

80.2345 −83.8937 1

 , (5.144)
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which suggests that only T3 is steep and the inflaton is a combination of the directions

T1 and T2 which is consistent with the numerical simulation findings. As in previous

examples we also check to see if the slow roll condition, (5.31) is satisfied for any of

the fields,

ηba
V a

V b
=


−5386.21 −9478.23 281009.

145.907 256.72 −7612.23

−9.70289× 106 −1.70746× 107 5.00496× 108

 .(5.145)

None of the components are found to be small, and all violate the slow roll condition

(5.31), indicating that none of the fields are slow rolling in this example. The sum-

mation of these terms gives (5.143) where ηH >> O(1) in contrast to the numerical

simulation results, the single field approximation (which obviously is an approximation

for this two field example) and the eigenvalue method which all agree on the slow roll

parameters to some degree. Why then is the slow roll condition being violated here for

the T1 and T2 fields whilst the subsidiary condition identifies the correct fields? Does

this suggest yet another weakness of the extended slow roll parameters and its ability

to deal with complex trajectories of in field space when the inflaton is a combination of

fields? The answer comes from the assumptions under which the extended formalism

of [74] was derived. The approach requires that isocurvature modes are negligible so

that contributions to the slow roll parameters arise along the inflationary direction only.

In this example, as we discussed in chapter 4, the inflaton is a combination of the T1

and T2 fields. Through the work of [52, 51] we argued that this would lead to a large

isocurvature contribution to the power spectrum and the scalar spectral index, ns. If

this is the case, this example would violate the conditions in which this formalism can

be applied, and hence explain the break down of the approach seen above.

5.5 Conclusions

We have investigated the variety of methods used in the literature in order to approxi-

mate the slow rolling of fields and obtain observational predictions which can be used

to scrutinise models of inflation. The majority of interesting models of inflaton arise
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Example 1 2 3 4
ϵ1f 1.42× 10−20 2.8232× 10−14 1.0227× 10−12 2.5415× 10−8

ϵeig 0.0002242 0.00276 1.1919× 10−6 9.1416× 10−5

ϵinf 4.7688× 10−17 2.14023× 10−15 9.9081× 10−13 2.6336× 10−8

η1f −0.0174074 −0.0163843 −0.0157759 −0.017668
ηeigen −0.0173045 −0.0162729 −0.0156702 −0.0181593
ηinf 0.03456 −0.01721 −0.0118684 10.7265

ns1f 0.965185 0.967231 0.968448 0.964664
nseigen 0.964046 0.950893 0.968652 0.962899
nsinf 0.965443 1.01721 0.96263 22.4531

ξ21f −1.1047× 10−20 1.7220× 10−14 1.1269× 10−15 -
ξ2eig 2.45798× 10−8 −3.5984× 10−10 2.1592× 10−14 -
ξ2inf 5.8994× 10−4 −2.5331× 10−4 5.5450× 10−4 -
dns
dlnκ1f

1.8137× 10−20 −4.185× 10−14 −2.60403× 10−15 -
dns
dlnκeig

−4.916× 10−8 −9.01519× 10−5 −2.98869× 10−7 -
dns
dlnκ inf

−1.1798× 10−3 5.0662× 10−4 −1.1092× 10−3 -

Table 5.1: Slow roll parameters for Kähler moduli inflation examples of chapter 3 obtained through
single field, eigenvalue and extended formalisms. The eigenvalue formalism obtains predictions
remarkably similar to the single field approximations for η and ns whilst ϵ and dns

dlnκ are consistently
larger, the latter resulting from the larger magnitude. The extended formalism gives inconsistent
predictions with the requirement of removing ’heavy’ fields from the calculations and is found to
break down for example 4 for which the inflaton trajectory is highly curved in field space, and so
the ξ2 and dns

dlnκ terms have not been calculated for this particular example.

from string theory and so, by definition, involve large numbers of candidate inflatons

and free scalar fields. Since the dynamics of multiple field inflationary models are

quite complex it is common to implement a number of approximations in order to ob-

tain model predictions. These approximations highly simplify the dynamics and in

general an inflationary model will be reduced to a single field limit in order to obtain

useful predictions. It is clear from the literature that there exists no general consensus

as to which method should be used in the calculation of slow roll parameters in the

multiple field scenario. In fact it is often assumed that the single field approximations

suffice. It was then set out in this chapter to compare the predictions of the 3 slow

roll formalisms with the aim of finding a favored formalism when dealing with multi-

ple field inflation models. The three formalisms investigated were the standard single

field slow roll formalism [64], which provides an excellent means of directly compar-

ing models of inflation through identifying regions of the inflationary potential which

ensure a sufficiently long period of inflation occurs. This approach however was de-

veloped to analyse simple toy models of single field inflation and has become outdated

with the advent of supergravity inspired models of inflation. Although, as shown in

the examples studied, it is possible to find a single field regime, the complexities of
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the inflationary potentials often ensure that the single field approximation is not quite

enough. This approach however provided the backbone to our analysis through study

of the approximately single field limits. The second approach is that of the eigenvalue

formalism of [73]. If the parameter space of the model is such that the potential is close

to a saddle point, and thus the ϵ parameter is negligible then the inflationary trajectory

is no longer controlled by the direction of the steepest slope but the direction with the

largest curvature. For this limit it is then possible to apply the eigenvalue formalism

of [73], which is an ideal candidate for carrying out a slow roll analysis in models

arising from supergravity models since it considers the covariant nature of the fields

through including a non trivial target space metric in its derivations. It has been coined

the ”eigenvalue formalism” since for the definition of the slow roll parameter ηeig we

pick out the most unstable direction along which the field can slow roll towards the

minimum of the potential through calculating the eigenvalues of the matrix ηba. This

parameter contains information about the curvature of the potential in all possible field

directions. A similar method is carried out in the calculation of the slow roll parame-

ter ξ2. This method however requires the single field slow roll relations for the scalar

spectral index and its running in order to obtain a complete slow roll footprint. How-

ever, through its consideration of all the fields, this approach is ideal for carrying out

a slow roll analysis in multiple field models. The third approach to the slow roll was

the extended slow roll formalism of [74]. This is very similar to the eigenvalue method

in its derivation however in place of taking the eigenvalues of the matrix of field di-

rections to determine direction of slow roll we identify by hand those directions which

are slow rolling, omitting directions which violate the slow roll conditions (5.31). This

method is encouraging since it provides multiple field definitions of all the standard

slow roll parameter including the scalar spectral index and its running. We have in-

vestigated the differences arising from utilising the different approaches to obtaining

the slow roll footprint for each formalism in a variety of models. Through these ex-

amples it has been shown that the 3 different approaches in some cases can lead to

quite large differences in their predictions. First a comparison of the approaches was

made using the natural chaotic inflation model of [66]. This simple model, based in

a supergravity setting reduces in the single field limit to a textbook chaotic inflation

potential. This allowed direct comparison of the approaches to well known and ana-
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lytical results. Analysis of the two multiple field approaches here favored the extended

formalism of [74], which reproduced the single field results exactly. When the small

perturbation to a second field in the model was introduced the extended formalism

gave similar results, predicted small deviations away from the single field results as

expected. The eigenvalue formalism gave unexpected results for this simple model,

finding a ηeig roughly an order in magnitude larger than the single field and extended

approaches in both examples studied. This was due to the additional slow roll direction

arising from the presence of multiple fields, with the eigenvalue approach picking out

this direction resulting in a significantly different slow roll footprint. It was noted that

with an appropriate choice of eigenvalue the single field chaotic inflation result could

be found. The presence of different inflationary directions requires a certain amount

of care when calculating the slow roll footprint, however this additional direction was

absent from the extended approach suggesting the eigenvalue formalism was slightly

more effective in determining the landscape of inflation. The analysis was turned to

the model of Kähler moduli inflation studied in chapters 3 and 4 which made use of the

moduli stabilisation framework of chapter 2. The Kähler moduli inflation model [47]

which has played a central role in this thesis was shown in chapters 3 and 4 to evolve

towards an effective single field inflationary model in examples 1, 2 and 3 of chapter

3 and to a two-field inflatonary trajectory in example 48. Since the single field approx-

imation was shown to be a good approximation we were able to trust the single field

slow roll formalism in these examples. Additionally since this model was shown to

give rise to effectively single field inflation, even when all the fields of the model were

allowed to evolve (see chapter 4) it was an ideal choice to further compare the slow

roll approaches. We found the eigenvalue method of [73] to give remarkably consistent

results for the majority of the slow roll parameters. The estimates for ϵeig in this model

were significantly larger than the single field predictions. This however was attributed

to additional slope of the potential in the basin casued through variation of the volume

8We considered here the case where the axions are set to their local minimum. It was shown in

chapter 4 that the trajectories can be significantly altered with the introduction of axionic components,

any axionic component is quickly minimised. In general, an initially non minimal axionic field will lead

to longer periods of inflation beginning at larger values of τinf in comparison to a sole displacement of

τinf . Since this is the case one would expect that the slow roll parameters are much smaller since the

potential is well into the exponentially flat region.
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with the Kähler moduli. This additional contribution would have not been present in

the single field formalism since a constant volume was assumed in this case in the

derivation of the single field slow roll parameters given in equations (5.101-5.103).

The eigenvalue formalism provided sensible predictions for the slow roll parameters

in all the examples considered. Most notable are the results of example 4, in which

the inflaton was a combination of T1 and T2 fields. The eigenvalue approach predicted

small but significant deviations from the single field formalism, even in this complex

multiple field trajectory. We conclude then that formalism in the analysis of realistic

models of inflation such as Kähler moduli inflation is quite effective and relatively easy

to implement in multiple field scenarios. The extended slow roll formalism of [74], on

the other hand, seemed to be quite volatile when applied to the Kähler moduli inflation

model. A detailed understanding of the field dynamics for each example was required

to determine which fields were heavy and violated the slow roll parameters. Once this

was done the parameters where to be once again calculated removing these fields. The

success in reproducing results similar to the single field and eigenvalue predictions

appeared random at best. In some cases most notably example 4 the extended form

gave nonsensical predictions for the slow roll parameters, additionally suggesting in

this example that none of the directions would lead to slow roll. It was discussed that

this could be due to the presence of non negligible isocurvature modes due to the mul-

tiple field nature of the inflationary trajectory. The presence of isocurvature modes in

multiple field models is not a special case, and a slow roll formalism intended to deal

with multi component inflation models incapable of dealing with such

This, ”extended” method, at first appeared quite appealing since it allowed simple cal-

culation of the slow roll footprint in supergravity models of inflation, however its effec-

tiveness means it is not favored over the eigenvalue formalism or the single field for-

malism. The investigation into the effectiveness of slow roll formalisms has revealed

that the process of determining the slow roll footprint of a complex inflationary model

is plagued with uncertainties. Armed only with a prior knowledge of the inflationary

dynamics and the single field approximations were we able to make informed choices

on which multiple field formalism gave more convincing results. It is no wonder then

that the literature is still undecided on which formalism is best suited to modern models

of inflation arising from string theory. Through this analysis however we are inclined
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to consider the eigenvalue formalism of [73] a more suitable and robust method for

dealing with such models. It would be interesting to apply such a comparative analysis

to models similar to that of Kähler moduli inflation, for example the inflationary mod-

els of [112] and [111]. The eigenvalue formalisms ability to predict slight deviations

from the standard single field prediction of the scalar spectral index, and the extension

of this approach in this chapter to include a multiple field definition of the running has

consequences in the constraining of cosmological models of inflation. With the next

generation of cosmic microwave background experiments



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Discussion

We shall conclude by presenting the main results of this thesis and will discuss possi-

ble future directions arising from these results. The main issue in this thesis has been

the phenomenological aspects of the Kähler moduli fields of TypeIIb string compacti-

fications, with emphasis placed on the need for suitable descriptive frameworks, which

encapsulate the complexities associated with the dynamics of these fields. In chapter

2 we provided the background framework which would be used throughout the thesis.

We introduced the concept of string compactifications and the supersymmetry preserv-

ing motivation behind the use of a particular class of compactification manifolds called

Calabi Yaus. Through the ideas of compactification we saw how generic compactifi-

cations gave rise to a large number of moduli fields. A large number of these moduli

were shown to be stabilised through the use of fluxes in the string theory, whilst the

KKLT construction [31] provided a means to stabilise the remaining moduli and con-

struct AdS vacua though the use of non-perturbative corrections. It was argued that

this construction is only consistent in a finely tuned regime and that in general pertur-

bative α′ corrections must also be added. This led to the introduction of a class of large

volume string vacua [43] which were free of the fine tuning associated with KKLT.

These AdS vacua could both be lifted through the introduction of additional sources

to obtain examples of dS vacua in string theory. In light of this it was natural to ask

whether such controlled constructions could be used to realise string cosmology, using

the many moduli of string compactifications as potential inflaton fields. In chapter 3

we introduced a successful model of inflation [47] that made use of the large volume
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vacua of chapter 2, where one of the Kähler moduli played the roll of the inflation field

by displacing it from its global minimum. Through an investigation of the full dy-

namics of this model we confirmed the key results of [47] of an approximately single

field inflationary regime. We further extended this analysis, allowing for all the Kähler

moduli fields to evolve and found the existence of inflationary trajectories correspond-

ing to a constant volume direction. The class of inflationary models was found to be

quite general and we could relax the constraint imposed in [47] that the moduli field

responsible for inflation must not significantly alter the form of the potential. In chap-

ter 4 we extended the analysis of this inflationary model demonstrating the roll of the

moduli fields in the form of the potential. This lead to the discovery of a basin of at-

traction for the inflationary trajectories seen in chapter 3. A feature of allowing all the

moduli fields to evolve was the generation of two masses for the gravitino, m3/2 corre-

sponding to the value of the volume in the basin and that taken at the global minimum.

It was proposed that through an increase in volume after inflation this could lead to

possible solution of the gravitino mass problem [123, 124] which through phenomeno-

logical boundsm3/2 constrains the scale of inflation. However through an investigation

into the tuning of parameters we found no such examples with all scenarios leading to

an overall increase in volume. A further class of inflationary trajectories was found

through displacement of the axionic component of the Kähler moduli. This resulted in

a variety of inflationary trajectories which lead to large exploration in the axionic direc-

tions. However we found the displacement of the axionic field in the same multiplet as

the modulus responsible for providing a minimum for the volume was limited to small

displacements to avoid runaway trajectories. We were therefore effectively limited to

choosing the axionic field in the same multiplet as the displaced Kähler moduli. This

class of axionic trajectories were compared with the similar results of [53] where the

authors found a large axionic component to the inflaton existed throughout the dura-

tion of inflation. This was in contrast to our findings, where a non mimimal axionic

component was rapidly stabilised before the onset of inflation. Through the findings

of [52, 51] and [111] we then argued that this would have significant consequences

on the generation of primordial curvature perturbations. A thorough investigation into

the evolution of perturbations when all the fields are allowed to evolve would be of

great interest and provides a significant area of future research. We also discussed
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the application of scaling solution mechanisms introduced in [77] to further study the

dynamics of this model. Such methods, outlined in appendix A could be used to pos-

sibly increase the allowed range of axionic inflationary solutions. Furthermore these

could be applied to investigate the basin of attraction in further detail and the meth-

ods are outlined in appendix A as a future project. Having shown a successful model

of multiple field inflation we then argued, in chapter 5 the need for sufficient tools

to describe and compare string inspired inflationary models. We first introduced the

standard formalism of slow roll inflation, which is based on a single scalar field with a

canonical kinetic term. We saw that the low energy 4d effective theory arising from the

the string compactifications of chapter 2 was N = 1 supergravity, with the generated

potential giving rise to inflation it was argued that to obtain meaningful predictions of

the slow roll parameters we must obtain a slow roll formalism applicable to supergrav-

ity. The slow roll parameters were then generalised to the multiple scalar fields with

non-canonical kinetic terms. We arrived at two approaches to multiple field slow roll

inflation; the eigenvalue formalism [73] and the extended formalism [74]. A compar-

ative study of the effectiveness of the three approaches (standard single field and two

multiple field descriptions) in predicting the slow roll parameters was then carried out.

A simple model of chaotic inflation arising in supergravity [65] was initially studied.

The single field limit of this model was well known and so it was possible to directly

compare the findings of the three approaches. In this limit we found the extended for-

malism provided predictions in good agreement with the single field results whilst the

eigenvalue formalism gave significant deviations from the standard results. However

through an appropriate choice of the slow roll parameter ηeig we could recover the

known single field results. Similar findings were seen when an additional scalar field

was introduced, with the extended formalism giving slight deviations from the stan-

dard result as expected. It seemed then that the extended formalism was the favoured

approach in multiple field scenarios. However when the 3 approaches were compared

in the inflationary model studied in chapters 3 and 4, the eigenvalue formalism was

found to give predictions in good agreement with the single field predictions, whilst

the extended formalism gave inconsistent results. In the four examples studied, three

had been shown in chapter 3 to be approximately single field and so the standard single

field slow roll approach was considered a good approximation. This suggested that the
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extended formalism was an inadequate approach in the study of such complex multiple

field models of inflation. This was made more evident in the fourth example consid-

ered where the inflaton field was a combination of two moduli fields. The extended

formalism gave predictions of the slow roll parameters which could not be justified

and was considered to signal the breakdown of the extended formalism. Conversely

the eigenvalue approach was found to give a slow roll footprint similar to the single

field analysis, with deviations from these predictions being attributed to the inflation

trajectory being highly curved in field space. We concluded from this that the eigen-

value formalism provides the necessary framework to study multiple field models of

inflation arising from supergravity. The application of this formalism over the single

field approach, when studying realistic inflationary models such as the one studied in

detail throughout this thesis, is essential in the age of precision cosmology. Deviations

of the predicted slow roll parameters arising through the consideration of the com-

plex field dynamics could tighten the constraints on the range of inflationary potentials

allowed by observations and would be interesting to pursue further.
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Appendix A

Finding attractor solutions using a

phase plane analysis

In this appendix we outline the system of equations that could be investigated as part

of a future project exploring the nature of the attractor mechanism seen in carrying

out a full analysis of the Kähler moduli inflation model of [47] and studied in chap-

ters 3 and 4. In Copeland et al [77] a framework for analysing the evolution of scalar

fields with exponential potentials, such as the Kähler moduli arising from string com-

pactifications seen in 2. The motivation behind their work was to find cosmological

inflation for these scalar fields, which traditionally where had potentials too steep to

have cosmological significance. They considered a scalar potential with and expoential

potential V = V0e
−λκϕ evolving in a FRW spacetime with a background baryotropic

fluid with equation of state pb = (1 − γ)ργ , where 0 ≤ γ ≤ 2 and the equations of

motion are given by [77],

Ḣ =
κ2

2

(
ργ + pγ + ϕ̇2

)
,

ρ̇γ = −3H (ργ + pγ) ,

ϕ̈ = −3Hϕ̇− dV

dϕ
, (A.1)

where H is the Hubble parameter, with the additional Friedmann constraint

H2 =
κ2

3
(ργ + ρϕ) , (A.2)

where κ ≡ 8πG4 and ρϕ = 1
2
ϕ̇2 + V is the total energy density of the scalar field.

Rewriting the equations of motion of the system as a phase plane automonous system
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using the definitions

x ≡ κϕ̇√
6H

, y ≡ κ
√
V√

3H
, (A.3)

we can rewrite the system of equations (A.1) as a plane autonomous system [77]

x′ = −3x+ λ

√
3

2
y2 +

3

2
x
[
2x2 + γ(1− x2 − y2)

]
,

y′ = −λ
√
32xy +

3

2
y
[
2x2 + γ(1− x2 − y2)

]
. (A.4)

The evolution of this system is then completely described by trajectories within this

plane, which through the Friedmann constraint (A.2) we see is given by a disc

κ2ρb
3H2

+ x2 + y2 = 1. (A.5)

Critical points of the equations (A.4) correspond to fixed values of the variables (A.3),

and give solutions to the system of equations for which the scalar field is in a scaling

solution having a baryotropic effective equation of state given by,

γϕ ≡ ρϕ + pϕ
ρϕ

=
2x2

x2 + y2
. (A.6)

Perturbations about the critical points (A.4) allows their stability to be determined

and it is possible to extract the attractor solutions through such an analysis [77]. We

intended to outline the system of equations that one would require to carry out a similar

such analysis for the Kähler moduli inflation model of [47].

Consider the N = 1, d = 4 effective SUGRA action is of the form (in Planck units),

S = −
∫
d4x

√
−g
(
1

2
R +Kiȷ̄∂µT

i∂µT̄ ȷ̄ + V (Tm, T̄ m̄)

)
, (A.7)

where Kiȷ̄ is the Kähler metric , T i and T̄ ȷ̄ are the complex chiral fields. Varying this

action with respect to the Kähler moduli in a Friedmann Robertson Walker spacetime

we obtain the equation of motion

T
′′i + 3T

′i + ΓijkT
′jT

′k +
H ′

H
T

′i +
Kij̄

H2
Vj̄ = 0, (A.8)

where H is again the Hubble parameter, with the Friedmann constraint

H2 =
κ2p
3
(Kij̄Ṫ i

˙̄T j̄ + V ). (A.9)
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Differentiating this equation with respect to N = lna indicated by a prime, where

f ′ = df
dN

= H df
dt

= Hḟ we obtain,

2HH ′ =
κ2p
3
(2HH ′Kij̄T

′iT̄
′j̄ +H2K ′

ij̄T
′iT̄

′j̄

+H2Kij̄T
′′iT̄

′j̄ +H2Kij̄T
′iT̄

′′j̄ + V ′). (A.10)

Rearranging the equation of motion for the Kähler moduli (A.8) and substituting into

(A.10), we obtain

2H ′

H
=

κ2p
3
(
2H ′

H
Kij̄T

′iT̄
′j̄ +K ′

ij̄T
′iT̄

′j̄

+Kij̄(−3T
′i + ΓilmT

′lT
′m − H ′

H
T

′i − Kil̄

H2
Vl̄)T̄

′j̄

+Kij̄T
′i(−3T̄

′j̄ + Γj̄
l̄m̄
T̄

′ l̄T̄
′m̄ − H ′

H
T̄

′j̄ − K lj̄

H2
Vl) +

V ′

H2
)

=
k2p
3
(
2H ′

H
Kij̄T

′iT̄
′j̄ +K ′

ij̄T
′iT̄

′j̄ − 6Kij̄T
′iT̄

′j̄ −Kij̄Γ
i
lmT

′lT
′mT̄

′j̄

−Kij̄T
′iΓj̄

l̄m̄
T̄

′ l̄T̄
′m̄ − 2H ′

H
Kij̄T

′iT̄
′j̄

−Kij̄

Kil̄

H2
Vl̄T̄

′j̄ −Kij̄T
′iK

lj̄

H2
Vl +

V ′

H2
), (A.11)

where we have defined

K ′
ij̄T

′iT̄
′j̄ = (

∂Kij̄

∂T σ
∂T σ

∂N
+
∂Kij̄

∂T̄ σ̄
∂T̄ σ̄

∂N
)T

′iT̄
′j̄ = Kij̄σT

′iT̄
′j̄T

′σ +Kij̄σ̄T
′iT̄

′j̄T̄
′σ̄.

(A.12)

If we look at the Γilm terms in (A.11) above we have

−Kij̄Γ
i
lmT

′lT
′mT̄

′j̄ −Kij̄T
′iΓj̄

l̄m̄
T̄

′ l̄T̄
′m̄

= −Kij̄K
iσ̄Klσ̄mT

′lT
′mT̄

′j̄ −Kij̄K
σj̄Kl̄σm̄T̄

′lT̄
′m̄T

′i)

= −(Klj̄mT
′lT̄

′j̄T
′m +Kil̄m̄T

′iT̄
′ l̄T̄

′m̄), (A.13)

where the assumption that Kij̄K
iσ̄ = δσ̄j̄ has been imposed. For this case the indices

are sums over all fields the two equations cancel. A similar trick can be achieved if we

look at the Vl type terms.

V ′

H2
−Kij̄

Kil̄

H2
Vl̄T̄

′j̄ −Kij̄T
′iK

lj̄

H2
Vl =

Vσ
H2

T
′σ +

Vσ̄
H2

T̄
′σ̄

− Vi
H2

T
′i +

Vj̄
H2

T̄
′j̄ = 0, (A.14)

which leaves us with a largely simplified expression

2H ′

H
= −

κ2p
3
(6Kij̄T

′iT̄
′j̄). (A.15)
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We can also define

x2ij̄ =
κ2p
3
Kij̄T

′iT̄
′j̄ , y2 =

κ2pV

3H2
, (A.16)

which we see gives the constraint equation as 1 =
∑n

i,j x
2
ij̄ + y2 and H′

H
= 3x2ij̄ . Now

let us obtain equations for x′2
ij̄ , y

′2 and any more required,

2xij̄x
′

ij̄ =
k2p
3
(K ′

ij̄T
′iT̄

′j̄ +Kij̄T
′′iT̄

′j̄ +Kij̄T
′iT̄

′′j̄). (A.17)

Now we can substitute in the equations of motion for T ′i and T̄
′j̄ . We must also

remember that the indices i, j in (A.17) - and from now onwards - are specific fields
1 and not sums. We use greek letters when a sum is present, with this in mind our

equation becomes,

2xij̄x
′

ij̄ =
k2p
3
(K ′

ij̄T
′iT̄

′j̄ −Kij̄Γ
i
σρT

′σT
′ρT̄

′j̄ −Kij̄T
′iΓj̄σ̄ρ̄T̄

′σ̄T̄
′ρ̄ (A.18)

− 6Kij̄T
′iT̄

′j̄ − 2H ′

H
Kij̄T

′iT̄
′j̄ −Kij̄

Kiσ̄

H2
Vσ̄T̄

′j̄ −Kij̄T
′iK

σj̄

H2
Vσ).

Now we can simplify this slightly if the previous trick we employed can be used again

as below,

K ′
ij̄T

′iT̄
′j̄ −Kij̄Γ

i
σρT

′σT
′ρT̄

′j̄ −Kij̄T
′iΓj̄σ̄ρ̄T̄

′σ̄T̄
′ρ̄

= Kij̄σT
′iT̄

′j̄T
′σ +Kij̄σ̄T

′iT̄
′j̄T

′σ̄ −Kij̄K
iγ̄Kσγ̄ρT

′σT
′ρT̄

′γ̄

−Kij̄K
γj̄Kσ̄γρ̄T̄

′σT̄
′ρ̄T

′i)

= −Kaj̄ρT
′aT̄

′j̄T
′ρ −Kib̄ρ̄T

′iT̄
′b̄T

′ρ̄ , a ̸= i, b ̸= j̄ (A.19)

The appearance of these terms arises due to the cross-terms of the Kähler metric . In

the case of a diagonal Kij̄ these terms would not appear, with the equations reducing

to those given in [76]. We define these new terms as

χij̄ = −Kaj̄ρT
′aT̄

′j̄T
′ρ, χ̄ij̄ = −Kib̄ρ̄T

′iT̄
′b̄T

′ρ̄, a ̸= i, b ̸= j̄, (A.20)

so using our simplifications we find

x
′

ij̄ = −3xij̄ − 3xij̄

n∑
σ,ρ̄=1

x2σρ̄ +
χij̄ + χ̄ij̄ + y2λ

2xij̄
, (A.21)

1Previously the indices have all represented sums over all fields.
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where λ = −V ′

V
. The equation for the variation of y is found through similar methods,

2yy′ =
k2p
3
(
V ′

H2
− 2V H ′

H3
) =

k2pV

3H2
(
V ′

V
+ 6x2σρ̄) = y2(6x2σρ̄ − λ),

y′ = y(3x2σρ̄ −
λ

2
), (A.22)

so we find our system of equations to be

1 =
n∑
i,j

x2ij̄ + y2, (A.23)

x
′

ij̄ = −3xij̄ − 3xij̄

n∑
σ,ρ̄=1

x2σρ̄ +
χij̄ + χ̄ij̄ + y2λ

2xij̄
, (A.24)

y′ = y(3x2σρ̄ −
λ

2
), (A.25)

λ′ = λ2(1− Λ), (A.26)

where Λ = V V
′′

V 2 . We see in the case where we have one field, i = j = 1 we have again

the system of equations given in [76].



Appendix B

Extended slow roll conventions for

Kähler metrics and complex fields

In this appendix we outline the definitions used in chapter 5 to calculate the slow roll

parameters in the extended and eigenvalue formalisms. In particular we outline the

simplifications that arise when the target space gab is a Kähler metric.

B.1 Kähler Metrics and Complex fields

The definitions of the extended and eigenvalue slow roll parameters, given by equa-

tions (5.56 - 5.60) and (5.61 - 5.66) respectively, form the basis of chapter 5, with the

definitions ηba given by (5.67) and ξabcd given by (5.68) being used in each formalism.

These are general definitions for a general target space metric gab. However in the

natural chaotic inflation model [66] and in the Large volume class of inflation models,

Kähler moduli inflation [47] the target space is a Kähler metric. We now outline the

form of the definitions used in chapter 5 when such a metric is consider. When the

target space metric is a Kähler metric [8],

gij̄ = ∂i∂j̄K = Kij̄, (B.1)

where K is the Kähler potential. The simplification arises due to the nature of the

holomorphic coordinates zi, z̄j and only mixed indices metrics, Kij̄ and same type

index connection terms Γijk are non zero. That is in a complex field basis, {ϕi} =
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{ψi, ψ̄ī} for which gij = gīj̄ = 0 and gij̄ = gīj = ∂i∂j̄K = Kij̄ . The only non-

zero connection components are those of pure type Γijk = Kin̄Kkn̄,j and the complex

conjugates.

For epsilon we have for a Kähler metric,

ϵ ≡
M2

p

2

gab∇aV∇b̄V

V 2
=M2

p

Kij̄∇iV∇j̄V

V 2
. (B.2)

This results in four components of ηba and 16 components of ξabcd , each of these repre-

senting a different combination of the fields and are given as,

ηba =

 ηji ηj
ī

ηj̄i ηj̄
ī

 , (B.3)

where ηba =
gbc(V,ca−Γd

caV,d)

V
and since the target space is Kähler we have,

ηji =
Kjk̄V,k̄i
V

, (B.4)

ηj̄i =
K j̄k(V,ki − ΓlkiV,l)

V
, (B.5)

ηj
ī

=
Kjk̄(V,k̄ī − Γl̄

k̄ī
V,l̄)

V
, (B.6)

ηj̄
ī

=
K j̄kV,kī
V

, (B.7)

and

ξabcd =


ξijkl ξij̄kl ξij

kl̄
ξij̄
kl̄

ξ ījkl ξ īj̄kl ξ īj
kl̄

ξ īj̄
kl̄

ξij
k̄l

ξij̄
k̄l

ξij
k̄l̄

ξij̄
k̄l̄

ξ īj
k̄l

ξ īj̄
k̄l

ξ īj
k̄l̄

ξ īj̄
k̄l̄

 , (B.8)

where ξabcd =M4
p
gaegbfV,e

V

(
V,cfd−(Γgfd),cV,g−ΓgfdV,cg−Γhcf (V,hd−ΓghdV,g)−Γhcd(V,hf−

ΓghfV,g)

)
giving the components for the Kähler metric as,
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ξijkl = M4
p

Kim̄Kjn̄V,m̄V;kn̄l
V 2

, (B.9)

ξ ījkl = M4
p

K īmKjn̄V,mV;kn̄l
V 2

, (B.10)

ξij̄kl = M4
p

Kim̄K j̄nV,m̄V;knl
V 2

, (B.11)

ξij
k̄l

= M4
p

Kim̄Kjn̄V,m̄V;k̄n̄l
V 2

, (B.12)

ξij
kl̄

= M4
p

Kim̄Kjn̄V,m̄V;kn̄l̄
V 2

, (B.13)

ξ īj̄kl = M4
p

K īmK j̄nV,mV;knl
V 2

, (B.14)

ξ īj
k̄l

= M4
p

K īmKjn̄V,mV;k̄n̄l
V 2

, (B.15)

ξ īj
kl̄

= M4
p

K īmKjn̄V,mV;kn̄l̄
V 2

, (B.16)

ξij̄
k̄l

= M4
p

Kim̄K j̄nV,m̄V;k̄nl
V 2

, (B.17)

ξij̄
kl̄

= M4
p

Kim̄K j̄nV,m̄V;knl̄
V 2

, (B.18)

ξij
k̄l̄

= M4
p

Kim̄Kjn̄V,m̄V;k̄n̄l̄
V 2

, (B.19)

ξ īj̄
k̄l

= M4
p

K īmK j̄nV,m̄V;k̄nl
V 2

, (B.20)

ξ īj̄
kl̄

= M4
p

K īmK j̄nV,mV;knl̄
V 2

, (B.21)

ξ īj
k̄l̄

= M4
p

K īmKjn̄V,mV;k̄n̄l̄
V 2

, (B.22)

ξij̄
k̄l̄

= M4
p

Kim̄K j̄nV,m̄V;k̄nl̄
V 2

, (B.23)

ξ īj̄
k̄l̄

= M4
p

K īm̄K j̄nV,m̄V;k̄nl̄
V 2

, (B.24)
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where the covariant third derivative of the potential are given by,

V;knl = V,knl − ΓpnlV,pk − Γpkn(V,pl − ΓqplV,q), (B.25)

V;k̄nl = V,k̄nl − ΓpnlV,pk̄ − (Γpnl),k̄V,p, (B.26)

V;kn̄l = V,kn̄l − ΓpklV,pn̄, (B.27)

V;knl̄ = V,knl̄ − ΓpknV,pl̄, (B.28)

V;k̄n̄l = V,k̄n̄l − Γp̄
k̄n̄
V,p̄l, (B.29)

V;k̄nl̄ = V,k̄nl̄ − Γp̄
k̄l̄
V,p̄n, (B.30)

V;kn̄l̄ = V,kn̄l̄ − Γp̄
n̄l̄
V,kp̄ − (Γp̄

n̄l̄
),kV,p̄ (B.31)

V;k̄n̄l̄ = V,k̄n̄l̄ − Γp̄
n̄l̄
V,p̄k̄ − Γp̄

k̄n̄
(V,p̄l̄ − Γq̄

p̄l̄
V,q̄). (B.32)

The above definitions are those for which we have a general target space metric and

complex scalar fields.

The notation above might be slightly confusing with the appearance of both barred and

unbarred indexes. For example in ηij we see there is a j̄ on the inverse Kähler metric,

this arises due to the presence of the Kronecker deltas in the derivatives of the potential

and the restriction Kij = Kīj̄ = 0, hence the strange notation.

B.1.1 ξ2

We define the third slow roll parameter as ξ2 = ξabcdN
c
b δ
a
d . Since we have a Kähler

metric there are simplifications to the ξabcd terms, as was shown in the previous section.

Also, since ϕi ̸= ϕ̄ī we have a number of additional simplifications, leading to

ξabca =

(
ξibci ξ ībci

ξib
c̄i

ξ īb
c̄i

)
,=

(
ξibci 0

0 ξ īb
c̄i

)
(B.33)

where we have used the notation, i = 1, n where n is the number of complex fields

and a, b, c = i, ī indicate the general indexing. We are left with the full expression for

ξ2 as a sum of 8 expressions,

ξ2 = (ξibci + ξ ībc̄i)N
c
b

= (ξijki + ξ īj
kī
)N j

k + (ξij
k̄i
+ ξ īj

k̄ī
)N j

k̄
+ (ξij̄ki + ξ īj̄

kī
)N j̄

k + (ξij̄
k̄i
+ ξ īj̄

k̄ī
)N j̄

k̄
, .(B.34)
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B.2 Supergravity models: Spectral index

Here we outline the argument covered by Chiba and Yamaguchi [74]. This gives an

identical expression for ns to that given in the main text.

In the multi-field scenario the power spectrum is given as [59]

PR(k) =

(
H

2π

)2

N,aN
,a, (B.35)

where k is the comoving wavenumebr at horizon exit (k = aH) and N(ϕ) is the

number of efoldings defined in the usual way

N(ϕ) =

∫ te

t(ϕ)

Hdt, (B.36)

from which we can obtain the slow-roll relation

H = −N,aϕ̇
a ≈ N,a

V ,a

3H
, (B.37)

where, for target space metric gab, we have used V ,a = gabV,b.

Again assuming at horizon crossing, k = aH and that Ḣ is negligible compared to ȧ

(considering H = constant) we have a relation between the comoving wavenumber

and Hubble radius, dlnk ≈ Hdt. The spectral index of the scalar perturbations can

then be defined as

ns − 1 ≡ dlnPR

dlnk
= 2

Ḣ

H2
− 2

N ,aṄ,a

HN ,cN,c

. (B.38)

As we have seen the first term on the RHS is given by the slow roll parameter ϵ whilst

using the relations,

Ṅ,a = ϕ̇b∇b∇aN (B.39)

= ∇a(ϕ̇
b∇bN)− (∇aϕ̇

b)(∇bN) = −H,a −N ,b∇aϕ̇
b,

∇aϕ̇
b ≈ −∇a(

V,b
3H

) =
H,aV,b
3H

− ∇a∇bV

3H
, (B.40)

giving

ns − 1 = 2
Ḣ

H2
− 2

N ,a

HN ,cN,C

(−H,a −N ,b∇aϕ̇
b)

≈ 2

H2

˙
(−N,a

˙ a)ϕ− 2
N ,a

HN ,cN,C

(−H,a −N ,b∇aϕ̇
b)

≈ −2ϵ+
ηabN

,aN ,b

N,cN ,c
, (B.41)
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where here ∇aϕ̇
b ≡ ∇a∇bV

κ2V
and since in the slow roll limit we can write N,a =

κ2V V,a
V,cV ,c ,

we have

Nab =
N ,aN ,b

N,cN ,c
=
V ,aV ,b

V,cV ,c
, (B.42)

and we are led to

ns − 1 = −6ϵ+ 2ηabN
ab. (B.43)
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